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Abstract
There is an urgent need to develop deterrent systems to impede the spread of invasive
silver carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix), bighead carp (H. nobilis) and common carp (Cyprinus
carpio). Sound, light and air curtains have all been shown to deter carp; however, no study to
date had systematically compared the responses of carp to each of these deterrents. The
overarching goal of this dissertation was to determine whether and how sound, light and air might
be used, either on their own or together, to impede the movement of invasive carps while having
minimal effects on other fishes. Four laboratory and one field study were conducted. When
tested in a dimly-lit laboratory flume, bighead and common carps were more deterred by a 202000 Hz cyclic sound than a broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound (10-10,000 Hz) (p < 0.05).
Further, coupling these sounds with an air curtain enhanced their ability to block fish passage in
the laboratory (> 97% blocked by the coupled cyclic sound and air curtain). A second laboratory
experiment showed that lake sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens) and brown trout (Salmo trutta) were
less deterred by the broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound than either bighead or common carps.
However, none of these fishes were deterred by this sound when frequencies lower than 1000 Hz
were removed. Another laboratory experiment showed that constantly-lit and strobing lights
blocked 80% of bighead carp in a dimly-lit flume, while a constant light worked better than a
strobing light in a well-lit background (80% and 33% blocked, respectively) (p < 0.05).
Largemouth bass were similarly repelled by light in a dimly-lit flume, but attracted to the light in
a well-lit environment. The last laboratory experiment examined the response of bighead carp to
different combinations of light, sound and air curtains. Greater than 90% blockage for carp was
observed when strobing light (but not constant light) was combined with sound and/or an air
curtain. A final field study, conducted in a lock chamber, found that although adult common carp
were initially deterred by the outboard-motor sound in the lock, they habituated after single
exposure; whereas in the laboratory, habituation occurred only after three exposures. Several
factors, including differences between sound fields observed in the laboratory and field, may have
been responsible. Together, these experiments suggest broad-spectrum sounds are well suited to
block carp, especially if they are coupled with an air curtain and strobing light. Field tests are
needed to fully evaluate their potential.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Invasive Carp Problem and Fish Deterrent Systems

Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS)
Invasive species can have tremendous economic and ecological impacts on
aquatic environments. On a global scale, biological invasions have been estimated to
cost $1.4 trillion (US) annually and constitute the main threat to 42% of the species listed
under the Endangered Species Act (Pimentel et al. 2005; Ricciardi 2013). In North
America, the Laurentian Great Lakes and the Mississippi River basin have been
particularly impacted by AIS (Patel et al. 2010). For example, impacts of the sea lamprey
invasion on the Laurentian Great Lakes were evident soon after their introduction with
declines in native lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) and burbot (Lota lota) populations
resulting in the complete restructuring of aquatic communities in these lakes, along with a
collapsed lake trout fishery (Smith and Tibbles 1980). Even after identifying lampricides
in the 1950’s, the recurring economic cost to suppress sea lamprey populations in the
Great Lakes is $20 million annually (Irwin et al. 2012). Currently, at least 182 nonnative species are found in the Great Lakes and Mississippi River basins threatening the
area that has the highest diversity of freshwater fishes and mussels in North America
(Ricciardi 2006; Rasmussen et al. 2011). AIS damage estimates to the Great Lakes are
estimated to be $138 million per year, but when secondary impacts such as sport fishing
losses are considered, the negative impact of AIS may exceed $800 million annually
(Rothlisberger et al. 2012). Given the ecological and economic burdens associated with
AIS, residents of the Great Lakes and Mississippi River basin are particularly concerned
by the invasion of silver carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix) and bighead carp (H.
nobilis) from Asia.

Invasive Carps
Silver and bighead carps, hereafter collectively referred to as bigheaded carp,
were introduced to Arkansas from China in the late 1970s, escaped into the wild soon
thereafter, and now are one of the greatest invasive species disasters to befall the
Midwestern United States (Chapman and Hoff 2011). Both species of carp are presently
1

expanding and threatening to enter and establish in both the Great Lakes and Upper
Mississippi River (Lubejko et al. 2017; https://www.asiancarp.us/index.html). These fish
are voracious plankton feeders, grow rapidly to large sizes, and live long while some (the
silver carp) jump. Bigheaded carp have indirect ecological impacts by feeding on small
zooplankton and algae, altering water quality which can then impacts aquatic macrophyte
and fish communities (Kolar et al. 2007; Solomon et al. 2016). Bigheaded carp have also
been shown to have direct impacts on native fishes, such as gizzard shad (Dorosoma
cepedianum) and bigmouth buffalo (Ictiobus cyprinellus) which have similar diets (Irons
et al. 2007; Sampson et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2018). The federal government is presently
spending millions to stop bigheaded carps from entering the Great Lakes with most
funding being focused on the Chicago Area Waterway System (CAWS) where a multimillion dollar electrical barrier system has been installed and aggressive new options are
being considered at the Brandon Road Lock (Patel et al. 2010; Rasmussen et al. 2011;
GLMRIS 2014). Meanwhile, bigheaded carps threaten many regions of North America
other than the CAWS.
The reproductive front for both bighead carp and silver carp in the mainstem of
the Mississippi River, defined here as the upstream-most reach where reproduction has
been confirmed, is between Lock and Dam 19 near Keokuk, Iowa and Lock and Dam 15
near Davenport, Iowa (Larson et al. 2017). This set of 29 Mississippi River navigational
locks and dams offers a possible avenue to block bigheaded carp passage. The upstream
passage of fish through locks and dams occurs through 2 primary routes: gated spillways
(dam) and the navigation lock (lock). Fish passage through spillway gates, which raise
off the river bottom, is affected by the resultant water velocity generated underneath the
gate. While invasive fish passage through the spillway gates could be a problem at
specific sites, locks and dams near the headwaters of the Mississippi River rarely
experience open-river conditions (FishPro 2004) which significantly reduces water
velocity through the spillway gates allowing fish passage. The other route that fish can
use to pass upstream of a lock and dam is the lock chamber, which is opened and closed
to allow boat traffic to move up- and down-stream. Fish passage through the lock
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chamber can only be reduced by permanently closing the lock (a tremendous socioeconomic challenge) or by adding a deterrent system in front of the lock chamber.
In addition to bigheaded carps, the common carp (Cyprinus carpio) has already
damaged many North American waters. Introduced in the 1880s, common carp now
dominate millions of hectares of shallow lakes and wetlands worldwide which it destroys
by digging into the substrate (Weber and Brown 2009; Bajer and Sorensen 2010). Many
consider it the most damaging and invasive fish worldwide (Lougheed et al. 1998;
Zambrano et al. 2006; Britton et al. 2010). One reason this species has come to dominate
midwestern North American waters is the tendency of its adults to migrate into wetlands
to spawn. While controlling common carp by poisoning or managing native egg
predators in carp nursery regions is possible and can be successful (Bajer and Sorensen
2010; Bajer et al. 2012), these efforts are frequently stymied by the inability to safely and
inexpensively deter either upstream or downstream movement of carp. In sum, it would
be useful to develop alternative, safe deterrent systems specifically to block bigheaded
and common carps across multiple regions and situations.

Fish Deterrent Systems
Fish deterrent systems can be placed into four categories: physical barriers,
electrical barriers, velocity barriers, and behavioral deterrents. Physical barriers such as
screens and low-head dams are extremely expensive to build, maintain, and are rarely
taxon-specific (Porto et al. 1999; Dodd et al. 2003). Similarly, electrical barriers can
block upstream movements of fish but are expensive, can be dangerous, are not taxonspecific and are generally not effective at preventing downstream moving fishes (Patel et
al. 2010; Rasmussen et al. 2011). Velocity barriers use high velocities that fish cannot
swim against and are only applicable in special scenarios and can of course, only stop
upstream-moving fishes. Finally, behavioral deterrents are systems that employ sensory
cues to alter the behavior of the animal (Noatch and Suski 2012). Because fish sensory
systems tend to be taxon-specific, behavioral deterrents are of great interest in carp
control especially because they are generally safe,economical to deploy, and have the
potential to deter bigheaded carp while allowing native species to pass unhindered.
3

These deterrent systems can stimulate multiple sensory systems and can be applied in
targeted ways (Coutant 2001). Although behavioral deterrents are generally less than
100% effective, they are still a viable option because bigheaded carp management is
focused on preventing a critical number of fish passages (i.e., number required to
establish reproducing populations) rather than complete blockage (Cudmore et al. 2012).

Behavioral Deterrents
1) Acoustic Deterrents
Although nearly half a dozen deterrent technologies that target fish behavior
could in theory be used to impede invasive carp movement (see Noatch and Suski 2012),
those utilizing sound have special promise. While electrical fields and chemical toxicants
tend to not be taxon-specific and only effective at short distances, low frequency sounds
can travel hundreds of meters in open water (ideal for turbid waters like the Mississippi
River, where use of light stimuli may be more limited) and fish detect/respond to sound
in a taxon-specific manner (Popper and Carlson 1998). Sound propagates underwater as
a travelling pressure wave with accompanying particle motion and is used by a variety of
aquatic organisms to perform various life-cycle functions including navigation, obstacle
avoidance, prey detection and avoidance, communication and mating (Popper and
Carlson 1998). Fish detect particle motion using their inner ear and mechanosensory
lateral line (Fay et al. 2008). While aquatic mammals primarily use sound pressure, all
fish and many invertebrates appear to detect and primarily use the particle motion
component of the sound (Popper and Hawkins 2018). Sound pressure is only detected
with notable sensitivity by fishes that possess an anatomical connection between their
swim bladder and their inner ear (Higgs et al. 2006; Braun and Grande 2008).
Ostariophysian fishes (including bigheaded and common carps) have a series of small
bones (i.e., Weberian Ossicles) that connects their swim bladder and inner ear which
provides indirect audition of sound pressure (Popper and Fay 2011). As a result,
bigheaded and common carps (along with all other Ostariophysians) detect sound stimuli
across wider frequency ranges and lower sound pressures than many non-Ostariophysian
fishes native to the Mississippi River basin (Lovell et al. 2005, 2006; Mann et al. 2007;
4

Vetter et al. 2018). Over a decade of study has described two types of complex sound,
defined as sounds containing multiple frequencies, that show some ability to deter carp: a
continuous outboard-motor sound (Vetter et al. 2015; Murchy et al. 2017; Vetter et al.
2017; Zielinski and Sorensen 2017; Dennis et al. 2019) and a proprietary cyclic sound
(Maes et al. 2004; Dennis et al. 2019).
Previous studies have demonstrated that the complex sound of an outboard motor
can induce physiological stress (Wysocki et al. 2006; Graham and Cooke 2008) and alter
movement patterns in a variety of fish species including bigheaded and common carps
(Sarà et al. 2007; Doksæter et al. 2012; Vetter et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2016; Zielinski
and Sorensen 2017; Murchy et al. 2017; Vetter et al. 2017; Dennis et al. 2019). Vetter et
al. (2015, 2017) were the first to test responses of bighead and silver carp to both pure
tones and the complex sound of an outboard motor. Using well-lit outdoor mazes, they
established that while carp were seemingly unaffected by continuous pure tones (500,
1000, 1500 or 2000 Hz), they were deterred by the continuous complex sound of a 100
horsepower (hp) outboard motor containing frequencies between 20 and 10,000 Hz.
However, when a similar (40hp) complex outboard-motor sound was tested by Zielinski
and Sorensen (2017) in a darkened laboratory maze where the speaker systems were
concealed from sight, they found that this sound only repelled about 75% of bighead,
silver and common carps and that this rate dropped with repeated exposure (i.e., carp
habituated). While these studies provide initial evidence that outboard-motor sound can
impact fish behavior and movement, these studies focus on carp and are small-scale
laboratory studies. Additionally, it may be possible to limit the impact of the outboardmotor sound on non-target fish species by restricting frequencies above 1000 Hz (i.e.,
create a sound that only contains frequencies outside the range of most nonOstariophysian fishes; Ladich and Fay 2013). However, this frequency-restricted
outboard-motor sound (1000 – 10,000Hz) has not been tested. As part of my dissertation,
I conducted a laboratory study that examined the response of two Ostariophysian
(bighead carp and common carp) and two non-Ostariophysian (lake sturgeon [Acipenser
fulvescens] and brown trout [Salmo trutta]) fish species to this frequency-restricted
outboard-motor sound and compared responses to the full-spectrum (10-10,000 Hz)
5

outboard-motor sound (see Appendix B). Based on this first laboratory study, I then
conducted a large-scale field study at Lock and Dam 1 (St. Paul, MN) that examined the
response of common carp to the full-spectrum outboard-motor sound when played in an
auxiliary lock chamber and compared these results to our laboratory data (see Chapter 4).
The other type of complex sound that has shown promise as a fish deterrent is a
proprietary sound comprised of cyclic sound bursts between 20 and 2000 Hz (Taylor et
al. 2005). This proprietary cyclic sound, created by Fish Guidance Systems Ltd.
(Southampton, UK), had not yet been tested on its own on carps (only tested as a coupled
sound and air curtain system, see multi-sensory deterrent section); although a field test on
juvenile marine fishes using a similar type of cyclic sound (20-600 Hz) have shown it to
be highly effective on fishes with hearing specializations (e.g., Clupeidae sp.; Maes et al.
2004). This proprietary sound has also been tested on downstream-migrating Atlantic
salmon smolts (Salmo salar), a non-Ostariophysan with a modest sense of hearing
compared to carps (Ladich and Fay 2013), and was shown to block 20% of passages at
night (Welton et al. 1997) though this increased to 60% blockage when this sound was
coupled with an air curtain (Welton et al. 2002). While both the outboard-motor and
proprietary sounds have similar frequency components, the temporal patterning of the
signals are different with the outboard-motor sound being played continuously and the
proprietary sound being sound bursts. It has been hypothesized that sound stimuli that
are more abrupt and less predictable are more repulsive (Schwarz and Greer 1984; Engas
et al. 1995; Hawkins et al. 2014); however, a direct comparison between these two
complex sound stimuli has not been conducted. As part of my dissertation, I examined
the response of bighead carp, common carp and largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides;
non-Ostariophysian) to the full-spectrum outboard-motor sound and the proprietary
cyclic sound in a custom-built laboratory flume (see Chapter 2).

2) High-Intensity Light
Light levels are known to influence many facets of fish behavior including
orientation, communication, circadian movements and avoidance from predators (Li and
Maaswinkel 2007). Unlike most mammals, many teleost fishes lack a movable iris, and
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their response to changing light is often slow (Li and Maaswinkel 2007). High-intensity
lights, which introduce unnatural light levels relative to the ambient environment, have
advantages over other types of behavior deterrents (e.g., sound, air curtains, electricity)
because can be relatively inexpensive, easy to deploy and can be used in shallow,
constricted waterways where other behavioral deterrents, such as sound and electricity,
may not work (Popper and Carlson 1998; Noatch and Suski 2012). Behavioral deterrent
systems have typically employed strobing lights because early studies on juvenile
salmonids had suggested that strobe lights were more effective that a constant light
source (Brett and MacKinnon 1953; Nemeth and Anderson 1992). However, recent
studies by Sullivan et al. (2016) and Hansen et al. (2018) suggest that strobing lights may
not always be more effective than constant light as shown for largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides) and Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha). Background
light levels have also been shown to alter the ability of high-intensity lights to deter fish.
For example, Nemeth and Anderson (1992) found that strobing lights were only effective
at deterring juvenile Coho salmon during the night, and a recent study by Stewart et al.
(2014) found that the escape rate of juvenile muskellunge with a laboratory raceway was
higher during the day compared to night. Only one laboratory study has examined the
response of adult common carp to light (Kim and Mandrak 2017), and it demonstrated
that carp were repelled by a randomly-strobing white light. However, they only tested
one type of high-intensity light and when they tested this same strobing light on juvenile
common carp (Kim et al. 2019), the carp no longer avoided the light. Similarly, only one
study has examined the response of bigheaded carps to light, and only when combined
with a sound and air curtain deterrent system (Ruebush et al. 2012). It is currently
unknown how/whether light alone is aversive to bigheaded and common carps and
whether background lighting alters its effectiveness. As part of my dissertation, I
examined the response of bighead carp, common carp and largemouth bass to both
strobing and constant high-intensity light in a dimly-lit and darkened laboratory flume
(see Appendix A).
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3) Air Curtains
Air curtains, defined as streams of bubbles emitted by submersed pipes which
produce low-frequency complex sound (<500 Hz) as well as visual and tactile cues
(Zielinski et al. 2014), have also been shown to deter carp. Two laboratory studies have
demonstrated that air curtains alone can block and guide (when angled) up to 60% of
both common and bigheaded carps in a darkened tank for many hours (Zielinski et al.
2014; Zielinski and Sorensen 2016). Further, field tests in a small creek show air curtains
can be about 60% effective at blocking downstream swimming common carp but not
effective for upstream migrating common carp (Zielinski and Sorensen 2015). The
promise of air curtains is tempered by the fact they can be both relatively expensive and
complicated to install and operate because of the need to produce large volumes of
compressed air, and that turbulent, fast-flowing and deeper waters may reduce their
efficiency because of bubble dispersion and coalescence. However, air curtains have
been coupled with other types of behavioral deterrents to enhance their efficacy (see
below).

4) Multi-modal Deterrents

Coupled Sound and Air Curtain (Bio-acoustic Fish Fence, BAFF)
There have also been several tests of a commercially-available fish deterrent
system which couple a proprietary 20-2000 Hz complex cyclic sound with an air curtain.
This deterrent system is known as a “Bio-Acoustic Fish Fence” or “BAFF” (Fish
Guidance Systems Ltd; http://www.fish-guide.com/), and uses a sound generator in
conjunction with an air curtain to create a wall of sound designed to deflect fish (Welton
et al. 2002; Perry et al. 2014). Welton et al. (2002) hypothesized that BAFF systems
enhance the efficacy of sound as a fish deterrent by entraining sound within the bubble
stream creating a “wall of sound.” Others speculate fish are more averse to the strong
sound pressure and particle acceleration gradients that are produced by a coupled sound
and air curtain system compared to sound alone (Domenico 1982; Zielinski et al. 2014).
In any case, studies examining the response of bighead and silver carps to a BAFF have
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shown at least 95% blockage in both a laboratory raceway and a small creek (Taylor et al.
2005; Ruebush et al. 2012). While these BAFF studies using this proprietary sound are
interesting and appear promising from a theoretical perspective, an understanding of their
practical value to wild carps is complicated by three aspects of extant studies. First, the
hatchery test by Taylor et al. (2005) only examined the response of bighead carp and only
tested the effects of the proprietary sound when coupled with the air curtain. Second, the
field test by Ruebush et al. (2012) was complicated by their inability to control the
number and species of wild stream-fish that encountered the BAFF system. Third, these
BAFF studies have used different protocols than the ones used in tests examining the
outboard-motor sound or air curtain making direct comparisons between these studies
challenging. As part of my dissertation, I conducted a laboratory study examining the
response of bighead carp, common carp and largemouth bass to both the full-spectrum
outboard-motor sound and the proprietary cyclic sound when coupled (or not) to an air
curtain (see Chapter 2).

Combining Light with Sound/Air Curtains
Combining high-intensity lights with either sound and/or an air curtain has also
been shown to enhance its effectiveness to deter fish movement; however, no study to
date has examined the effectiveness of combined light and sound/air stimuli on bighead
carp. While older studies that combine strobing lights with air curtains demonstrate that
these multi-modal deterrent systems are usually more effective than light or air curtains
alone (Patrick et al. 1985; McIninch and Hocutt 1987; Sager et al. 1987), their
effectiveness was influenced by the species being tested and background lighting. More
recent studies with chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha; Perry et al. 2014) and
bighead carp (Ruebush et al. 2012) have also shown that the combination of strobing
light with a coupled sound and air curtain system can be effective at blocking fish
passage. However, studies on sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus; Miehls et al. 2017),
muskellunge (Esox masquinongy; Stewart et al. 2014) and walleye (Sander vitreus;
Flammang et al. 2014) did not demonstrate that combined light and sound/air deterrents
were more effective suggesting that effects of these combined stimuli are likely taxon9

and situation-specific. Additionally, pairing sound with high-intensity lights may be a
more cost-effective solution in situations where an air curtain may not be feasible;
however, only two studies have examined the response of fishes to this type of multimodal stimulus and the results were inconclusive (Miehls et al. 2018; Ryan et al. 2018).
As part of my dissertation, a systematic evaluation including all combinations of sound,
air curtain and high-intensity light stimuli was performed to determine what type of
stimulus was most effective at blocking bighead carp in a laboratory flume (see Chapter
3).

Conclusion
The overall goal of my dissertation was to identify an auditory and/or visual
stimulus that could be used in a behavioral deterrent system to impede the movement of
bigheaded and common carps while having minimal effects on fishes native to the
Mississippi River basin. In order to achieve this goal, five separate, yet complementary
studies, were performed.
My first study (Chapter 2) examined the response of bighead carp, common carp
and largemouth bass to an outboard-motor sound and the proprietary cyclic sound when
coupled (or not) to an air curtain. Results from this study clearly showed that coupling
sound with an air curtain greatly enhances its tendency to block fish passage, and that
carp were sensitive to the type of complex sound (the proprietary sound was more
effective at deterring carp than the outboard-motor sound). This study was published
with the help of my co-authors, Peter Sorensen and Daniel Zielinski, in the Journal of
Biological Invasions on May 31, 2019 (Dennis et al. 2019). Andy Turnpenny and David
Lambert helped with the initial set-up of the experimental flume.
My second study (Chapter 3) examined whether high-intensity light could be
combined with sound and/or air curtains to enhance blockage efficiency in a laboratory
flume. Results from this study clearly showed that the type of high-intensity light
(constant or strobing) influenced the effectiveness of coupled sound and air curtain
deterrent systems to block bighead carp passage, such that strobing light was more
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effective than constant light in a darkened flume. I plan to submit this manuscript, with
Peter Sorensen as a co-author, to the Journal of Biological Invasions.
Based on promising laboratory studies, I also sought to compare the response of
wild-free swimming adult common carp to a complex outboard motor sound when
projected in a lock chamber to the response of juvenile common carp in the laboratory to
determine whether our laboratory results are applicable to the field (Chapter 4). Results
from this study showed that while common carp were initially deterred by the outboardmotor sound in the lock chamber, these fish habituated more quickly to this sound in the
field compared to the laboratory suggesting that other types of behavioral deterrent
systems (like the ones tested in Chapters 2 and 3) might be more effective and that field
testing is necessary. Peter Sorensen and I plan to submit this manuscript as a
management brief in the North American Journal of Fisheries Management. Dan
Zielinski helped set-up the speaker systems used for this field experiment.
I also include two laboratory studies in the appendices section of my dissertation.
Appendix A details an experiment that examined the response of bighead carp, common
carp and largemouth bass to both strobing and constant high-intensity light within a
dimly-lit and darkened flume. I found that bighead carp tested in a darkened flume were
not sensitive to the type of high-intensity light (strobing light was as effective as constant
light), however constant light was more effective than strobing light when tested in a
dimly-lit flume which showed that background lighting matters. Largemouth bass were
similarly impacted by high-intensity light when tested in darkness, but were no longer
blocked by high-intensity light when tested in a dimly-lit flume suggesting that light
could be a taxon-specific deterrent. This study is currently in peer-review (submitted
July 27, 2019) in Management of Biological Invasions, with Peter Sorensen as a coauthor. Appendix B covers laboratory studies that preceded the field study (Chapter 4)
which examined the response of two Ostariophysian (bighead carp and common carp)
and two non-Ostariophysian (lake sturgeon [Acipenser fulvescens] and brown trout
[Salmo trutta]) fish species to a high-frequency outboard-motor sound (1000-10,000 Hz),
which is outside the most-sensitive frequencies for non-Ostariophysians) and compared
responses to the full-spectrum (10-10,000 Hz) outboard-motor sound. This study
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demonstrated that a high-frequency outboard-motor sound does not deter bighead carp or
common carp in the laboratory, while lake sturgeon and brown trout did not avoid either
type of outboard-motor sound. I, along with my co-authors Peter Sorensen and Daniel
Zielinski, plan to submit this manuscript as a note in Transactions of the American
Fisheries Society. All of this work would not have been possible without support by the
Legislative-Citizen Commission on Minnesota Resources (LCCMR).
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Chapter 2: A complex sound coupled with an air curtain blocks invasive carp
passage without habituation in a laboratory flume

Published as:
Dennis CE, Zielinski DP, Sorensen PW (2019) A complex sound coupled with an air
curtain blocks invasive carp passage without habituation in a laboratory flume. Biol
Invasions 21: 2837-2855

Summary
Invasive bigheaded carp are currently advancing upstream in the Mississippi
River and threaten to invade its headwaters. The possibility that sound projected into
navigation locks might block this invasion is being considered and four types of complex
sound have been shown to have promise: an outboard-motor sound, a proprietary cyclic
sound, air curtains, and the (coupling) pairing of this proprietary sound with an air
curtain. In a laboratory study, we systematically tested the effects of these stimuli on
invasive bighead carp and common carp, as well as the native largemouth bass (which
lack hearing specializations), in a darkened laboratory flume. We were specifically
interested in whether the outboard-motor sound or the proprietary sound might be more
effective at blocking and deterring fishes (i.e., does the type of complex sound matter),
and whether coupling either of these sounds with an air curtain might enhance their
effectiveness. We found that the proprietary sound was more effective than the outboardmotor sound at both deterring and blocking common carp as well as deterring bighead
carp. The largemouth bass were less affected by both sounds. We also found that when
an air curtain was coupled to either sound, the combined stimulus became more effective
at blocking all three species. This was especially true for the proprietary sound which
when coupled with an air curtain blocked 97% of bighead carp. The proprietary sound
coupled with the air curtain has promise to block bigheaded carp and should be
considered for field tests.
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Introduction
The bighead carp (Hypophthalmichthys nobilis) and its congener the silver carp
(H. molitrix), hereafter referred to as bigheaded carp, were introduced from Asia to the
Mississippi River Basin in the 1970s and are now spreading into the upper reaches of the
Mississippi River and toward the Laurentian Great Lakes (Kolar et al. 2007; Chapman
and Hoff 2011; Lubejka et al. 2017; https://www.asiancarp.us/index.html). These
microphagous fishes are altering this river’s food web (Kolar et al. 2007; Patel et al.
2010; Wang et al. 2018), which is already impaired by the common carp (Cyprinus
carpio) introduced over a century ago from Europe (Sorensen and Bajer 2011). In
addition to being voracious feeders, silver carp jump out of the water when disturbed
reducing the recreational value of the river for public fishing and boating. Although
many strategies have been proposed to stop the upstream spread of bigheaded carps, the
possibility of blocking carp passage through navigation locks using sound has been
suggested to have special promise (Vetter et al. 2015; Murchy et al. 2017; Zielinski and
Sorensen 2017). In particular, the carps (like all ostariophysan fishes) are especially
sensitive to sound (Ladich and Fay 2013; Vetter et al. 2018). Sound can also be easily
and safely projected into the water (Popper and Carlson 1998; Noatch and Suski 2012).
Indeed, several promising sound stimuli have already been identified for bigheaded carp
(Taylor et al. 2005; Zielinski et al. 2014; Vetter et al. 2015) although which one(s) might
offer the greatest promise has yet to be determined.
Pure tones (single frequency), complex sounds (sounds containing multiple
frequencies) and air curtains (bubbling systems that produce low-frequency sounds
together with visual and hydrodynamic cues) have all been tested on bigheaded and
common carps and shown to have promise in different sets of experiments. Using welllit outdoor mazes with a speaker system, Vetter et al. (2015) established that while silver
carp are seemingly unaffected by exposure to continuous pure tones (500, 1000, 1500 or
2000 Hz), they are deterred by the continuous complex sound of a 100 horsepower (hp)
outboard motor containing frequencies between 20 and 10,000 Hz. Later, Murchy et al.
(2017) confirmed that this outboard motor sound prevented 90% of bighead and silver
carps from entering a channel separating two well-lit ponds. However, when a similar
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(40hp) outboard-motor sound was later tested by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017) in a lowlight laboratory maze in which the speaker systems were concealed from sight, they
found that this sound only repelled about 75% of bigheaded and common carps and that
this rate dropped with repeated exposure (i.e., carp habituated). These results seemingly
demonstrate that while an outboard-motor sound can deter carps in the laboratory, they
also show that testing conditions including the presence of visual cues (visible speakers)
can alter this response so different deterrents need to be directly compared using identical
protocols. Thus, these studies do not provide much insight into why complex sounds
deter carp (or other fishes) or whether some types of complex sound may be more
effective than others.
Laboratory and field tests have also shown that air curtains (streams of bubbles
emitted by submersed pipes which produce low-frequency complex sound as well as
visual and tactile cues [Zielinski et al. 2014]) can block invasive bigheaded and common
carps. In particular, two laboratory studies have demonstrated that air curtains can
repeatedly block up to 80% of both common carp and bigheaded carps in near total
darkness for several hours (Zielinski et al. 2014; Zielinski and Sorensen 2016). Further, a
field test in a small creek showed that an air curtain could block 60% of downstream
swimming juvenile common carp, but that it was ineffective against upstream migrating
adults (Zielinski and Sorensen 2015). The promise of air curtains is tempered by the fact
they can be both relatively expensive and complicated to install and operate because of
the need to produce large volumes of air, and that fast flowing and deeper waters (greater
than 10-20 m) may also reduce their efficiency because of bubble dispersal and
coalescence. Additionally, all tests of air curtains conducted to date have used different
testing protocols than those used for the outboard motor sound precluding direct
comparisons between these stimuli.
In addition to tests of complex sound and air curtains alone, there have been
several tests of a commercially available fish deterrent system, which couples a
proprietary 20-2000 Hz complex cyclic sound with an air curtain. This system has
blocked at least 95% of both silver and bighead carps in a laboratory raceway and a small
creek (Taylor et al. 2005; Ruebush et al. 2012). Other fish species have not been directly
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tested, although tests of a similarly coupled system showed it could divert downstream
swimming Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) (Welton et al. 2002). This deterrent system is
known as a “Bio-Acoustic Fish Fence” or “BAFF” (Fish Guidance Systems Ltd “FGS”;
Southampton, UK; http://www.fish-guide.com/) and has seemingly been perfected over
several decades in the field (Welton et al. 2002; Perry et al. 2014). Welton et al. (2002)
hypothesized that BAFF systems enhance the efficacy of sound as a fish deterrent by
entraining sound within the bubble stream creating a “wall of sound” but did not present
sound mapping data to evaluate this possibility. Others speculate, but also fail to test, the
possibility that coupled sound and air curtain deterrent systems produce strong sound
pressure and particle acceleration gradients that are aversive to fishes (Domenico 1982;
Zielinski et al. 2014). Of course, the type of complex,cyclic (broadband) sound used in
the BAFF system designed for bigheaded carps may also be more effective than other
types of complex sounds (David Lambert, Fish Guidance Systems Ltd., Southampton,
U.K., personal communication). In any case, while these BAFF studies using this
proprietary sound are interesting and appear promising from a theoretical perspective, an
understanding of their practical value to wild carps is complicated by three aspects of
extant studies. First, the hatchery test by Taylor et al. (2005) only examined the response
of bighead carp and only tested the effects of the proprietary sound when coupled with
the air curtain. Thus, both the role of the (potentially expensive) air curtain in blocking
bighead carp passage compared to the proprietary sound alone and its possible effects on
other fish species (a concern to fisheries managers) are presently unknown. Second, the
field test by Ruebush et al. (2012) was complicated by their inability to control the
number and species of wild stream fishes that encountered the BAFF system, along with
their sporadic addition of high-intensity lights to the BAFF which made it impossible to
determine which stimuli were driving avoidance responses. Third, BAFF studies have
also used different protocols than the ones used in the tests examining the air curtain and
outboard motor sound making direct comparisons between these studies challenging. So
while it is clear that pure sounds are less effective than complex sounds at deterring
bigheaded carp in the laboratory, it is simply not yet clear whether different types of
complex sound are more effective at deterring carps than others or whether coupling
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complex sound with an air curtain actually enhances its ability to block carps. It is also
unclear how these different types of sound stimuli impact fishes other than carps,
especially those that lack the hearing sensitivity of carps.
The overarching goal of this study was to identify a type of sound stimulus that
might be particularly effective at deterring and blocking invasive carps while having
minimal effects on other fish species. We were especially interested in determining
whether the proprietary sound coupled with an air curtain has special promise that might
justify the expense and complexity of purchasing and installing a commercially available
fish deterrent system. To accomplish this goal, we asked two questions of interest from a
basic perspective. First, we asked whether invasive carps or other fishes are sensitive to
the nature of complex sound (i.e., is there a difference in the responses of fishes to an
outboard-motor sound versus a proprietary-cyclic sound). Second, we asked whether
coupling an air curtain to a complex sound makes it more effective at blocking carps or
other fishes than either the complex sound or air curtain alone, and if one type of
combined sound-air curtain system might be more effective than the other. To answer
these questions, we tested groups of bighead carp, common carp and largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides, a non-ostariophysan lacking hearing specializations) in a
darkened laboratory flume and repeatedly exposed these fishes to two types of complex
sound when coupled (or not) to an air curtain.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Design
We tested the effects of exposing groups of three fish species (bighead carp,
common carp, largemouth bass) to 5 types of sound stimuli (an outboard-motor sound, a
proprietary cyclic sound, an air curtain, an air curtain coupled with the outboard-motor
sound, and an air curtain coupled with the proprietary sound) to determine which type of
sound (if any) was most effective at stopping carps. We accomplished this in three steps.
First, in a series of control experiments, we examined the constancy of each species’
swimming behavior within our laboratory flume in the absence of sound stimuli allowing
us to confirm that it did not change over time. Second, we examined the effect of
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exposing groups of each species of fish to the five types of sound stimuli to determine if
fish distribution and swimming behavior changed with sound exposure. Third, we used
the results from the second set of experiments to calculate efficiencies of blockage and
deterrence to compare the effects of different stimuli between and within species to
answer our questions about whether differences between complex sounds might exist,
and whether coupling them with an air curtain enhances their efficacy, as well as which
might be best for carps.
We conducted a grand total of 18 experiments, each of which tested one type of
sound stimulus on one species (i.e., we tested each of the 3 species with no stimulus
[control], the outboard-motor sound, the proprietary sound, an air curtain, the outboardmotor sound coupled with an air curtain, and the proprietary sound coupled with an air
curtain). Each experiment consisted of 8 trials in which a different group of 10
previously untested (naïve) fish of the same species was tested on a randomly chosen
stimulus. Each trial started with a 1-h acclimation period (no stimulus), followed by 8
sets of exposure periods each of which started with a 6-min pre-test period (no stimulus),
followed by a 6-min test period (stimulus on [or not in the 3 control experiments]), and
then a 10-min recovery period (no stimulus). Fish were exposed 8 times because that was
the average number of times that adult silver carp have been noted to challenge a
navigational lock in the Mississippi River (Sara Tripp, Missouri Department of
Conservation, Cape Girardeau, MO, personal communication). All trials were conducted
between 0900h – 2100h and in near-darkness (< 1 lux, similar to light levels we have
measured at >1 m in the Mississippi River). Fish position was recorded during pre-test
and test periods using low-light cameras and analyzed after trials by quantifying both the
number of times fish crossed the midline of the flume where the deterrent system was
located (i.e., passage rates), and the average number of fish found within 1 m of the
deterrent system (i.e., fish distribution). We examined distribution and movement during
both the pre-test and test periods to provide estimates of changes in basal behavior (i.e.,
during pre-test periods) and behaviors induced by exposure itself (i.e., during test
periods). We were unable to collect distribution data for experiments that used the air
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curtain because air bubbles interfered with our ability to determine exact fish location,
although we could deduce when fish crossed the bubble stream.

Fish
Juvenile fishes were obtained from a commercial fish farm (Osage Catfisheries;
Osage Beach, MO). Common carp (TL: 91 ± 12 mm; mean ± SD) and largemouth bass
(TL: 119 ± 22 mm) were held in flow-through circular tanks (300 L; 1 m diameter) and
fed 2.5 mm floating pellets (Skretting, Tooele, Utah), while bighead carp (TL: 142 ± 15
mm) were maintained in circular tanks (1,000 L; 2 m diameter) and fed a diet of Spirulina
and Chlorella algae (Hansen et al. 2014). All tanks were supplied with 18°C well water,
aerated using air stones, dimly illuminated (5 lux; 16h day: 8h night) and relatively quiet
(80-100 dB ref. 1 μPa). All procedures were approved by the University of Minnesota
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol: 1712-35381A) and all necessary
federal and state permits were obtained.

Laboratory Flume
Trials were performed in a custom-built indoor elliptical fiberglass flume (8 m
long x 1 m wide channel x 0.3 m water depth; 1.0 m wall height) (Fig 2-1). Two
speakers (FGS MkII 15-100; Fish Guidance System Ltd.; Southampton, UK) along with
two porous pipes (AD100T; PentairAES; Apopka, FL) were placed in the center of each
channel of the flume. These pipes produced a continuous stream of fine air bubbles (1-5
mm diameter). Concrete blocks with foam pads were placed on the exterior side of the
walls and along the floor of the flume to minimize sound reverberation, ensuring that the
sound pressure dropped to background levels (60-80 dB ref 1µPa) on the other side of the
flume so that fish could escape the sound to these refuges (like a large river) (Fig 2-1).
Fish movement was monitored using a combination of overhead and underwater cameras
and dim infrared lights (VT-IR1 and VT-IR2; Vitek; Valencia, CA; 840 nm wavelength,
< 1 lux). Bighead carp were tested in slowly flowing water (1.66 cm/s) because pilot
studies showed they shoaled better and swam more actively under these conditions, while
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common carp and largemouth bass were tested in still water (water inflow was turned off
before trials started).

Sound Stimuli
For the outboard-motor sound, we used the recording of the 40hp outboard-motor
employed and described by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017). This complex sound was
played continuously during each test period and contains frequencies between 20 and
10,000 Hz. Its power spectrum is shown in Fig 2-2A. For the proprietary sound, we used
the recording previously used and described by both Taylor et al. (2005) and Ruebush et
al. (2012). This complex sound has been described as being comprised of “cyclic sound
bursts between 20 and 2000 Hz” (Taylor et al. 2005). This sound was obtained from Fish
Guidance Systems Ltd., [“Sound 7”; Southampton, UK]). Fig 2-2B shows its power
spectrum. For the air curtain, we used porous pipes supplied with an air flowrate of 1.2 L
s-1 as previously described by Zielinski et al. (2014). The air curtain was carefully
positioned immediately at the front of the speakers to optimize sound transfer into the air
curtain (as monitored by a hydrophone, see below), effectively coupling these stimuli to
closely mimic a BAFF (personal communication; Andy Turnpenny, FGS, Southampton,
UK). Speaker output was carefully adjusted to produce target peak sound pressure levels
of 140 dB ref. 1uPa directly in front of each speaker (the level used in Murchy et al.
2016, Zielinski and Sorensen 2017).
Sound pressure (dBrms ref 1 μPa) and particle acceleration (dBrms ref 1cms-2) for
all sound stimuli were mapped (Fig 2-3). Sound pressure measurements were acquired
using a C55 hydrophone (sensitivity: -163.5 dB ref 1V/µPa; frequency range: 0.01-100
kHz) with an integral power amplifier (Cetacean Research, Seattle, WA), sampled at 44.1
kHz and digitized using a TASCAM US-122mkII (TEAC, Montebello, CA) USB audio
interface. Acoustic particle acceleration measurements were acquired using a neutrally
buoyant triaxial accelerometer [sensitivity: 100 mV/ (m/s2); frequency range: 0.5-5000
Hz] connected to a signal conditioner (model # W356A12 & 482C05, PCB Piezotronics,
Depew, NY), sampled at 16 kHz and digitized using a USB-1208FS-Plus data acquisition
board (Measurement Computing Corporation, Norton, MA). The hydrophone and
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accelerometer were mounted on a PVC probe, similar in design to that of Zeddies et al.
(2012), placed at a depth of 0.15 m and measurements taken at 0.25 m intervals across
the width of the channel. Sound measurements were taken at: 0.00, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30,
0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.80, 1.00, 1.20, 1.60, 2.00, 2.40, 3.00, 3.60, 4.20, 5.40, and 6.60 m
away from the speaker system. At each location, the sound stimulus was recorded for 5sec which was then split into 10 – 0.5 s batches and averaged. A custom Matlab
graphical user interface developed by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017) was used to analyze
and transform the pressure and particle acceleration waveforms into the frequency
domain. Particle acceleration values along the x, y and z planes were then combined to
obtain the overall magnitude of particle acceleration [calculated as √(x2+y2+z2)] (Radford
et al. 2012).

Statistical Analysis
We used a stepwise approach to analyze our data. First, we analyzed the control
(no stimulus) experiments to confirm that there was no effect of the passage of time on
each species’ passage rate and distribution. Next (having confirmed there was no effect
of time), we examined the impact that each sound stimulus had on fish movement.
Finally, we compared the results of specific sets of experiments (i.e., specific stimuli and
species) to answer our two questions. We developed this stepwise approach after
extensively evaluating various statistical models including generalized linear mixed
models using binomial and Poisson distributions (Matthew Galloway, Statistical
Consulting Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; personal
communication). The stepwise approach we developed was not only statistically valid
but both simpler (mixed models containing all species and stimuli had 4-way interactions
that were difficult to resolve and not always relevant) and more powerful than models as
it permitted direct a priori comparisons to address our specific questions. All analyses
were performed using JMP Pro 13 (SAS Institute Inc.; Cary, NC).
All analyses of all experiments started by transforming data to meet the
assumptions of normalcy and homogeneity of variance (verified by examining fitted
residuals; Anscombe and Tukey 1963). Passage rate data for each trial was square root
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transformed while distribution data were log10+1 transformed as suggested by Sokal and
Rohlf (1995). The passage rate and distribution data obtained in the control experiments
were next analyzed by species using 1-way repeated measures ANOVAs with the main
effect being “test-number” (i.e., time in flume) and “fish group number” entered as a
random effect (to account for repeated measurements). Next, passage rate and
distribution data for each of the 5 sound experiments were analyzed using 2-way repeated
measures factorial ANOVAs with the two main effects being “treatment” (i.e., pre-test
[no stimulus] or test [stimulus]) and “test-number” (i.e., repeated exposure to the
treatment), along with “fish group number” entered as a random effect. If a treatment
effect was observed (p < 0.05), we then used paired t-tests corrected for multiple
comparisons (Bonferroni correction) to compare each pre-test with its matched test value
to ascertain exactly which test-numbers differed due to sound exposure (p < 0.05).
Similarly, if a test-number (i.e. repeated exposure) effect was described (p < 0.05), we
used two 1-way repeated measures ANOVAs to test for changes in fish movement due to
repeated sound exposure by examining both changes in pre-test (baseline movement) and
test (responses to sound) values. If the ANOVA was significant (p < 0.05), we used a
linear regression analysis to determine if passage rates or the number of fish near the
deterrent system was increasing (habituating) or decreasing (sensitizing).
Finally, to answer our questions of whether there is a difference in the response of
fish to the outboard motor sound versus the proprietary sound (Question 1) and whether
coupling an air curtain with complex sound makes either complex sound more effective
and which one is most effective (Question 2), we calculated blockage and deterrence
efficiencies for the different experiments. It was necessary to calculate efficiencies both
because absolute passage rates varied between species and the responsiveness of
largemouth bass changed with repeated exposures to sound stimuli so direct comparisons
of raw passage rates were not meaningful. Blockage efficiencies were calculated by
dividing the number of passages observed when the sound stimulus was on (i.e., test
period) by the number of passages when the sound stimulus was off (i.e., pre-test period),
subtracting this value from 1, and then multiplying by 100. Deterrence efficiencies were
calculated in a similar manner using the average number of fish seen within 1 m of the
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deterrent for each 6-min pre-test and test period. Blockage and deterrence efficiency data
also met the assumptions of normalcy and homogeneity of variances. We first performed
2-way repeated measures factorial ANOVAs (one for blockage efficiency, one for
deterrence efficiency) with the two main effects being “stimulus” and “species” along
with “fish group number” as a random effect. If any of the main effects were found
significant (p < 0.05), we then used a series of paired t-tests corrected for multiple
comparisons (Bonferonni correction) to answer our questions. In particular, to test
whether the outboard motor sound differed from the proprietary sound (Question 1),
paired t-tests between the two complex sounds were employed using efficiency data for
each species. To test whether coupling sound with an air curtain enhanced the
effectiveness of sound deterrents (Question 2), we used paired t-tests to determine if each
coupled sound and air curtain stimulus was more effective than sound or the air curtain
alone. Lastly, we performed paired t-tests to determine whether the proprietary sound
was more effective than the outboard motor sound when both were coupled with an air
curtain (i.e., which was the best deterrent system). Overall blockage and deterrence
efficiencies (mean ± SD) for each species and experiment were also calculated using all
test values for each experiment to aid comparisons between sound stimuli. Results were
then compiled by question and are described below by species with control experiments
first, followed by the relevant sound experiments, and finally a comparison of the sound
stimuli. All figures displaying passage rate and distribution data are presented as boxand-whisker plots (with medians, means and inter-quartile ranges) because these raw data
were not normally distributed.

Results
The distribution of sound stimuli (Sound maps)
All 5 sound stimuli attenuated to background levels by 3-4 m for sound pressure
and 1 m for particle acceleration (Fig 2-3). Although many small differences were
evident in the sound field associated with each sound stimulus, three trends seemed
notable. First, the air curtain consistently produced lower sound pressure and particle
acceleration amplitudes than the sounds alone at all frequencies (Fig 2-3). Second,
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notably sharp sound pressure gradients were observed at 1500 Hz and 2000 Hz for both
complex sounds when coupled with the air curtain (Fig 2-3). Third, when the proprietary
sound was coupled to the air curtain, it generated especially sharp particle acceleration
gradients at 2000 Hz (Fig 2-3).

Question 1: Are bighead carp, common carp, and largemouth bass sensitive to the
nature of complex sound (i.e., Is there a difference between an outboard-motor sound and
the proprietary sound)?

Bighead Carp. Although somewhat variable, both bighead carp passage rates and their
distribution (i.e., the number of bighead carp located near the inactive deterrent) did not
change during the course of the control experiment when stimuli were not played (Figs 24A, 2-7A; Supplemental Tables S2-2, S2-4). In contrast, our test of the outboard-motor
sound found both a treatment effect and a test-number (i.e., repeated exposure) effect on
bighead carp passage rates (Supplemental Table S2-2) with differences observed in all 8
test periods of this experiment (p < 0.05 [after being corrected for multiple comparisons];
Fig 2-4B), resulting in an overall blockage efficiency of 76 ± 29% (mean ± SD) (Table 21). While pre-test passage rates did not change with repeated exposure during this
experiment; test passage rates dropped, symptomatic of sensitization (Supplemental
Tables S2-1, S2-2). When exposed to the outboard-motor sound, the number of bighead
carp observed near the deterrent decreased only during the first test period (p < 0.05; Fig
2-7B; Supplemental Tables S2-3, S2-4) resulting in an overall deterrence efficiency of 21
± 29% (Table 2-2). In our test of the proprietary sound, a treatment effect but no testnumber effect was observed in bighead carp passage rates (Supplemental Table S2-2)
with differences being measureable at all 8 test periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-4C) and an
overall blockage efficiency of 78 ± 27% (Table 2-1). When exposed to the proprietary
sound, the number of bighead carp located near the deterrent dropped with differences
being measured in 3 of 8 test periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-7C) with no effect of repeated
exposure (Supplemental Tables S2-3, S2-4) resulting in an overall deterrence efficiency
of 45 ± 36% (Table 2-2). Comparing the relative efficiencies of the proprietary sound
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and outboard motor sound on bighead carp, we found no measurable difference between
the two complex sound stimuli in their ability to block these carp (p > 0.05; Table 2-1;
Supplemental Table S2-5), but we did find that the proprietary sound was much more
effective than the outboard-motor sound at deterring them (p < 0.05; Table 2-2;
Supplemental Table S2-6).

Common Carp. Both common carp passage rates and the number of common carp
located near the deterrent did not change during the course of the control experiment
(Figs 2-5A, 2-7D; Supplemental Tables S2-2, S2-4). In our test of the outboard-motor
sound, we found both a treatment effect and a test-number effect (i.e., repeated exposure)
on common carp passage rates (Supplemental Table S2-2) with follow-up tests showing
differences at 5 of 8 test periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-5B) and an overall blockage efficiency
of 42 ± 28% (Table 2-1). Follow-up tests on both pre-test and test periods showed no
change in common carp passage rates following repeated exposure to the outboard motor
sound (Supplemental Tables S2-1, S2-2). In contrast, there was no change in the number
of common carp observed near the deterrent when exposed to this sound (Fig 2-7E;
Supplemental Tables S2-3, S2-4) with an overall deterrence efficiency of 14 ± 19%
(Table 2-2). When exposed to the proprietary sound, a treatment effect but no testnumber effect (Supplemental Table S2-2) was seen with follow-up tests showing
reductions at all 8 test periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-5C) and an overall blockage efficiency of
79 ± 19% (Table 2-1). This was accompanied by a large decrease in the number of
common carp observed near the speakers with differences being measured in 5 of 8 test
periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-7F) with no effect of repeated exposure (Supplemental Tables
S2-3, S2-4) resulting in an overall deterrence efficiency of 38 ± 29% (Table 2-2).
Comparing the relative efficiencies of the proprietary sound and outboard motor sound to
alter common carp movement, we found that the proprietary sound was both more
effective at blocking and deterring common carp (p < 0.05; Tables 2-1, 2-2;
Supplemental Tables S2-3, S2-4).
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Largemouth Bass. The passage rate of largemouth bass was low but relatively constant
and neither it, nor their proximity to the inactive deterrent system, changed during the
course of the control experiment (Figs 2-6A, 2-7G; Supplemental Tables S2-2, S2-4).
However, when tested with the outboard motor sound, both a treatment effect and testnumber effect (Supplemental Table S2-2) was observed for largemouth bass passage
rates with follow-up tests revealing reductions in passage rate occurring at only two testperiods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-6B) with an overall blockage efficiency of 46 ± 37% (Table 2-1).
Decreases in both pre-test and test passage rates (i.e., sensitization) were observed with
repeated exposure to the outboard-motor sound (Supplemental Tables S2-1, S2-2). In
contrast, there was no change in the number of largemouth bass observed near the
deterrent during this experiment (Fig 2-7H; Supplemental Tables S2-3, S2-4) resulting in
an overall deterrence efficiency of 26 ± 27% (Table 2-2). When tested with the
proprietary sound, both a treatment effect and test-number effect (Supplemental Table
S2-2) were seen with significant reductions in largemouth bass passage rates occurring
during the first two test periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-6C) and an overall blockage efficiency of
50 ± 36% (Table 2-1). Small decreases in pre-test passage rates but not test passage rates
were observed with repeated exposure to the proprietary sound (Supplemental Tables S21, S2-2). We also saw no change in the number of largemouth bass observed near the
deterrent during the proprietary sound experiment (Fig 2-7I; Supplemental Tables S2-1,
S2-2) resulting in an overall deterrence efficiency of 35 ± 32% (Table 2-2). Comparing
the relative efficiencies of the proprietary and outboard motor sounds to alter largemouth
bass movement, we found no difference in their abilities to either deter or block
largemouth bass (p > 0.05; Tables 2-1, 2-2; Supplemental Tables S2-5, S2-6).

Question 2: Does coupling the air curtain with either the outboard-motor sound or the
proprietary sound make either of them more effective than the sound or air curtain alone,
and is one coupled system more effective than the other?

Bighead Carp. When bighead carp were exposed to the air curtain alone, we measured a
treatment effect but no effect of test-number (i.e. repeated exposure) (Supplemental Table
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S2-2) on bighead carp passage rates with significant reductions being measured at 3 of 8
test periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-4D), resulting in an overall blockage efficiency of 60 ± 36%
(Table 2-1). When bighead carp were exposed to the outboard-motor sound coupled with
the air curtain, both a treatment effect and a test-number effect were seen (Supplemental
Table S2-2), with significant reductions in passage rates being noted during all 8 test
periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-4E) resulting in a blockage efficiency of 90 ± 23% (Table 2-1).
A small decline in pre-test passage rates (i.e., sensitization), but no change during test
periods, was also observed for bighead carp when the outboard motor sound was coupled
with the air curtain (Supplemental Tables S2-1, S2-2). Similarly, bighead carp passage
rates during the experiment in which the proprietary sound was coupled with the air
curtain showed a treatment effect but no effect of test-number (Supplemental Table S2-2)
with significant reductions in passage rates again being noted at all 8 test periods (p <
0.05; Fig 2-4F) resulting in an overall blockage efficiency of 97 ± 13% (Table 2-1).
Paired t- tests on bighead carp blockage efficiencies showed that the coupled outboardmotor sound and air curtain stimulus was more effective than the air curtain alone (p <
0.05) but not the sound alone (p > 0.05; Table 2-1; Supplemental Table S2-5). Similarly,
the blockage efficiency observed for bighead carp exposed to the proprietary sound
coupled with an air curtain was more effective than either the proprietary sound alone or
the air curtain alone (p < 0.05; Table 2-1; Supplemental Table S2-5). There was no
difference between the blockage efficiencies of the two complex sounds when they were
coupled with the air curtain (p > 0.05; Table 2-1; Supplemental Table S2-5).

Common Carp. When common carp were exposed to the air curtain, we measured a
treatment effect but no test-number effect (Supplemental Table S2-2) with reductions in
passage rates observed during all 8 test periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-5D), resulting in an
overall blockage efficiency of 64 ± 25% (Table 2-1). When common carp were tested
with the outboard-motor sound coupled to the air curtain, both a treatment effect and a
test-number effect was detected (Supplemental Table S2-2) with reductions in passage
rates being noted at all 8 test periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-5E), resulting in an overall
blockage efficiency of 88 ± 19% (Table 2-1). Follow-up tests on both pre-test and test
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periods showed no change in common carp passage rates following repeated exposure to
the outboard motor sound coupled with the air curtain (Supplemental Tables S2-1, S2-2).
Further, when common carp were tested with the proprietary sound coupled with the air
curtain, a treatment effect but no test-number effect was observed (Supplemental Table
S2-2) with reductions in passage rates again being noted at all 8 test periods (p < 0.05;
Fig 2-5F), resulting in an overall blockage efficiency of 100 ± 1% (Table 2-1). Paired ttests on common carp blockage efficiencies showed that when the outboard-motor sound
was coupled to the air curtain it was more effective than either the sound alone or the air
curtain alone (p < 0.05; Table 2-1; Supplemental Table S2-5). A similar result was noted
for the proprietary sound when coupled with the air curtain (p < 0.05; Table 2-1;
Supplemental Table S2-5). The proprietary sound when coupled with the air curtain had
a greater blockage efficiency than the outboard motor sound coupled with the air curtain
(p < 0.05; Table 2-1; Supplemental Table S2-5).

Largemouth Bass. When largemouth bass were exposed to the air curtain, we measured
both a treatment effect and a test-number effect (Supplemental Table S2-2) with
significant reductions in passage rates observed for all 8 test-periods (p < 0.05; Fig 2-6D),
resulting in an overall blockage efficiency of 68 ± 23% (Table 2-1). A small, but
significant, reduction in largemouth bass passage rates (i.e. sensitization) was noted with
repeated exposure to the air curtain during the pre-test periods but not test periods
(Supplemental Tables S2-1, S2-2). Similarly, when the outboard-motor sound was
coupled with the air curtain, both a treatment and test-number effect were measured
(Supplemental Table S2-2) with reductions in passage rates being noted at all test periods
except number 7 (p < 0.05; Fig 2-6E), resulting in an overall blockage efficiency of 71 ±
34% (Table 2-1). Again, a small reduction in pre-test passage rates, but not test passage
rates, were observed following repeated exposure to the outboard-motor sound coupled
with the air curtain (Supplemental Tables S2-1, S2-2). When largemouth bass were
tested with the proprietary sound coupled with the air curtain both a treatment and a testnumber effect (Supplemental Table S2-2) were observed with reductions in passage rates
again being noted at all test periods except number 7 (p < 0.05; Fig 2-6F) resulting in an
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overall blockage efficiency of 87 ± 24% (Table 2-1). Pre-test passage rates declined
following repeated exposure to the proprietary sound coupled with the air curtain with no
change observed for test passage rates (Supplemental Tables S2-1, S2-2). Paired t-tests
on largemouth bass blockage efficiencies showed that when the outboard motor sound
was coupled with the air curtain, it was more effective than the outboard motor sound
alone (p < 0.05) but not the air curtain alone (p > 0.05; Table 2-1; Supplemental Table
S2-5). Similarly, when the proprietary sound was coupled with the air curtain, it was
more effective than either the proprietary sound alone or the air curtain alone (p < 0.05;
Table 2-1; Supplemental Table S2-5). The blockage efficiency of the proprietary sound
coupled with the air curtain was greater than that of the outboard-motor sound coupled
with the air curtain (p < 0.05; Table 2-1; Supplemental Table S2-5).

Discussion
Our study clearly demonstrated that the tendency of complex sound to block both
bighead and common carp movements is strongly enhanced by coupling it with an air
curtain. Additionally, we show the effects of complex sounds can be both species- and
sound-specific: a proprietary sound was more effective than an outboard-motor sound at
deterring bighead and common carps, but not largemouth bass in which hearing is less
sensitive than the carps. The different effects of each sound stimulus including the air
curtain on all three fish species demonstrate that the actions of acoustic deterrents are
complex, species-specific and likely multimodal suggesting that even more targeted sets
of deterrent stimuli could be developed once understood. Given the strong responses
seen to the proprietary sound when coupled with the air curtain, the urgency of
addressing the bigheaded carp invasion, and that a commercial version of this system is
available; it seems reasonable to field-test a BAFF system at a lock and dam where wild
bigheaded carps are found. A field test is extremely important as both biotic (e.g., fish
size, fish motivation) and abiotic factors (e.g., water depth, temperature, background
noise) will likely affect ultimate deterrent efficiency.
Aside from the practical importance of identifying a carp deterrent system that
can be tested in the field, our most important finding was that coupling air curtains with
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complex sound greatly improves its ability to block invasive carps without apparent
habituation. Remarkably, we observed relative blockage efficiencies of approximately
98% for bighead carp and nearly 100% for the common carp to the coupled proprietary
sound and air curtain system. These high blockage rates are similar to the over 95%
values reported by both Taylor et al. (2005) in a hatchery raceway and Ruebush et al.
(2012) in a small creek for the BAFF. Notably, it does not appear that the effects of the
air curtain is a unique synergism to just the proprietary sound because the air curtain also
improved the effectiveness of the outboard-motor sound. Similarly, Zielinski et al.
(2014) showed that playing the sound of a strong air curtain in the vicinity of a weak air
curtain greatly enhanced the blockage rate of common carp relative to a weak air curtain
or sound alone, leading them to suggest that multiple sensory cues maybe involved in
deterrence. Although the reason(s) why the sound coupled with an air curtain worked so
well is unclear, our sound mapping suggested that steeper gradients for sound pressure
and particle acceleration at higher frequencies (1500 and 2000 Hz), which are within the
hearing range of carps (but not largemouth bass) could be partially responsible. This
observation of enhanced sound gradients is consistent with mathematical calculations
showing that air bubble mixtures alter sound speed in such a way as to both intensify
sound capture within air curtains while creating sharp sound gradients in their immediate
vicinity (Domenico 1982). Because particle acceleration is a vector, fishes can also use it
to perform oriented movements away from the coupled system, something likely not
possible with sound pressure, which is scalar (Zielinski and Sorensen 2017). The
humpback whale (Megaperta novaeanglae) may also exploit these properties of air
bubbles when they herd and capture fishes while emitting sounds into the bubble nets
they create (Leighton et al. 2004). It is highly likely that both air bubble size and flow
rate (see Domenico 1982; Zielinski et al. 2014) impact sound intensity and frequency
within (and near) the coupled air curtain system, and should be optimized to improve
function and design of these coupled systems in the field. These possibilities all warrant
explicit exploration. The great increase in efficiencies associated with adding an air
curtain to complex sound suggests that the additional engineering costs associated with
deploying such systems in the field are likely warranted.
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Our second most important finding was that different types of complex sounds
deterred fishes to different extents; fishes can seemingly perceive discriminate complex
sound signals. The cyclic, proprietary sound performed better (though not always
significantly better) than a continuous, outboard-motor sound even though the two signals
contained similar frequencies and were played at the same amplitude (see Figs 2-2, 2-3).
While the difference in blockage and deterrence efficiencies between these two complex
sounds was not always large, it was especially apparent for the common carp for which
the proprietary sound was nearly twice as effective as the outboard motor sound at
blocking passage. Also notable was our finding that the proprietary sound kept a greater
number of common carp and bighead carp away from the deterrent. Why this proprietary
sound decreased the number of carps observed near the speaker system is presently not
known, but this response would likely be advantageous at navigation locks where boat
traffic will complicate the operations and effectiveness of these deterrent systems by
creating flows and sound-shadows that fishes could use. The difference in the relative
responsiveness of common carp and bighead carp to the outboard motor sound compared
to the proprietary sound likely reflects a species-specific cognitive attribute, rather than a
physiological constraint, as bighead carp often seem to be more responsive behaviorally
to complex sounds even though they have similar hearing capabilities (Murchy et al.
2016; Zielinski and Sorensen 2017; Vetter et al. 2018). Additionally, others have noted
that fishes tend to be more behaviorally responsive to abrupt sounds (Schwarz and Greer
1994; Engas et al. 1995; Hawkins et al. 2014) which may help explain why the cyclic,
proprietary sound was more effective than the continuous, outboard-motor sound.
However, some differences in the sound spectrum of the two sounds were also evident
with the outboard-motor sound having a bias towards higher frequencies. Without
specific paired tests of different complex sounds that only differ in specific frequencies
and/or temporal patterns, possible reasons for differences in their efficacies must be
considered speculative at this time. What is most important about our study is that we
observed differences between different complex sound signals in their ability to block
and deter invasive carps, not what may (or may not) be responsible for these differences.
Further study on how and why different complex sound signals alter the swimming
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behavior of different fish species will be challenging because they are best conducted in
the field but are clearly warranted. It may be possible that even more deterrent complex
sounds could be identified.
Our results also confirm previous work showing that air curtains on their own can
serve as relatively efficient deterrents for carps (Zielinski et al. 2014; Zielinski and
Sorensen 2015, 2016). By testing different-sized bubbles and lighting conditions,
Zielinski et al. (2014) showed that their efficacy in blocking common carp passage is
attributable to a combination of sound and hydrodynamic cues although definitive
experiments remain to be performed. Presumably, commercially available technologies,
such as the BAFF, which has been under development for decades, have optimized
techniques to produce specific types of complex sound and air bubble sizes that most
reliably and effectively couple sound with an air curtain in the field. Of course, our
observation that the air curtain was also modestly effective at blocking largemouth bass,
speaks to the likelihood that attributes other than sound are involved in how fishes
respond to these stimuli. While we only tested air curtains in near darkness, it is possible
that as observed by others (e.g., Patrick et al. 1985), air curtains systems might be more
effective when combined with lights allowing fishes to see the deterrent system. In fact,
the BAFF system typically uses lights (Ruebush et al. 2012). Three notable properties of
air curtains (and thus air curtain coupled systems) that must be considered in
implementation are that air production can be costly, air curtain efficiency drops with
water depth and flow (because air bubbles coalesce), and that air curtains are likely to be
more effective if slanted in a way to guide (vs. block) fishes (Welton et al. 2002; Perry et
al. 2014; Zielinski and Sorensen 2016). These attributes all warrant field testing.
Although our finding that the three fish species we tested responded differently to
the 5 types of sound stimuli was not surprising to us, both the magnitude and nature of
the differences we described were. While it not remarkable that bighead carp would be
more sensitive to the sound stimuli than the largemouth bass, it was unexpected that the
two carp species should respond so differently to the two complex sounds. Especially
notable was the sensitivity of largemouth bass to the air curtain, but this might be related
to hydrodynamic and/or visual cues. Similar results have been described for the walleye
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(Sander vitreus), a fish native to the Mississippi River basin that also lacks hearing
specializations, for which an air curtain reduced escapement from a pond by 44%
(Flammang et al. 2014). Although an audiogram for largemouth bass has not been
published, the hearing thresholds for the closely related red eye bass (Micropterus
coosae) and Alabama bass (Micropterus henshalli) show these species to be most
sensitive to frequencies between 100 and 600 Hz, similar to many native nonostariophysan fishes (Lovell et al. 2005; Mann et al. 2007; Ladich and Fay 2013). Our
study appears to be one of the first to systematically compare responses of different fish
species to different sound stimuli and highlights the need for future work. Field work
will be especially important because wild fishes may behave differently, and different
sets of sensory stimuli are present in the natural world. The success of future applications
in the field will depend on developing a good understanding of fish behavior.
Finally, the overall lack of habituation observed in our study, including to the
complex sounds coupled with air curtains, is notable and important. In fact, we saw
sensitization to the outboard motor sound in bighead carp and largemouth bass. The
basal activity (pre-test passage rates) of largemouth bass decreased with repeated
exposure to all 5 types of sound stimuli, while both pre-test and test movement patterns
for both carp species were remarkably consistent over time. These are seemingly the first
observations of behavioral sensitization to sound that we know of in fishes. While it is
possible that the sound stimuli we tested were especially resistant to habituation because
of their specific attributes, this cannot explain the results for the outboard motor sound
for which we have seen habituation (Zielinski and Sorensen 2017) and it is possible that,
by offering fishes a true refuge from sound in the present experiments (as would likely
exist in most rivers), we reduced the chance of habituation. Notably, the proprietary
sound was also able to deter both carp species and keep them away from the deterrent
system. This makes sense because habituation is generally associated with constant
exposure regimes (Rankin et al. 2009; Schakner and Blumstein 2013), but this result
leads us to question whether even more variable signals might be more effective.
Because bigheaded carps are expected to repeatedly challenge locks and dams, along
with other fishes that are motivated (e.g., spawning or feeding) to move upstream, both
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the lack of habituation and indications of sensitization we observed in our study are
relevant and warrants further study.
Taken together, the results of our study clearly demonstrate that a proprietary
cyclic sound coupled with an air curtain system has special promise to block invasive
carps and warrants testing in the field at a navigation lock. An air curtain sound system
using the proprietary sound is already commercially available (BAFF) and our data
support previous studies suggesting that it is likely to be effective. Nevertheless, while
BAFF systems are seemingly well suited to locales that already have many bigheaded
carps, and where high rates of blockage are required, sound alone might be adequate for
locations where native fishes are of higher concern and/or budgets are limited. Sound
also has the advantage of being easier and cheaper to deploy and could be used in deep
and fast-flowing waters, where an air curtain coupled with sound may not function as
well. Here, the proprietary cyclic sound alone might be best. Lights, as used on the
BAFF, also need to be examined, especially because they can make an air curtain more
visible. Choices of deterrent type exist and no sensory deterrent system can be expected
to be 100% effective, so different combinations (possibly including lights) might be used
in different places. While we fully expect that silver carp will respond to the sounds we
tested here in similar way to bighead carp based on past studies (Zielinski and Sorensen
2017), future studies should examine the responses of a broad range of fish species (i.e.,
invasive and native fishes, fishes with varying hearing sensitivities) to both complex
sound and coupled sound and air curtain deterrent systems in natural settings.
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Table 2-1 Blockage efficiencies (mean ± SD) of 5 sound stimuli for bighead carp, common carp and largemouth bass are shown in the top row of each cell.
Below in the bottom row of each cell, are 4 comparisons: the first comparison being between the two complex sound stimuli alone; the second between the
outboard-motor sound, air curtain, and outboard-motor sound coupled with the air curtain; the third between the proprietary sound, air curtain and proprietary
sound coupled with the air curtain; and the fourth between the two complex sounds coupled with air curtains. Different lowercase letters denote differences (p <
0.05 [corrected for multiple comparisons]) in blockage efficiencies between the stimuli for specific comparisons, with “a” signifying the stimulus with the lowest
blockage efficiency, and “b” denoting stimuli with higher efficiencies. Stimuli not being compared are denoted with a “•”. Eight trials of 10 naïve bighead carp,
common carp or largemouth bass were used to test each sound stimulus.

Bighead Carp

Common Carp

Largemouth Bass

Outboard-Motor
Sound

Proprietary Sound

Air Curtain

Outboard-Motor Sound +
Air Curtain

Proprietary Sound +
Air Curtain

76.42% (± 28.54)

77.81% (± 27.04)

59.65% (± 36.30)

90.24% (± 23.25)

97.02% (± 13.20)

a|b|●|●

a|●|a|●

●|a|a|●

●|b|●|a

●|●|b|a

42.21% (± 28.14)

79.40% (± 19.15)

63.86% (± 24.80)

88.07% (± 18.77)

99.75% (± 1.17)

a|a|●|●

b|●|a|●

●|a|a|●

● | b| ● | a

●|●|b|b

45.57% (± 37.38)

50.38% (± 36.07)

68.02% (± 22.53)

71.24% (± 33.79)

86.94% (± 23.81)

a|a|●|●

a|●|a|●

●|b|a|●

●|b|●|a

●|●|b|b
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Table 2-2 Deterrence efficiencies (mean ± SD) of the outboard-motor sound and proprietary sounds for bighead carp, common carp and largemouth bass. For
each species, different superscript letters denote significant differences (p < 0.05) in deterrence efficiencies with “a” symbolizing the stimulus with the lowest
blockage efficiency, and “b” denoting stimuli with higher efficiencies. Eight trials of 10 naive bighead carp, common carp or largemouth bass were used to test
each sound stimulus.

Outboard-Motor Sound
Bighead Carp

20.90% (± 28.98)b

Proprietary Sound
45.28% (± 36.45)a

Common Carp

13.84% (± 19.48)b

38.10% (± 28.69)a

Largemouth Bass

25.57% (± 27.38)a

35.33% (± 32.02)a
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Fig 2-1 Schematic drawing of an overhead and cross-sectional view of the elliptical fiberglass flume with a
contour map of sound pressure to its right. Two underwater speakers and an air curtain were placed in each
of the two 4.9 m channels. The grey box around the speakers and air curtain denotes a 1 m area away from
the deterrent system. Water inflow to the tank is indicated by a black circle and the direction of flow (when
on) is marked by the blue arrow. Standpipes ensured that water depth was maintained at 0.3 m. Bottomright panel shows a plan view of the sound pressure level in dB (ref 1 uPa) for the outboard motor sound at
500 Hz played on the western speaker system. Sound levels on the east (right) side of the flume receded to
background levels.
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Fig 2-2 Sound pressure level power spectrum of the: A) outboard-motor sound (purple line), and B)
proprietary sound (green line) measured 5 cm from the speaker in the flume with background noise (black
lines) as a reference. Sound pressure level measurements are provided at a 2 Hz bandwidth as described by
Zielinski and Sorensen (2017).
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Fig 2-3 Sound pressure level (dB ref. 1uPa) and particle acceleration (dB ref. 1cms 2) at 100, 500, 1000,
1500 and 2000 Hz measured within 2.5 m of the deterrent system during exposure to the outboard-motor
sound (purple lines), the proprietary sound (green lines), the air curtain (blue lines), the outboard-motor
sound coupled with an air curtain (red lines), and the proprietary sound coupled with an air curtain (orange
lines). Ambient background sound levels within the elliptical flume are shown as a black line. Reported
sound measurements were taken at a 0.15 m depth along the midpoint of the flume.
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Fig 2-4 Passage rates (i.e., the number of passages per 6-min pre-test or test period) of bighead carp to 5 types of sound stimuli across time: A) no stimulus
(control); B) outboard-motor sound; C) proprietary sound; D) air curtain; E) outboard-motor sound coupled with the air curtain; and F) the proprietary sound
coupled with the air curtain. Box-and-whisker plots in each panel show lower bound, 25 th percentile, median (solid line), mean (dotted line), 75 th percentile, and
upper bound values for passage rates during pre-test periods (white bars) and test periods (gray bars) over the course of eight consecutive periods (i.e., test
numbers). Asterisks denote differences between pre-test and test passage rates for that specific test number (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple comparison]). Eight
trials each consisting of 10 naïve bighead carp were used to test each sound stimulus. In each trial, a naïve group of bighead carp were exposed to the stimulus
(or not) during eight consecutive matched sets of pre-test and test periods (N=128 observations).
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Fig 2-5 Passage rates of common carp (i.e., number of passages per 6-min pre-test or test period) to 5 sound stimuli across time: A) no stimulus (control); B)
outboard-motor sound; C) proprietary sound; D) air curtain; E) outboard-motor sound coupled with an air curtain; and F) the proprietary sound coupled with an
air curtain. Box and whisker plots in each panel show lower bound, 25 th percentile, median (solid line), mean (dotted line), 75 th percentile, and upper bound
values for passage rates during pre-test periods (white bars) and test periods (gray bars) over the course of eight consecutive periods (i.e., test numbers).
Asterisks denote differences between pre-test and test passage rates for that specific test period (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple comparisons]). Eight trials each
consisting of 10 naïve common carp were used to test each sound stimulus. In each trial, a naive group of common carp were exposed to 8 consecutive matched
sets of pre-test and test periods (N=128 observations).
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Fig 2-6 Passage rates of largemouth bass(i.e., number of passages per 6 min pre-test or test period) to 5 sound stimuli across time: A) no stimulus (control); B)
outboard-motor sound; C) proprietary sound; D) air curtain; E) outboard-motor sound coupled with the air curtain; and F) the proprietary sound coupled with the
air curtain. Box and whisker plots in each panel show lower bound, 25 th percentile, median (solid line), mean (dotted line), 75 th percentile, and upper bound
values for passage rates during pre-test periods (white bars) and test periods (gray bars) over the course of eight consecutive periods (i.e., test numbers).
Asterisks denote differences between pre-test and test passage rates for that specific test period (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple comparisons]). Eight trials each
consisting of 10 naïve largemouth bass were used for each sound stimulus. In each trial, a naive group of largemouth bass were exposed to 8 consecutive
matched sets of pre-test and test periods (N=128 observations).
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Fig 2-7 The number of fish located within 1 m of the deterrent system during pre-test periods (white bars)
and test periods (gray bars) for bighead carp, common carp and largemouth bass. Panels A-C show results
from bighead carp exposed to either no stimulus (A), the outboard-motor sound (B) or the proprietary
sound (C). Panels D-F show the number of common carp within 1 m of the deterrent system when exposed
to either no stimulus (D), the outboard-motor sound (E) or the proprietary sound (F). Panels G-I show
results from largemouth bass during exposure to either no stimulus (G), the outboard-motor sound (H) or
the proprietary sound (I). Box and whisker plots in each panel show lower bound, 25 th percentile, median
(solid line), mean (dotted line), 75th percentile, and upper bound values. Asterisks denote significant
differences between pre-test and test passage rates observed for that specific test period (p < 0.05 [corrected
for multiple comparisons]). Eight trials each consisting of 10 naive fish of the same species were used for
each sound stimulus. In each trial, a naïve group of fish were exposed to 8 consecutive matched sets of
pre-test and test periods (N=128 observations).
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Chapter 3: A high-intensity strobing light enhances the ability of sound and an air
curtain to block invasive bighead carp movement in the laboratory.

Written in the style of the Journal of Biological Invasion for eventual submission. Peter
Sorensen will be a co-author on this manuscript.

Summary
There is an urgent need to develop deterrent systems to impede the spread of
bigheaded carps (Hypophthalmichthys spp) through waterways in North America.
Laboratory studies have shown that complex sound can block approximately 80% of
invasive carp passages, and when coupled with an air curtain blockage rates > 97% can
be achieved. While promising, it is important that deterrent systems be as aversive as
possible. Other deterrent technologies, such as high-intensity lights could be coupled
with sound and/or air curtains to improve barrier efficacy by targeting both the hearing
and vision of these fishes. The present laboratory study sought to determine if light could
be combined with a cyclic sound and/or air curtain to increase its efficiency to block
bighead carp; and if so, whether a strobing light is more effective than constant light.
Groups of bighead carp were tested in a dimly-lit laboratory flume and exposed to either
no stimulus (no-treatment control), a constant white light, a 2Hz strobing white light, a
cyclic sound, or an air curtain. Stimuli were tested both on their own and in combination
with each other. The constant high-intensity light blocked 84 ± 8% (mean ± standard
deviation) of bighead carp passage rates compared to the no-treatment control, while a
strobing light blocked 87 ± 9% of bighead carp in our laboratory flume. Although there
was no significant difference between blockage efficiency of constant light or strobing
light (p > 0.05), both types of light were more effective than the cyclic sound (76 ± 8%)
or the air curtain (69 ± 7%) (p < 0.05). Further, we found that the 2 Hz strobing light
increased the ability of sound to block bighead carp (p < 0.05) while the constant light
did not. In contrast, both constant and strobing light improved the blockage efficiency of
an air curtain (p < 0.05). The combined strobing light and air curtain (93 ± 16%) was
more effective than the combined constant light and air curtain (85 ± 10%) (p < 0.05).
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While adding a strobing light to a coupled sound and air curtain (91 ± 15%) did not
increase its ability to block bighead carp passage compared to the coupled sound and air
curtain, a constant light when combined with a coupled sound and air curtain reduced its
effectiveness to block bighead carp (73 ± 9%) (p < 0.05). While a combined strobing
light and cyclic sound deterrent system had the highest blockage efficiency in the
laboratory (95±16% blockage), other types of multi-model deterrents (e.g., sound + air
curtain; strobing light + sound + air curtain) had similar blockage efficiencies (p > 0.05)
and could be more effective in the field. Taken together, a strobing light when coupled
with sound and/or air curtains shows great promise and should be examined in the field.

Introduction
The bighead carp (Hypophthalmichthys nobilis) and its congener the silver carp
(H. molitrix), hereafter referred to as bigheaded carps, were introduced from Asia to the
Mississippi River Basin and are now spreading into the upper reaches of the Mississippi
River and toward the Laurentian Great Lakes (Chapman and Hoff 2011; Lubejko et al.
2017). Although many strategies have been proposed to stop the upstream spread of
bigheaded carps, the possibility of blocking carp passage through navigation locks using
acoustic deterrents has been suggested to have special promise (Vetter et al. 2015;
Zielinski and Sorensen 2017; Dennis et al. 2019). Dennis et al. (2019) have shown that a
complex cyclic sound can block 75 ± 27% of bighead carp passages in the laboratory, and
if coupled with an air curtain blockage rates greater than 97 ± 13% can be achieved
without apparent habituation. However, it is critically important that behavioral deterrent
systems be as aversive as possible because wild carp may be highly motivated and the
natural world can include competing sensory cues that mask deterrents. Behavioral
deterrent systems that target multiple sensory systems (e.g., hearing, vision, olfactory)
may be more effective than systems that target only one sense (Coutant 2001). Sound
and/or air curtain system could easily be combined with other deterrents, such as highintensity lights, to improve barrier efficacy by targeting both the hearing and vision of
these fishes (see Ruebush et al. 2012 and Perry et al. 2014). Our previous work has
shown that both constant and strobing light can block > 80% of bighead carp passages in
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a dimly-lit laboratory flume, while a constant light was shown to be more effective in a
well-lit flume (Dennis and Sorensen, Appendix A, this dissertation). However, no studies
have systematically examined the behavioral response of carps to light combined with
either sound and/or an air curtain.
Complex sound and air curtains (e.g., bubbling systems that produce lowfrequency sound together with visual and hydrodynamic cues) have been tested
individually, and in combination, with bigheaded carp and have demonstrated success in
blocking fish passage in the laboratory. Dennis et al. (2019) found that the cyclic sound
was more effective than an outboard-motor sound at deterring bighead carp in a
laboratory flume. The authors also discovered that by coupling sound with an air curtain,
this type of deterrent was able to block 97 ± 13% (mean ± standard deviation) of bighead
carp passages more than either the cyclic sound (78 ± 27% blockage) or air curtain (60 ±
36% blockage) alone. This type of deterrent system is known as a “Bio-Acoustic Fish
Fence” or “BAFF” (Fish Guidance Systems Ltd “FGS”; Southampton, UK;
http://www.fish-guide.com/), and has previously been shown to block > 95% of bighead
carp in an outdoor laboratory raceway and small creek (Taylor et al. 2005; Ruebush et al.
2012). While these results are promising, installing and operating air curtains in the field
can be both relatively expensive and complicated so it would be beneficial to have
additional options to block the passage of bigheaded carps.
Studies have shown that combining high-intensity lights with either sound and/or
an air curtain can enhance their effectiveness to deter fish movement (see Supplementary
Table S3-1); however no study has systematically examined their impact on bigheaded
carp. Dennis and Sorensen (Appendix A, this dissertation) found that both constant and
strobing light block up to 80% of bighead carp passages in a dimly-lit laboratory flume,
while a constant light (80 ± 23%) was more effective than strobing light (33 ± 15%) in a
well-lit flume. This suggests that high-intensity light shows promise to block bighead
carp, and a constant light rather than strobing light might be better. However, the
response of fish to light when coupled with sound and/or light is known to differ from
their response to light, sound or an air curtain alone (Patrick et al. 1985; McIninch and
Hocutt 1987; Sager et al. 1987). Effects vary with species. Combined light and air
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curtain systems appear to have little effect on sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus; Miehls
et al. 2017), muskellunge (Esox masquinongy; Stewart et al. 2014) or walleye (Sander
vitreus; Flammang et al. 2014). However, combined strobing light, sound and air curtain
systems effectively guided 65-75% of downstream swimming juvenile chinook salmon
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) away from a high mortality route in a large river (Perry et
al. 2014) and blocked over 99% of bigheaded carp in a small stream (Ruebush et al.
2012). While most research has focused on adding light to an air curtain or a coupled
sound and air curtain system, pairing sound with high-intensity lights has only been
examined twice (Miehls et al. 2017; Ryan et al. 2018). While both of these studies
suggest that combining sound with light will not improve the effectiveness of the
deterrent to block fish passage, sea lamprey (Miehls et al. 2017) and epaulette sharks
(Hemiscyllium ocellatum; Ryan et al. 2018) have very different sensory systems and
behaviors compared to bigheaded carps. A systematic evaluation including all
combinations of sound, air curtain and high-intensity light stimuli is necessary to
determine which multi-stimuli deterrents will be most effective at blocking bighead carp.
The overarching goal of this study was to identify the combination(s) of stimuli
that most effectively blocked bighead carp without habituation in our laboratory flume.
We were specifically interested in whether constant light or strobing light would enhance
the ability of sound and/or air curtains to block bighead carp passage, and if so, whether
strobing light is more effective than constant light. To achieve this goal, we asked the
following questions. First, which of the individual stimuli already noted to block bighead
carp in Dennis et al. (2019) and Dennis and Sorensen (Appendix A, this dissertation) is
most effective? Second, does combining high-intensity light with either sound or an air
curtain enhances its ability to block bighead carp, and if so, does the type of light
(constant or strobing) influences this response? Third, does pairing light with a coupled
sound and air curtain system enhances its effectiveness to block carp, and if so, does the
type of light matter? Finally, what combination(s) of stimuli were most effective at
blocking bighead carp? To answer these questions, we exposed groups of bighead carp
to 5 stimuli (control, sound, air curtain, constant light and strobing light) alone, and then
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in combination with each other, in a dimly-lit laboratory flume following protocols
established by Dennis et al. (2019).

Materials and Methods
Experimental Design and Protocol
A total of 12 experiments were conducted: a no-treatment control, a constant
white light (CL), a 2 Hz strobing white light (SL), a cyclic sound (S), the cyclic sound
combined with constant light (S+CL), the cyclic sound combined with strobing light
(S+SL), an air curtain (A), the air curtain combined with constant light (A+CL), the air
curtain combined with strobing light (A+SL), the cyclic sound coupled with an air curtain
(S+A), the coupled sound and air curtain system combined with constant light
(S+A+CL), and the coupled sound and air curtain system combined with strobing light
(S+A+SL). Each experiment had 10 trials in which a different group of 10 bighead carp
were tested with a randomly chosen stimulus or set of stimuli. The testing protocol was
identical to that used by Dennis et al. (2019). Briefly, each trial started with a 1-h
acclimation period (no stimulus), which are followed by 8 exposure periods. Each
exposure period started with a 6-min pre-test period (no stimulus), followed by a matched
6-min test period (stimulus on), and then a 10-min recovery period (no stimulus). Fish
position was recorded during pre-test and test periods using overhead low-light cameras
and analyzed after trials by quantifying the number of times fish crossed the midline of
the flume where the deterrent system was located (i.e., passage rate). From this passage
rate data, we calculated blockage efficiencies (bighead carp passage during stimulus
exposure compared to the no-treatment control) for each experiment and answered our
four research questions by comparing blockage efficiencies of different sets of stimuli.

Fish
Juvenile bighead carp (total length [mean ± standard deviation]: 135 ± 23 mm;
total weight [mean ± standard deviation]: 25 ± 13 g) were obtained from a commercial
fish farm (Osage Catfisheries; Osage Beach, MO), transported to an indoor fish holding
facility at the University of Minnesota, maintained in circular tanks (1,000 L; 2 m
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diameter) and fed a diet of Spirulina and Chlorella algae (Hansen et al. 2014). All tanks
were supplied with 18°C well water, aerated using air stones, relatively quiet (80-100 dB
ref. 1 μPa) and dimly illuminated (5 lux; 16h day and 8h night). Bighead carp used in
this study had been previously exposed once before to light, sound and/or air curtain
stimuli but had been kept in holding tanks for at least 3 months before being tested which
was a sufficient length of time for bighead carp to display repeatable responses to sound
(Zielinski and Sorensen 2017). All procedures were approved by the University of
Minnesota Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol: 1712-35381A) and
all necessary federal and state permits were obtained.

Laboratory Flume
Trials were conducted in a custom-built indoor elliptical fiberglass flume (8 m
long x 1 m wide channel x 0.3 m water depth; 1.0 m wall height) used by Dennis et al.
(2019) and Dennis and Sorensen (Appendix A, this dissertation) (Fig 3-1). A pair of
speakers (MkII 15-100; Fish Guidance System Ltd.; Southampton, UK), two porous
pipes (AD100T; PentairAES; Apopka, FL) and two high-intensity light bars (Fish
Guidance Systems Ltd.; Southampton, UK) were placed in the center of each channel of
the flume. Each high-intensity light bar had a single row of light-emitting diodes that
was angled at 45° toward the porous pipes, which produced a continuous stream of fine
air bubbles (1-5 mm diameter). Fish movement was monitored using a combination of
overhead and underwater cameras as well as dim-infrared lights (VT-IR1 and VT-IR2;
Vitek; Valencia, CA; 840 nm wavelength, < 1 lux). Bighead carp were tested in slowly
flowing water (1.66 cm/s) because pilot studies showed they shoaled and swam more
actively under these conditions.

Stimuli
All acoustic stimuli have previously been tested in this laboratory flume and are
fully described in Dennis et al. (2019). Briefly, we used a cyclic sound containing
frequencies between 20 and 2000 Hz (Taylor et al. 2005; Dennis et al. 2019). Peak sound
pressure levels of 140 dB ref 1uPa were measured in front of each speaker which
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attenuated to background levels (80 dB ref 1uPa) within 3-4 m for sound pressure and 1
m for particle acceleration (Dennis et al. 2019). As previously described by Dennis et al.
(2019), the air curtain consisted of two porous pipes supplied with an air flowrate of 1.2
L s-1 which resulted in an air curtain that consistently produced lower sound pressure and
particle acceleration amplitudes than the cyclic sound at all frequencies. When the cyclic
sound was coupled with the air curtain, noticeably sharp sound pressure and particle
acceleration gradients were observed at 2000 Hz (Dennis et al. 2019).
Following established protocols (Dennis and Sorensen, Appendix A, this
dissertation), a high-intensity constant white light [0 Hz] and a high-intensity strobing
white light [2 Hz] were tested. A 2 Hz strobing light was chosen because it was as
effective as a 5 and 12 Hz strobing light at blocking bighead carp passage in a dimly-lit
flume (Dennis and Sorensen, Appendix A, this dissertation), and this pulse frequency has
a low chance of inducing epileptic shock in humans (Fisher et al. 2005). The light
emitted from each high-intensity light bar was a broad-spectrum white light which
contained all wavelengths between 350 and 800 nm (Dennis and Sorensen, Appendix A,
this dissertation). Notably, Vetter et al. (2018) found the retina of bighead carp to be
broadly sensitive to visible light with a peak sensitivity at 560 nm. Light intensity
measurements (lux) were collected using a portable meter (MW700, Milwaukee
Instruments) with a waterproof probe (peak wavelength: 560nm; accuracy: ±6% of
reading). Measurements were taken along the midline of the flume at distances of: 0.00,
0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.80, 1.00, 1.20, 1.60, 2.00, 2.40, 3.00, 3.60, 4.20, 5.40,
and 6.60 m from the light at a .15 m depth (Supplemental Fig S3-1). Near the light
source, light intensity approached 14,000 lux and decreased to background lighting (5
lux) within 2.4 m (Supplemental Fig S3-1A, S3-1B). When high-intensity white light
was combined with an air curtain (with or without sound), lux measurements near the
light source was a similar 16,000 lux but decreased to background light measurements
within only 1 m (Supplemental Fig S3-1C, S3-1D).

Statistical Analysis
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A generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) was used to analyze passage rate
data. This custom designed matrix was created to allow us to specifically analyze
comparisons of interest (e.g., to compare a particular stimulus with the control or another
stimulus), rather than examine all possible contrasts, enhancing power and simplifying
the overall analysis. It also allowed us to account for changes in bighead carp movement
due to time spent in the flume. This approach, which differs slightly from the statistical
design used by Dennis et al. (2019), also allowed us to answer our four questions with
much greater power than a three-way ANOVA would have permitted (Dr. Gary Oehlert,
Statistical Consulting Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; personal
communication). In the GLMM analysis, “Fish group number” was entered as a random
effect to account for repeated measurements taken from the same group of fish (i.e., each
group was exposed to each stimulus 8 times and passage rates were measured during each
exposure). Passage rate data was transformed to fit a Poisson distribution because it is
count data. Assumptions for the GLMM were checked for using a fitted residual plot as
the variance of the residuals needs to be approximately 1 (McCullagh and Nelder 1989).
Because the variance of the residuals was greater than 2 for all of our data, we corrected
for this hyper-variability by dividing by our test statistic by the square root of the
dispersion parameter (McCullagh and Nelder 1989) and calculating new p-values for
each comparison. All analyses were performed using R and at an α value of 0.05.
The GLMM examined sets of contrasts which were selected to answer our
particular questions. First, to determine whether a particular stimulus altered passage
rates, log-linear passage rates obtained during the stimulus experiments (for both pre-test
and test periods) were compared to the log-linear passage rate during the no-treatment
control experiment (pre-test and test periods within the GLMM were combined for the
control because they did not differ). If significance was noted by the model (p < 0.05),
we then calculated mean blockage efficiencies for each stimulus (mean test passage
values for each group were divided by the no-treatment control, averaged across the 10
groups, and then multiplied by 100). We used blockage efficiencies because they
accounted for any changes in basal passage rates. Additionally, because we also wanted
to address if passage rates changed with repeated exposure (i.e., did bighead carp
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habituate or sensitize to the stimulus?), we examined temporal variation in passage rates
over the course of the eight trial periods by fitting curves (e.g., linear, quadratic, etc.) to
passage rate data collected from both pre-test and test periods. If any of the trends were
significant (p < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons; n=10 observations per
experiment), we then compared this calculated relationship to that of matching curve for
the no-treatment control experiment using a z-test (McCullagh and Nelder 1989). A
significant z-test was interpreted to mean that passage rates over the 8 trials changed due
to repeated exposure to the deterrent stimulus. Habitation was operationally defined as a
linear/quadratic increase in passage rates with repeated exposure to a stimulus that was
significantly different from the linear/quadratic trend observed during the no-treatment
control (p < 0.05). Sensitization was operationally defined as a decrease in passage rates
due to repeated stimulus exposure that was also significantly different from the trend
observed in the no-treatment control experiment. To identify trial(s) within particular
experiments that witnessed significant responses, we compared mean passage rates of
their pre-test and test periods (p < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons; n=10
observations [passage rates] per trial period).
Finally, to answer our questions, we used a series of z-tests to compare sets of
blockage efficiencies of interest. To answer our first question (do individual stimuli
block bighead carp passage and which ones are most effective?), we used a series of
Bonferroni-corrected z-tests that compare the sets of blockage efficiencies (n=10 for each
stimulus) of the individual stimuli with each other (CL, SL, S, A). To answer our second
question (does combining light with sound or air curtains increase its tendency to block
bighead carp passage, and if so, does the type of light matter?), we used another series of
Bonferroni-corrected z-tests that compared blockage efficiencies obtained from bighead
carp exposed to S with S+CL, S with S+SL, and S+CL with S+SL. Next, we compared
A with A+CL, A with A+SL, and A+CL with A+SL. To answer our third question (does
light enhance the effectiveness of a coupled sound and air curtain system, and if so, does
the type of light influence this response?), we used a series of z-tests which compared
blockage efficiencies of S+A with S+A+CL, S+A with S+A+SL, and S+A+CL with
S+A+SL. Finally, we answered our fourth question (what combinations of stimuli are
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most effective at blocking bighead carp?) by comparing the blockage efficiency between
all stimuli examined in this study.

Results
Question 1: Do individual stimuli block bighead carp, and which ones are most effective?
During the no-treatment control experiment, groups of bighead carp averaged 16
± 8 passages (mean ± SD) across the inactive deterrent system during each six-minute
period of the experiment (Fig 3-2A). This passage rate did not change over the course of
the experiment (p > 0.05; Supplemental Tables S3-2, S3-3). The cyclic sound (S) caused
bighead carp passage rates to decline significantly resulting in an average blockage
efficiency of 76 ± 8% (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-1; Supplemental Table S3-2) with
significant reductions observed during all 8 exposures (p < 0.05; Fig 3-2D; Supplemental
Table S3-2). While passage rates during sound exposure did not change significantly (p
> 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3), passage rates during pre-test periods were on average
8% lower after each subsequent exposure to the cyclic sound (p < 0.05; Supplemental
Table S3-3). When exposed to the air curtain (A), bighead carp reduced their passage
rate across the deterrent system resulting in an average blockage efficiency of 69 ± 7% (p
< 0.05; Fig 3-3, Table 3-1; Supplemental Table S3-2) with significant reductions in
passage rates noted during 7 of 8 exposures (p < 0.05; Fig 3-2G; Supplemental Table S32). Repeated exposure to the air curtain also resulted in a linear decrease in passage rates
(sensitization) during both pre-test and test periods (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3).
Exposure to the constant light (CL) also decreased passage rates of bighead carp in our
laboratory flume, resulting in an average blockage efficiency of 84 ± 8% (p < 0.05; Fig 33; Table 3-1; Supplemental Table S3-2) with significant reductions noted during all 8
exposures (p < 0.05; Fig 3-2B; Supplemental Table S3-2). Both pre-test and test passage
rates declined significantly during subsequent exposures to CL, which is symptomatic of
sensitization (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3). Similarly, bighead carp exposed to
the strobing light (SL) significantly decreased their passage rate across the active
deterrent system leading to an average blockage efficiency of 87 ± 9% (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3;
Table 3-1; Supplemental Table S3-2) with reductions in passage rates observed during all
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8 exposures (p < 0.05; Fig 3-2C; Supplemental Table S3-2). Repeated exposure to SL
also resulted in a linear decrease in passage rates (sensitization) during both pre-test and
test periods (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3). Comparisons of the blockage
efficiencies of individual stimuli, showed both CL and SL to be more effective at
blocking bighead carp passage than S or A (p < 0.05; Table 3-1; Supplemental Table S34). CL and SL did not differ in their efficacy to block bighead carp passages in our flume
(p > 0.05; Table 3-1; Supplemental Table S3-4).

Question 2: Does light combined with sound or air curtains enhance their effectiveness to
block bighead carp, and does the type of light matter?
When constant light was combined with the cyclic sound (S+CL), bighead carp
passage rate across the deterrent system declined resulting in an average blockage
efficiency of 77 ± 8% (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-2; Supplemental Table S3-2) with
significant decreases in passage rates noted during exposures #2 - #8 (p < 0.05; Fig 3-2E;
Supplemental Table S3-2). Pre-test and test passage rates changed with repeated
exposure to S+CL, symptomatic of sensitization (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3).
Comparisons of the blockage efficiency of S+CL with S (alone) found that adding
constant light to sound did not increase its ability to block bighead carp (p > 0.05; Fig 33; Table 3-2; Supplemental Table S3-4). In contrast, when the strobing light (SL) was
combined with sound (S+SL) an increased average blockage efficiency was noted (95 ±
16%) with passage rated being significantly reduced during all 8 exposures (p < 0.05; Fig
3-2F; Supplemental Table S3-2). Pre-test and test passage rates changed with repeated
exposure to S+SL, symptomatic of sensitization (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3).
Bighead carp passages were blocked more efficiently by S+SL than by either S or S+CL
(p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-2; Supplemental Table S3-4).
Combining constant light with the air curtain (A+CL) also decreased bighead carp
passage rate across the deterrent system resulting in an average blockage efficiency of 85
± 10% (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-2; Supplemental Table S3-2) with significant
reductions noted for all 8 exposures (p < 0.05; Fig 3-2H; Supplemental Table S3-2).
While pre-test passage rates did not change (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3), passage
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rates during test periods decreased on average by 23% after each exposure to A+CL (p <
0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3). A+CL was more effective than A (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3;
Table 3-2; Supplemental Table S3-4). Combining strobing light with the air curtain
(A+SL) resulted in an average blockage efficiency of 93 ± 16% (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table
3-2; Supplemental Table S3-2) with significant reduction in bighead carp passage rate
occurring during all 8 exposures (p < 0.05; Fig 3-2I; Supplemental Table S3-2). Pre-test
and test passage rates changed with repeated exposure to A+SL, symptomatic of
sensitization (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3). Bighead carp passage was blocked
more by A+SL than by either A or A+CL (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-2; Supplemental
Table S3-4).

Question 3: Does light enhance the effectiveness of a coupled sound and air curtain
system, and does the type of light matter?
Bighead carp passage rate was significantly reduced by a coupled sound and air
curtain deterrent system (S+A) resulting in an average blockage efficiency of 91 ± 11%
(p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-3; Supplemental Table S3-2) with significant reductions
observed during all 8 exposures (Fig 3-2J; Supplemental Table S3-2). While test passage
rates did not change (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3), passage rates during pre-test
periods decreased after each subsequent exposure to S+A (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table
S3-3). When constant light was combined with the coupled sound and air curtain system
(S+A+CL), bighead carp displayed an average blockage efficiency of 73 ± 9% (p < 0.05;
Fig 3-3; Table 3-3; Supplemental Table S3-2) with significant reductions observed during
exposures #2 - #8 (Fig 3-2K; Supplemental Table S3-2). Pre-test and test passage rates
changed with repeated exposure to S+A+CL, symptomatic of sensitization (p < 0.05;
Supplemental Table S3-3). S+A+CL had less ability to block bighead carp passage than
S+A (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-3; Supplemental Table S3-4). In contrast, when a
strobing light was combined with the coupled sound and air curtain (S+A+SL), bighead
carp passage rates were significantly reduced resulting in a blockage efficiency of 91 ±
15% (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-3; Supplemental Table S3-2) with reductions noted
during all 8 exposures (p < 0.05; Fig 3-2L; Supplemental Table S3-2). Pre-test and test
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passage rates both changed with repeated exposure to S+A+SL, which is symptomatic of
sensitization (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table S3-3). Adding SL to S+A did not make it
more effective than S+A (p > 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 3-3; Supplemental Table S3-4).
S+A+SL was more effective at blocking carp than S+A+CL (p < 0.05; Fig 3-3; Table 33; Supplemental Table S3-4).

Question 4: What combination(s) of stimuli are most-effective at blocking bighead carp?
When comparing the blockage efficiency of all stimuli, S+SL (95%), A+SL
(93%), S+A+SL (91%) and S+A (91%) were equally (and together, the most) effective at
blocking bighead carp in this laboratory test (p > 0.05; Table 3-4, Supplemental Table
S3-4).

Discussion
This laboratory study established that combining a high-intensity strobing white
light with either a cyclic sound or an air curtain strongly enhances its ability to block
bighead carp movement in the laboratory. The combination of strobing light with either
cyclic sound, air curtains or a coupled sound and air curtain system blocked > 90% of
bighead carp under dimly-lit conditions in a laboratory flume without habituation. This
blockage rate for bighead carp rival those previously seen for coupled sound and air
curtains systems in the laboratory (Dennis et al. 2019). In fact, behavioral sensitization
was also noted with repeated exposure for bighead carp to both constant and strobing
light when combined with sound and/or air curtains suggesting special promise.
Additionally, we show that a strobing light was much more effective than a constant light
at blocking bighead carp when combined with either sound and/or air curtains. In sum,
our results suggest that combining a strobing light with other types of sensory deterrents
shows promise and provides additional options for bigheaded carp control; however, field
testing of these multi-modal deterrents at locks and dams is needed.
Our most important finding was that a 2Hz strobing light enhanced the
effectiveness of sound and/or air curtains to block bighead carp passages in our
laboratory flume. Our study was the first to show that strobing light was more effective
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than constant light when combined with other types of sensory deterrents. Previous
laboratory studies by Patrick et al. (1985) and Sager et al. (1987) also demonstrated that
combined strobing light and air curtain systems enhanced the efficacy of the deterrent
system to repel Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus) compared to either stimulus
alone. In contrast, adding constant light to an acoustic deterrent system did not enhance
the effectiveness of the acoustic stimuli and in one case (S+A+CL) decreased its ability
to block bighead carp passage. One potential explanation is that constant light might
enable fish to see an air curtain so it is perceived as less aversive, while a strobing light
may potentially be synergized when coupled with an air curtain due to light scattering
within the air curtain enhancing the strobing effect. Indeed, Welton et al. (2002) noted a
marked decrease in the effectiveness of a coupled sound and air curtain system in the
daytime compared to night, and hypothesized that the juvenile salmonids were reacting to
visual cues from the air bubbles to find weak-spots in the barrier during the daytime.
However, this may only be relevant in low-turbidity waters as suggested by Perry et al.
(2014) who did not observed any diel differences in the effectiveness of a combined
strobing light, sound and air curtain system for juvenile salmonids in the Sacramento-San
Joaquin River Delta (which is fairly turbid). Regardless of the reason(s) why the strobing
light was more effective than the constant light when combined with acoustic deterrents,
the observation that there were differences in the effectiveness of multi-modal deterrents
based on the type of high-intensity light is novel and should be considered when
implementing these deterrents in the field.
We also found that a variety of multi-modal deterrent systems were highly
effective at blocking bighead carp passage without apparent habituation in the laboratory.
More specifically, we found that the combined sound and strobing light deterrent had the
greatest blockage efficiency (95%) for bigheaded carp in our dimly-lit flume, followed by
the combined strobing light and air curtain (93%), coupled sound and air curtain (91%)
and combined strobing light, sound and air curtain (91%). Ruebush et al. (2012)
observed a similar phenomenon in bigheaded carp when comparing the blockage
efficiency of a scaled-up version of a coupled sound and air curtain system (99%) against
a combined strobing light, sound and air curtain deterrent (99%) in a small creek. Our
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study was also the first to examine a combined strobing light and sound stimulus on a
teleost fish, although it was examined in both sea lamprey (Miehls et al. 2017) and sharks
(Ryan et al. 2018) and found to have no effect on these species. We observed that S+SL
was as effective at blocking bighead carp in the laboratory as deterrent systems which
incorporate the air curtain. This could be extremely valuable information for field
applications, due to the fact that installing and operating air curtains in the field is
relatively expensive and can be complicated by site-specific constraints (e.g., depth,
water velocity, available power supply). However, fish response to sensory deterrents
can change drastically when compared between the laboratory and field (Vetter et al.
2017; Wamboldt et al. 2019) due several abiotic and biotic factors (e.g., masking of light
or sound stimuli in the field, fluctuating water depths and velocities, wild vs hatchery
fish, presence of predators); so field testing of these different multi-modal deterrent
systems at locks and dams will be absolutely necessary to determine which type of
deterrent system is best suited for that site.
To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of sensitization (e.g., decreasing
passages with repeated exposures) to a deterrent system in a fish. Bighead carp were
repeatedly exposed to combined light, sound and/or air curtains were less likely to pass
the deterrent system following additional exposures. This is consistent with previous
results from Dennis and Sorensen (Appendix A, this dissertation) that showed that
bighead carp sensitized to both constant light and strobing light in a dimly-lit flume.
Interestingly, bighead carp did not become sensitized to the coupled sound and air curtain
stimulus suggesting that high-intensity light may be responsible. This trait could be
advantageous in the field where fishes are exposed to a variety of other environmental
stimuli and likely encounter a deterrent system multiple times.
While our results that strobing light strongly enhances the effectiveness of both
sound and air curtain stimuli to block bighead carp passages in a dimly-lit laboratory are
promising, the applicability of these findings to free-swimming adult bigheaded carp will
depend on a variety of factors that differ between laboratory and field settings. One
potential weakness of our laboratory assay is its likely inability to distinguish between
stimuli that are very effective (> 90%) because of reduced statistical power at blocking
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bighead carp passage. The most effective stimulus in this study was the combined sound
and strobe light system, although other combinations of stimuli had statistically similar
blockage efficiencies (e.g., S+A, A+SL, S+A+SL). As such, these laboratory studies are
useful in narrowing down the possible combination(s) of stimuli that could be effective at
blocking bighead carp. However, field studies will be necessary to determine which of
these stimuli will be most effective at blocking bigheaded carp while allowing native
fishes to pass. Additionally, high-intensity lights may be more effective in the laboratory
due to the lack of turbidity was can be an issue in many river systems. In the field, the
effectiveness of high-intensity lights to block carp passage will likely be correlated with
the turbidity of the water such that greater turbidity will decrease the effective range of
the lights. The effectiveness of light stimuli can also change depending on background
lighting (see Sorensen and Dennis, Appendix A, this dissertation), so monitoring ambient
light levels and noting when carp tend to challenge the deterrent system in the field will
help determine whether light is an effective deterrent. As such, additional stimuli such as
sound and/or air curtain should be combined with light to both enhance its effectiveness
to block carp passage and add much need redundancy to the deterrent if turbidity is an
issue. Similarly, using lights with sound deterrents may improve barrier efficacy in
places where ambient sound may be an issue (i.e., masking the acoustic deterrent). Thus,
field testing of multi-modal deterrent systems is immediately needed.
In conclusion, adding strobing lights to sound and/or air curtains has considerable
promise for use a deterrent to block bighead carp passage and provides additional options
for managers tasked with preventing the spread of invasive species. Although our study
provides an initial description of the effects of multi-modal deterrent stimuli on bighead
carp, additional work in both the laboratory and especially the field are now required. In
the laboratory, a combined strobing light and sound deterrent (95% blockage) had a
similar blockage efficiency as the coupled sound and air curtain system (97% blockage;
Dennis et al. 2019). However, this result could be due to constraints within our
laboratory assay and may not reflect how invasive carp respond to these stimuli in a
realistic field setting. Thus, field testing of these multi-modal deterrent systems at locks
and dams is necessary before selecting a behavioral deterrent system to prevent the
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spread of invasive carps. If field testing verifies our results, then our study provides
additional options for invasive carp control. While we expect that silver carp will likely
respond to combined strobing light and sound/air curtain stimuli in a similar manner as
bighead carp, future studies on multi-modal deterrents should test all species of invasive
carps and other native species that may be impacted by this deterrent system.
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Table 3-1 Blockage efficiencies (mean ± SD) of bighead carp during exposure to sound, air curtain,
constant light or strobing light as individual stimuli. Previously reported values are provided for context.
Different superscript numbers denote differences (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple comparisons]) in
blockage efficiency, with “1” identifying the stimuli that had the greatest blockage efficiency and “2”
identifying stimuli that were less effective at blocking bighead carp passages. An asterisk (*) denotes
stimuli that resulted in bighead carp sensitization (i.e., increased blockage efficiency with repeated
exposures). Ten trials, each consisting of 10 bighead carp, were used to test each deterrent stimulus
(N=160 observations per experiment).

Stimuli

(Abbv)

Observed Blockage Efficiency

Previously Reported Blockage
Efficiency

Sound

(S)

76% (± 8)2

78% (± 27)
Dennis et al. (2019)

Air Curtain

(A)

69% (± 7)2, *

60% (± 36)
Dennis et al. (2019)

Constant Light

(CL)

84% (± 8)1, *

79% (± 15)
Dennis and Sorensen
(Appendix A, this dissertation)

Strobing Light

(SL)

87% (± 9)1, *

84% (± 16)
Dennis and Sorensen
(Appendix A, this dissertation)
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Table 3-2 Blockage efficiencies (mean ± SD) of bighead carp during exposure to combined sound and
light stimuli (sound, sound + constant light, sound + strobing light) and combined air curtain and light
stimuli (air curtain, air curtain + constant light, air curtain + strobing light). For each combination of
stimuli (either sound + light or air curtain + light), different superscript numbers denote differences (p <
0.05 [corrected for multiple comparisons]) in blockage efficiency with “1” identifying the stimuli that had
the greatest blockage efficiency and subsequent numbers identifying stimuli that were less effective at
blocking bighead carp passages. An asterisk (*) denotes stimuli that resulted in bighead carp sensitization
(i.e., increased blockage efficiency with repeated exposures). Ten trials, each consisting of 10 bighead
carp, were used to test each deterrent stimulus (N=160 observations per experiment).

Stimuli

(Abbv)

Blockage Efficiency

Combination of Sound and Light Evaluated
76% (± 8)2

Sound

(S)

Sound + Constant Light

(S+CL)

77% (± 8)2, *

Sound + Strobing Light

(S+SL)

95% (± 16)1, *

Combination of Air Curtain and Light Evaluated
Air Curtain

(A)

69% (± 7)3, *

Air Curtain + Constant Light

(A+CL)

85% (± 10)2, *

Air Curtain + Strobing Light

(A+SL)

93% (± 16)1, *
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Table 3-3 Blockage efficiencies (mean ± SD) of bighead carp during exposure to combined sound, air
curtain and light stimuli (sound + air curtain, sound + air curtain + constant light, and sound + air curtain +
strobing light). Different superscript numbers denote differences (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple
comparisons]) in blockage efficiency, with “1” denoting the stimuli that had the greatest blockage
efficiency and “2” identifying stimuli that were less effective at blocking bighead carp passages. An
asterisk (*) denotes stimuli that resulted in bighead carp sensitization (i.e., increased blockage efficiency
with repeated exposures). Ten trials, each consisting of 10 bighead carp, were used to test each deterrent
stimulus (N=160 observations per experiment).

Stimuli

(Abbv)

Blockage Efficiency

Sound + Air Curtain

(S+A)

91% (± 11)1

Sound + Air Curtain + Constant Light

(S+A+CL)

73% (± 9)2, *

Sound + Air Curtain + Strobing Light

(S+A+SL)

91% (± 15)1, *
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Table 3-4 Comparison of the bighead carp blockage efficiencies (mean ± SD) for all stimuli. Different
superscript numbers denote differences (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple comparisons]) in blockage
efficiency, with “1” denoting stimuli that had similar blockage efficiency to the combined sound and
strobing light deterrent and “2” identifying stimuli that were less effective than the combined sound and
strobing light stimulus at blocking bighead carp passages. Ten trials, each consisting of 10 bighead carp,
were used to test each deterrent stimulus (N=160 observations per experiment).

Stimuli

(Abbv)

Blockage Efficiency

Sound + Strobing Light

(S+SL)

95% (± 16)1

Air Curtain + Strobing Light

(A+SL)

93% (± 16)1

(S+A)

91% (± 11)1

(S+A+SL)

91% (± 15)1

(SL)

87% (± 9)2

(A+CL)

85% (± 10)2

(CL)

84% (± 8)2

(S+CL)

77% (± 8)2

(S)

76% (± 8)2

(S+A+CL)

73% (± 9)2

(A)

69% (± 7)2

Sound + Air Curtain
Sound + Air Curtain + Strobing Light
Strobing Light
Air Curtain + Constant Light
Constant Light
Sound + Constant Light
Sound
Sound + Air Curtain + Constant Light
Air Curtain
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Fig 3-1. Schematic drawing of an overhead view of the elliptical fiberglass flume. Two underwater
speakers and an air curtain were placed in each of the two 4.9 m channels. High-intensity light bars were
placed 5cm from the air curtains in both channels. Water inflow to the tank is indicated by a black circle
and the direction of flow (when on) is marked by the blue arrow. Standpipes ensured that water depth was
maintained at 0.3 m.
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Fig 3-2. Passage rates (i.e., the number of passages per 6-min pre-test or test period) of bighead carp to 11 types of stimuli across time in a dimly-lit flume : A)
no-treatment control; B) constant light; C) strobing light; D) sound; E) constant light and sound; F) strobing light and sound; G) air curtain; H) constant light and
air curtain; I) strobing light and air curtain; J) coupled sound and air curtain; K) constant light with the coupled sound and air curtain; and L) strobing light with
the coupled sound and air curtain. Box-and-whisker plots in each panel show the lower bound, 25th percentile, median (solid line), mean (dotted line), 75 th
percentile, and upper bound values for passage rates during pre-test periods (white bars) and test periods (gray bars) over the course of eight consecutive periods
(i.e., test numbers). Asterisks denote differences between pre-test and test passage rates for that test (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple comparison]). Ten trials,
each consisting of 10 naïve bighead carp, were used to test each light stimulus and background lighting combination (N=160 observations per experiment).
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Fig 3-3. Blockage efficiencies (mean ± SD) of bighead carp during exposure to 3 types of multi-modal stimuli in a dimly-lit flume. Multi-modal stimuli were
sorted into 3 groups [sound (S), air curtain (A), and coupled sound and air curtain (S+A)] each of which was coupled with either constant light (CL, diamond
pattern) or a strobing light (SL, diagonal lines). Within each group, different uppercase letters denote differences between the stimuli with “A” signifying the
stimulus with the greatest blockage efficiency and subsequent letters denoting stimuli with lower blockage efficiencies. Ten trials, each consisting of 10 bighead
carp were used to test each stimulus (N=160 observations per experiment).
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Chapter 4: Avoidance responses of Common Carp to an outboard-motor sound
rapidly habituates in a lock chamber in a manner not expected by laboratory
experiments.

Written in the style of the North American Journal of Fisheries Management for eventual
submission. Peter Sorensen will be a co-author on this manuscript.

Summary
Behavioral deterrents, which utilize sensory stimuli to guide fish, have been
suggested to be a promising way to deter the upstream movement of invasive carps
through navigation locks. Sound is promising because carp have a good sense of hearing
compared to many non-Ostariophysian fishes. Although the complex sound of an
outboard motor has been shown to be aversive to many fish species including carps in the
laboratory, only one study has tested this sound in the field and was conducted in a
shallow culvert which differed from laboratory work and no discernable response was
noted. The present study sought to determine whether Common Carp (Cyprinus carpio)
respond to an outboard-motor sound broadcast in a lock chamber in a similar manner to
that seen by us in the laboratory. The outboard-motor sound previously used in the
laboratory was played in a navigation lock four times in a manner which mimicked the
laboratory protocol. We found that when tested in the lock, adult Common Carp were
only deterred during the first exposure to the outboard-motor sound in the lock (p < 0.05)
compared to three of four times in the laboratory. Although several abiotic and biotic
factors could explain this finding, our results indicate that laboratory results must be
carefully applied to the field.

Introduction
There is an urgent need to develop deterrents to impede the spread of invasive
fishes including Silver Carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix), Bighead Carp (H. nobilis)
and Common Carp (Cyprinus carpio) through waterways in North America. Silver Carp
and Bighead Carp (hereafter collectively referred to as Bigheaded Carp) are fast growing
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and highly fecund fish that can threaten native fish species by altering local food webs
(Solomon et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018). Additionally, the jumping behavior of Silver
Carp poses a significant hazard to boaters (Kolar et al. 2007). Currently, Bigheaded Carp
are rapidly spreading northward on the Mississippi River and threaten to establish
breeding populations in its upper reaches (i.e., above Lock-and-Dam 19 near Keokuk, IA)
(Larson et al. 2017). The progress of this northward expansion is likely influenced by
their ability to pass upstream through lock-and-dams on the Mississippi River. Fish
passage through lock-and-dams usually occurs through either the gated spillways (which
are raised/lowered daily to maintain boat navigability) or the lock chamber. Passage
through the lock chamber could be reduced by adding a deterrent system in front of the
lock. In addition to Bigheaded Carps, Common Carp are considered one of the most
damaging and invasive fish to be introduced and are well-established throughout
Midwestern North America (Weber and Brown 2009). One key attribute that appears to
benefit the invasiveness of Common Carp is the tendency of adult Common Carp to leave
lakes and rivers via streams and use wetlands for spawning, which often lack predators
for juvenile carp (Bajer and Sorensen 2010). Responses of Common and Bigheaded Carp
to sounds appear very similar, at least in the laboratory (Zielinski and Sorensen 2017)
While techniques exist to manage Common Carp populations (e.g., chemical toxicants,
physical removal, add egg predators), these efforts are frequently stymied by our inability
to prevent the movement of young and adult carp. As such, the development of sensory
deterrent systems that specifically impede Bigheaded and Common Carps movement is
critically needed.
Although nearly half a dozen types of behavioral sensory deterrents could be used
to impede Bigheaded and Common Carps movement (see Noatch and Suski 2012), sound
has special promise. Using a well-lit outdoor raceway with speaker systems toward the
ends, Vetter et al. (2015, 2017) were the first to establish that Bighead and Silver carps
are repeatedly deterred by short (< 30 s) bursts of a continuous complex sound. More
specifically, a 100-horsepower (hp) outboard motor containing frequencies between 20
and 10,000 Hz. However, when a similar (40hp) outboard-motor sound was later tested
by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017) in a dimly lit square laboratory arena in which the
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speaker systems were concealed from sight, they found that a longer playback of this
sound (2.5 min) repelled about 75% of Bigheaded and Common Carps and that this rate
dropped with repeated exposure (i.e., carp habituated after 3 exposures). A recent study
by Dennis et al. (2019), in a dimly-lit elliptical laboratory flume, found that 76% of
Bighead Carp passages were blocked by a 6-min exposure to the same outboard-motor
sound used by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017). The authors saw no sign of habituation in
this sounds ability to block carp passages, even after 8 exposures; however carp were
only deterred (1 m from the speaker system) during the first exposure to this outboardmotor sound (Dennis et al. 2019). Additionally, Dennis et al. (2019) found that Common
Carp were less impacted (42% blockage) by the outboard-motor sound compared to
Bighead Carp (76% blockage) suggesting its effectiveness block fish passage might be
taxon-specific. While these studies show that a broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound
can repel and block carp passage in a laboratory setting (see Appendix B for an additional
study that shows that an outboard-motor sound repels carp, but only when it is played as
a broad-spectrum sound), field experiments are needed to determine whether this sound
can repel wild, free-ranging adult invasive carps in a large river system.
Only one field experiment has examined the response of invasive carp to an
outboard-motor sound (Wamboldt et al. 2019), and this study lacked a matching
laboratory experiment that could have been used to improve interpretation of their results.
Wamboldt et al. (2019) tested the same outboard-motor sound used by Vetter et al.
(2015) on Silver Carp that were moving between the Illinois River and shallow lakes in
the Emiquon Preserve through the use of a shallow culvert. After two 6-hr long
broadcasts of this in one-side of the culvert, the authors found that this sound did not
reduce passage of Silver Carp. The authors suggested that rapid attenuation of the
projected sound (within 20m of the speakers), due to the relatively shallow waters in the
culvert (0.38-0.55m), likely diminished the effectiveness of this sound to block carp
passage relative to the avoidance response observed by Vetter et al. (2015). While many
factors could have explained the different response of Silver Carp to the outboard-motor
sound observed by Vetter et al. (2015) and Wamboldt et al. (2019), the lack of a
matching study design between these laboratory and field studies makes it difficult to
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interpret their results as the lack of response could have been due to differences in the
sound field (amplitude, frequencies, attenuation), study design (number of sound
exposures, duration of sound exposure, number of fish tagged) or other factors (wild vs
hatchery fish, ambient sound levels). As such, field experiments that closely match their
laboratory counterparts are necessary to determine how wild free-ranging carp will
respond to the outboard-motor sound and why their response may be different between
laboratory and field settings.
In this study, we sought to determine whether wild-caught Common Carp within a
navigational lock are deterred by a complex outboard-motor sound in a similar manner as
was observed in the laboratory (Zielinski and Sorensen 2017). To accomplish this, we
simulated testing conditions (e.g., sound stimulus and amplitude, number of sound
exposures, recovery periods) used by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017) in the laboratory to
the extent possible in a field setting (a lock chamber).

Materials and Methods
Study Site
Our field experiment took place within the auxiliary lock chamber at Lock and
Dam #1 (LD1), St. Paul, Minnesota, USA (44°91’53” N, 93°20’06” W) (Fig 4-1). This
structure was chosen because it is relatively typical of other lock chambers and Common
Carp were relatively abundant in Pool 2 of the Upper Mississippi River. The lock
chamber is 100 m long and 18 m wide (half the width of all other lock chambers on
Mississippi River). To contain fish, blocking nets (21 m length x 5 m height, 0.03 m
mesh size; H. Christiansen Co, Duluth, MN) were placed at the open and closed end of
the lock chamber to create a rectangular fish enclosure arena where sound experiments
were conducted. Transducers (LL1424-HP, Lubell Labs Inc, Whitehall, OH) were placed
at each end of the lock chamber, 10 m outside of the blocking nets (to prevent fish from
sheltering near them) along center-width (9 m) and at mid-depth (1.5 m from bottom) of
the lock chamber. This arrangement with speakers concealed behind a partition and
placed in the center at each end of the lock chamber resembled the speaker placement by
Zielinski and Sorensen (2017).
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Experimental design and protocol
The experimental design and protocol used in this field study followed the
laboratory study by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017), with modifications made due to the
size of the field experimental arena. Common Carp were tested as groups of five
individuals, rather than three individuals in Zielinski and Sorensen (2017), because
grouping of Common Carp was weaker in the field than in the laboratory (fish shoaled in
a tight group). Additionally, testing 5 carp in the field ensured that at least 3 fish were
near the speaker when activated. Common carp were then given one day to acclimate to
the experimental arena to recover from tagging and allow exploration of the arena.
Following this acclimation period, a randomly-selected speaker was activated once a
majority of tagged fish swam within 25 m of the speaker [i.e., the area in the lock
chamber where sound pressure would be greater than 110 dB ref 1uPa when the speaker
was activated (see Fig 4-3A), which is identical to > 110 dB observed within 30 cm of
the speakers in Zielinski and Sorensen (2017; see Fig 4-3B)]. Fish distribution was then
monitored for a 15-min test period (i.e., when the speaker was activated), along with the
15-min pre-test period (i.e., when the speaker was inactive) immediately preceding this
treatment period. Longer pre-test and test periods were conducted in the field, compared
to the 2.5 min periods in the laboratory, to account for the larger experimental arena and
ensure we observed how fish respond to a prolonged exposure to sound. Common Carp
were then allowed 3 h to recover from sound exposure before an identical exposure
occurred during the afternoon (between 15:00-17:00). This procedure was then
replicated the following day resulting in a total of four sound exposures for each group of
fish, which is identical to the laboratory study by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017). After
testing, fish were allowed to leave the experimental arena by lifting the blocking net.
Another group of fish were then added to the auxiliary lock chamber the following week.
Six groups of 5 Common Carp were examined (N=6 trials for the outboard motor sound).

Sound Stimulus
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We used the same recording of a 40hp outboard-boat motor containing
frequencies between 20 and 10,000 Hz employed and described in Zielinski and Sorensen
(2017). This complex sound was played continuously through one underwater speaker
during each 15-min test period and were played at an amplitude similar to Zielinski and
Sorensen (2017). Sound pressure measurements were obtained using a CR1 hydrophone
[sensitivity: -197.5dB; frequency range: 0.0002-48 kHz], sampled at 44.1 kHz and
digitized using a TASCAM US-122mkII (TEAC, Montebello, CA) USB audio interface.
The hydrophone was placed at a depth of 4.5 m (mid-depth) and measurements were
taken at 2 m intervals within 20 m of the active transducer and then 10 m increments
throughout the rest of the arena. At each measurement location, the acoustic playback
signal was recorded for 5 seconds, split into 10 – 0.5 s signal batches and then averaged.
A custom Matlab graphical user interface, previously used by Zielinski and Sorensen
(2017), was then used to analyze and transform the pressure waveforms into the
frequency domain at a 2 Hz bandwidth. A power spectrum of the outboard-motor sound
projected within the lock chamber is shown in Fig 4-2A. A contour map of sound
pressure levels (SPL, dB ref 1uPa), averaged across frequencies between 100 and 2000
Hz, within the lock chamber is shown in Fig 4-3A. This frequency range between 100
and 2000 Hz was chosen to incorporate the most sensitive range of Common Carp
hearing (Ladich and Fay 2013; Vetter et al. 2018).) We also show the power spectrum
and sound pressure contour map (averaged across frequencies between 100 and 2000 Hz)
for the outboard-motor sound that was projected in the square laboratory arena in
Zielinski and Sorensen (2017) for sound comparisons between the field and laboratory
studies (Figs 4-2B, 4-3B).

Fish
Common Carp (603 ± 56 mm) were captured using boat electrofishing,
anesthetized, and tagged with an acoustic transmitter (model SS300, Advanced Telemetry
Systems, Isanti, MN) which have a 3-sec pulse rate at 416.7 kHz. Tags were inserted via
a 3 cm incision made on the ventral side of the fish just posterior of the pelvic fins, and
closed using 2 to 3 interrupted re-absorbable sutures (2-0, Ethicon PDS II). Tagged fish
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were placed in a 400 L holding trough until they recovered (approximately 10 min),
transferred to the auxiliary lock chamber and released into the rectangular experimental
arena. Tagging protocols were approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (#1201A-08922).

Acoustic Array
Fish movement within the lock chamber was monitored using a cabled acoustic
tracking system (Kraken Acoustic Receiver, Model # ST6000-6; Advanced Telemetry
Systems, Isanti, MN) consisting of an acoustic receiver and an array of six hydrophones.
Hydrophones were submerged to a depth of 4.5 m and placed on longitudinal transect
starting at the blocking net near the closed end of the lock chamber (0m), 10m, 30m,
65m, 85m and 95m (Fig 4-1). Fish location was based on signal strength received from
each hydrophone. If two hydrophones had the same signal strength, we assigned the fish
a distance relative to those hydrophones (i.e., hydrophone 4 and 5 = 75m). Range tests
showed these hydrophones have a 5-10 m resolution. This less precise method of
calculating fish location was necessary as two-dimensional fish monitoring was not
possible due to acoustic scattering caused by the concrete walls of the lock chamber.

Data Analysis
Data were downloaded and filtered to remove any uncertain fish locations (i.e.,
must be detected by at least 4 hydrophones, single detections must be followed by
another within 3 sec). To determine where each fish was during the 15-min pre-test and
test periods, we binned all detections observed during each minute (1-30) and then
assigned a fish location for that specific minute based on which hydrophone most often
had the highest signal strength. Using this binned location data, we calculated the percent
of fish detections observed within 25 m of the activated speaker [i.e., area of the lock
chamber that contain sound pressure levels greater than 110 dB, which is similar to the
sound pressure level observed at 30cm from the speaker in Zielinski and Sorensen (2017)
(see Fig 4-3)]. This was achieved by dividing the number of fish detections observed
within 25 m of the speaker during each pre-test or test period by the number of possible
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detections (N=15). This calculation is functionally identical to the ‘percent of time’
calculation used by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017), where they took the number of times
that fish were observed within 30 cm of the active speaker and divided by the total
number of data points. We also calculated the average distance that Common Carp were
detected from the speaker during both pre-test and test periods using this binned detection
data.
To determine if fish were deterred by the outboard-motor sound during each
sound exposure, we compared both fish detection and distance data observed during the
test period (i.e., sound treatment) with its matched pre-test period (i.e., control). While
distance data met the assumptions of normalcy and homogeneity of variance needed to
run parametric tests, percent fish detection data needed to be square-root transformed. A
series of Bonferroni-corrected t-tests between matched pre-test and test periods were
conducted to determine whether fish were deterred by sound and how far away from the
speakers they were during each exposure. All analyses were performed using JMP Pro
14 (SAS Institute Inc.; Cary, NC) at an α = 0.05.

Results
Sound Mapping: Field vs. Laboratory
In the field, a single LL1424-HP transducer projecting the outboard-motor sound
in the lock chamber produced a complex sound that contained frequencies between 10
and 10,000 Hz; however, the low frequencies between 10-200 Hz were not effectively
generated as shown by the lack of the 150 Hz peak observed in the laboratory (Fig 4-2).
When examining the distribution of sound within the lock chamber, we observed a
gradual reduction in sound pressure levels at 100-2000 Hz (115-95 dB; Fig 4-3A)
compared to the much sharper gradient was observed in the laboratory (130-95 dB; Fig 43B).

Field Experiment
Adult Common Carp were detected within 25 m of the inactive speaker
approximately 7 ± 5 (mean ± SD) times out of 15 possible detections (45%) during each
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15 min pre-test period (Fig 4-4A). Upon exposure to the outboard-motor sound, the
percent of carp detections near the active speaker significantly decreased during the first
exposure (t-test corrected for multiple comparisons; p < 0.05) (Fig 4-4A). Similarly, the
average distance that Common Carp were observed from the speaker increased to 52 ± 22
m (mean ± SD) during the first test-period compared to 33 ± 16 m during the pre-test
periods (t-test; p < 0.05) (Fig 4-5). In contrast, percent fish detections within 25 m of the
speaker along with the average distance that Common Carp were from the active speaker
during sound exposures 2, 3 and 4 did not differ significantly from their matched pre-test
periods (t-tests; p > 0.05) (Figs 4-4A, 4-5). A graph showing the distribution of a
representative group of Common Carp during Trials 1 – 4 show that fish tend to occupy
an area within 25 m of the speaker during pre-test periods and have decreasing responses
to sound with repeated exposures (Fig 4-6).

Discussion
Our study demonstrated that when wild, free-ranging adult Common Carp were
exposed to an outboard-motor sound in a lock chamber, in a manner similar to the
laboratory test by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017), Common Carp in the field were only
deterred by the first exposure to the complex outboard-motor sound and quickly
habituated to this sound. This field result is drastically different from the response of
juvenile Common Carp in the laboratory, where deterrence was observed for 3 of the 4
exposures with habituation to the outboard-motor sound only occurring during the last
exposure (Fig 4-4B) (Zielinski and Sorensen 2017). While several abiotic and biotic
phenomena might be responsible for the rapid habituation observed in the field (e.g.,
sound spectra and distribution, previous exposure to outboard motors, wild vs
domesticated fish), our results highlight the importance of testing acoustic stimuli in
realistic field settings.
The most important finding from this study is that Common Carp habituated more
quickly to an outboard-motor sound when tested in a lock chamber compared to the
laboratory. Wild-caught adult Common Carp in the lock chamber were only deterred by
the first exposure to the outboard-motor sound, with carp moving approximately 50 m
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away from the active speaker, and its effectiveness to alter the distribution of Common
Carp drastically decreased with repeated exposure (Figs 4-4A, 4-5). In contrast,
hatchery-raised juvenile Common Carp were significantly deterred (> 65% deterrence
efficiency) by an outboard-motor sound during the first three exposures to this sound in a
darkened laboratory arena, and only showed signs of habituation during the last exposure
(Fig 4-4B) (Zielinski et al. 2017). Habituation generally occurs with stimuli that occur
frequently, consistently, and are of moderate intensity (Rankin et al. 2009; Schakner and
Blumstein 2013). The longer duration at which the outboard-motor sound was played in
the field (15 min) compared to the laboratory (2.5 min) may explain the quicker
habituation observed in the lock chamber. As an extreme example, Wamboldt et al.
(2019) used an outboard-motor sound, which had previously been shown to deter
Bigheaded Carp when played for very short periods of time (< 30 s; Vetter et al. 2015),
and broadcast it in a culvert for a 6-hr period and saw no difference between the number
of passages that Silver Carp made through a culvert when the sound was on or off. The
reduced deterrence with repeated exposures observed in free-ranging Common Carp
could also be due to previous exposure to similar types of sound stimuli in the
Mississippi River (i.e., outboard-motors from recreational and commercial boats)
compared to the novel stimulus presented to hatchery-raised juvenile Common Carp in
the laboratory. This difference between the effectiveness of the outboard-motor sound to
repeatedly deter carp in the laboratory and field could also be due differences in the
sound fields that fish encounter.
Several characteristics of the outboard-motor sound (e.g., spectra, duration, spatial
distribution, background sound level) differed between the laboratory tank and the lock
chamber (Figs 4-2, 4-3), and may have contributed to the different avoidance responses
of Common Carp observed in these studies. While minimum sound pressure levels (110
dB) used to determine deterrence were similar between the laboratory and field (Fig 4-3),
the frequency components and spatial distribution of the sound were very different
between the field and laboratory (Figs 4-2, 4-3). The projected outboard-motor sound
frequency spectrum differed when tested in an auxiliary lock chamber compared to the
laboratory. Lower frequencies (< 200 Hz), especially at 150 Hz, were not effectively
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broadcast in the field due the frequency response of the larger field transducer (most
effective frequency range: 500 – 10,000 Hz). Frequencies between 500-1000 Hz,
however, was more pronounced in the power spectrum obtained from the field than in the
laboratory (Fig 4-2). While carp can detect sound frequencies between 50-5000 Hz
(Vetter et al. 2018), their most sensitive frequency range lies between 100 and 1000 Hz
(Ladich and Fay 2013). Additional research is necessary to determine whether this
increased sensitivity to specific frequencies (500-1000 Hz) also makes sounds in this
frequency rage more aversive to carp. In addition to frequency, the spatial distribution of
the outboard-motor sound differed between field and laboratory experiments where the
field had a much more gradual sound pressure gradient (115-95 dB) compared to the
laboratory (130-95 dB) (Fig 4-3). This may have been caused by the placement of
speakers 10 m behind the blocking nets which diminished the source intensity of the
outboard-motor sound (165 dB ref 1 uPa; 1 m from speaker) to only 115 dB at the
blocking net; however, this speaker placement was necessary as a sound shadow was
created 4-6 m from the speaker due to the destructive collision of sound waves.
Additionally, it is important to note that fish in the field were excluded from the acoustic
near-field (distance within 1 wavelength of the source; Nedelec et al. 2016) for
frequencies above 150 Hz. Fish within the acoustic near-field are able to use both
particle motion and/or sound pressure to detect, locate and respond to sound (Popper and
Fay 2011). The absence of particle motion cues for Common Carp to respond to sound in
the field may have contributed to the quicker habituation observed in the lock chamber
compared to the laboratory. Another factor that could have caused the different response
of carp in the field compared to the laboratory is background sound level. The higher
background sound levels observed in the auxiliary lock chamber (80 dB) compared to the
laboratory (< 60 dB) may have masked the outboard-motor sound in the field resulting a
diminished response of adult Common Carp to this complex sound. While the underlying
factor(s) that explain why Common Carp in the field were less impacted by the outboardmotor sound is unknown, it is important to note that this sound was seemingly less
effective in the field. This study also emphasizes the importance of field studies when
examining the response of fish to acoustic deterrents, as lab studies (while excellent for
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testing a variety of species and stimuli under controlled conditions) cannot simulate how
fish will respond in the real world.
The outboard-motor sound may be an effective deterrent in field situations where
fish only challenge the deterrent once; however, we suggest that other sensory deterrent
stimuli (e.g., coupled sound and air curtains) be used to deter and block the movement of
invasive carps. Bigheaded and Common Carps are already known to repeatedly
challenge lock-and-dams on the Mississippi River prior to successful upstream passage
(Tripp et al. 2014; Finger et al. 2019). Future studies should continue to move sensory
deterrent testing from the laboratory to the field, however mesocosm studies in small
ponds or back-water areas may still be useful to test a variety of species and scenarios in
a more realistic setting.
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Fig 4-1. Aerial photo of Lock and Dam #1 (St. Paul, MN), with arrow pointing to the auxiliary lock
chamber where Common Carp were exposed to the outboard-motor sound (A). A rectangular experimental
arena (95m length x 16m width x 3m depth) was created in the auxiliary lock chamber by placing blocking
nets at the ends of the chamber (B). An underwater speaker was placed 10 m away from each blocking net,
suspended at mid-depth (1.5 m) and along the centerline of the channel. Six hydrophones were placed
along the length of the experimental arena (0, 10, 30, 65, 85, and 95m) and monitored acoustically-tagged
Common Carp movement within the lock chamber (C). Colored blocks around each hydrophone show the
area within the lock chamber where tagged fish would be expected to present (e.g., if fish has strongest
signal at H2 then the fish must be within 5-20 m of the speaker).
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Fig 4-2. Sound pressure level power spectrum of the: (A) outboard-motor sound measured 10m from the
speaker in the auxiliary lock chamber (blue line), and (B) outboard-motor sound measured 5 cm from the
speaker in the laboratory (green line). Background noise in the field and laboratory are presented as a
reference (red lines). Sound pressure level measurements are provided at a 2 Hz bandwidth as described by
Zielinski and Sorensen (2017).
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Fig 4-3. Contour maps of sound pressure levels (dB ref 1uPa), averaged across a 100 to 2000 Hz frequency range, for the outboard-motor sound when projected
within a lock chamber (A) or in a laboratory arena (B). Deterrence was measured as a decrease in fish detections within 25 m of the activated speaker in the lock
chamber (red-dashed line in Panel A), which matches the 110 dB sound pressure level observed at the boundary of the 30 cm radius (red-dashed semi-circle in
Panel B) that was used to determine deterrence in the laboratory study by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017). Red squares specify the location of the active speaker
playing the outboard-motor sound within the lock chamber and the laboratory arena.
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Fig 4-4. Percent of Common Carp detections observed within 25 m of the speaker in the lock chamber (A)
and within 30 cm of the speaker in the laboratory (B) during each pre-test [white box-plots; sound off] and
test [black box-plots; sound on] period. Box-and-whisker plots show interquartile (1st, 3rd), median (line),
mean (cross) and whiskers represent maximum and minimum values. Asterisks denote a significant decline
in the percent of Common Carp detections observed near the active speaker when the outboard-motor
sound was projected (p < 0.05). N=6 groups containing 5 wild-caught Common Carp were used in the
lock, and N=7 groups containing 3 hatchery-raised juvenile Common Carp were used in the laboratory
(data obtained from Zielinski and Sorensen 2017).
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Fig 4-5. Average (± SD) distance that individual Common Carp (N=30) were from the speaker during each
pre-test (white bars; sound off) and test (black bars; outboard-motor sound on) period for trials 1-4. Boxand-whisker plots show interquartile (1st, 3rd), median (line), mean (cross) and whiskers represent
maximum and minimum values. Asterisks denote a significant increase in the average distance that
Common Carp were from the speaker when the outboard-motor sound was projected (p < 0.05).
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Fig 4-6. Movement patterns of 5 individual Common Carp (Group #1) within the lock chamber experimental arena during the 15 min pre-test period (Sound
OFF, minutes 0-14) and 15 min test period (Outboard-Motor Sound ON, minutes 15-29) for Trials 1-4. The red-dashed line denotes time at which the speakers
were turned on during each trial.
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Appendix A: High-intensity light blocks bighead carp passage in a laboratory flume
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Summary
There is a critical need to identify and develop behavioral deterrents that impede
the spread of invasive bigheaded carps (Hypophthalmichthys spp) through waterways in
North America, and the Mississippi River in particular. High-intensity light has
significant advantages over other behavior deterrents because it can be relatively
inexpensive, safe, easy to deploy and can be used in shallow waterways. Although
previous studies have shown that light has the potential to guide and block the passage of
fishes, the efficacy of light has also been found to species- and situation-specific, and no
study has yet examined how well light might work for bigheaded carps. The present
laboratory study sought to determine whether high-intensity white light might be
effective at blocking bighead carp while having minimal effects on other fish species.
We measured the response of juvenile bighead carp (H. nobilis) and largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides) to three types of high-intensity white light (constant light [0Hz]
and strobing light [5Hz or 12Hz]) in both a dimly-lit [1 Lux] and a well-lit [100 Lux]
laboratory flume. High-intensity light consistently blocked at least 74% of bighead carp
in a dimly-lit flume, with strobing and constantly-illuminated light having equivalent
effects (p > 0.05). In contrast, a constant light (80%) was more effective than a 5Hz
strobe light (33%) in a well-lit flume (p < 0.05). While largemouth bass were also
blocked by constant light (63%) in a dimly-lit flume, both a 5Hz (82%) and 12Hz (88%)
strobe light were more effective (p < 0.05). Further, background lighting mattered for
bass because when tested in a well-lit flume, they were not blocked by either the constant
light or a 5Hz strobe light (p > 0.05). Taken together, our experiments demonstrate that
responses to light are species- and situation-specific, and that high-intensity constant light
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has particular promise to block bighead carp in both dimly-lit and well-lit environments
without strongly blocking bass. Light might be especially useful in shallow, clear waters
that cannot be blocked by other means.

Introduction
The bighead carp (Hypophthalmichthys nobilis) and its congener the silver carp
(H. molitrix), together known as bigheaded carp, were introduced from Asia to the
Mississippi River Basin in the 1970s and are now spreading into the upper reaches of the
Mississippi River and toward the Laurentian Great Lakes (Chapman and Hoff 2011;
Lubejko et al. 2017; https://www.asiancarp.us/index.html). These microphagous fishes
are altering this river’s food web (Solomon et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018), which is
already impaired by the common carp (Cyprinus carpio) introduced over a century ago
from Europe (Sorensen and Bajer 2011). In addition to being voracious feeders, silver
carp jump out of the water when disturbed, reducing the recreational value of the river for
public fishing and boating. Although many strategies have been proposed to stop the
upstream spread of bigheaded carps, the possibility of blocking carp passage through
navigation locks using behavior deterrents (i.e., systems that employ sensory cues to alter
the behavior of an animal) appears especially promising because they are generally safe,
taxon-specific, and can be applied in targeted manners (Noatch and Suski 2012; Dennis et
al. 2019). High-intensity lights, which introduce unnatural light levels relative to the
ambient environment, have advantages over other types of behavior deterrents (e.g.,
sound, air curtains, electricity) because they are relatively inexpensive, easy to deploy
and can be used in shallow, constricted waterways where other behavioral deterrents,
such as sound and electricity, may not work (Popper and Carlson 1998; Noatch and Suski
2012). High-intensity light has primarily been used to guide or deter migrating
salmonids; however, field studies suggest its efficacy is species- and scenario-specific
(Brett and MacKinnon 1953; Nemeth and Anderson 1992; Johnson et al. 2005; Hamel et
al. 2008; Hansen et al. 2018). The behavioral responsiveness of bigheaded carp to highintensity light has not yet been examined.
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A variety of laboratory and field experiments have examined the possibility that
high-intensity lights can deter fishes. Although behavioral responses to high-intensity
lights have varied greatly (Supplemental Table SA-1), test protocols have also differed
(e.g., field or lab; species tested; type of light source; constant or strobing light; light
spectrum; background lighting) suggesting that responses are likely both species- and
situation-specific. Some studies have suggested promise. For example, juvenile
salmonids (Oncorhynchus sp.) displayed a 75% reduction to entrainment within a
navigation lock when exposed to a 5Hz strobe light (Johnson et al. 2005). Similarly,
Chinook salmon smolts (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) were repelled by a strobing red
light in a laboratory raceway (Hansen et al. 2018). In addition to salmonids, adult
largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) held in a darkened field enclosure were
deterred by high-intensity lights (Sullivan et al. 2016). Similarly, adult common carp and
brown bullhead (Ameiurus nebulosus) in a well-lit laboratory arena were deterred by a
strobe light with randomized pulse frequencies (Kim and Mandrak 2017). While these
studies all show promise, none have examined whether fish responses to high-intensity
lights change with repeated exposure (i.e., whether fish habituate), which would be
important in sites such as lock chambers where fish may repeatedly challenge the
deterrent system. Additionally, while most studies show light to be effective, studies of
sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus), walleye (Sander vitreus), channel catfish (Ictalurus
punctatus), muskellunge (Esox masquinongy), white sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus)
and largemouth bass show this is not always the case, suggesting species differences
(Flammang et al. 2014; Stewart et al. 2014; Miehls et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2017; Ford et
al. 2018). If understood, these differences could potentially be exploited to develop
species-specific barriers that stop some invasive fishes while allowing native fishes to
pass.
Although several characteristics of light likely determine its tendency to block
fish passage (e.g., light intensity, wavelength, background lighting and exposure time),
responsiveness of fishes to differing pulse frequencies of light (constant or strobing) has
been the most studied and shown to influence fish behavior. Five studies, three of which
employed salmonids, have directly compared the effectiveness of constant and strobing
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lights to alter fish behavior. For example, early work by Brett and MacKinnon (1953)
and Nemeth and Anderson (1992) showed that juvenile salmonids were more deterred by
strobing lights than a constant light, although their effectiveness differed between species
and was influenced by background lighting. Similarly, Ford et al. (2018) showed that
white sturgeon only avoided a 1Hz strobing red light and did not respond to constant
light. However, recent studies by Sullivan et al. (2016) and Hansen et al. (2018) suggest
that strobe lights may not always be more effective than constant light as shown for
largemouth bass and Chinook salmon. Species differences in responsiveness to constant
and strobing lights could be due to both retinal physiology and swimming behavior. In a
study examining the retinal physiology of bigheaded carp, Vetter et al. (2018)
demonstrated that slower pulse frequencies required more time to recover retinal
sensitivity suggesting that bigheaded carp should be more sensitive (i.e., more likely to
respond) to faster pulse frequencies. However, behavioral studies on largemouth bass,
walleye and rainbow smelt have all shown that pulse frequency seemingly does not
influence the effectiveness of high-intensity light deterrents (Hamel et al. 2008;
Flammang et al. 2014; Sullivan et al. 2016), perhaps suggesting fish swimming behavior
and how they orient to light is important. Behavioral responses of bigheaded carp to
either constant or strobing light has yet to be examined.
Background light levels have also been shown to impact the tendency of highintensity lights on fish behavior. Ambient light levels influence many facets of fish
behavior including orientation, communication, circadian movements and avoidance
from predators (Li and Maaswinkel 2007). Most studies which have examined the
effectiveness of high-intensity lights have only tested one type of background lighting,
usually daylight (Johnson et al. 2005; Kim and Mandrak 2017; Kim et al. 2019).
However, four studies that directly compared different background lighting conditions,
and all have shown that background lighting alters fish responsiveness to high-intensity
light (Nemeth and Anderson 1992; Stewart et al. 2014; Ford et al. 2018; Hansen et al.
2018). Nemeth and Anderson (1992) found that strobe lights were only effective at
deterring juvenile Coho salmon during the night. A recent study by Stewart et al. (2014)
found that the escape rate of juvenile muskellunge with a laboratory raceway was higher
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during the day compared to night. Background lighting also influenced the response of
white sturgeon and chinook salmon to different light spectra, with salmon only being
deterred by red light in daylight (Hansen et al. 2018) and sturgeon being more attracted to
light during the night than day (Ford et al. 2018). Further study of background lighting
(and time-of-day) is needed.
The overarching goal of this study was to determine if there is a specific type of
high-intensity light that might be particularly effective at blocking bighead carp during
both the day and night, while having minimal effects on other fish species. To
accomplish this goal, we asked several questions. First, we asked whether high-intensity
light blocks the passage of invasive bighead carp, and if so, whether this response might
change with repeated exposure (e.g. do fish habituate). Second, we asked whether the
pulse frequency of light (e.g., constant vs strobing light) alters its effectiveness to block
bighead carp. Third, we asked whether background lighting (e.g., dimly-lit vs well-lit)
influences the response of bighead carp to high-intensity lights. Finally, we asked
whether largemouth bass, a fish native to the Mississippi River Basin, respond to highintensity light in the same manner as bighead carp. To answer these questions, we tested
groups of bighead carp and largemouth bass in both a dimly-lit [1 Lux] and well-lit [100
Lux] laboratory flume and repeatedly exposed these fishes to high-intensity white light
with different pulse frequencies.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Design and Protocol
We tested the effects of exposing groups of bighead carp or largemouth bass to
three types of high-intensity white light (constant light [0Hz], 5Hz strobing light, 12Hz
strobing light) in either dimly-lit [1 Lux] or well-lit conditions [100 Lux]. We
accomplished this task in two steps. First, we exposed groups of either bighead carp or
largemouth bass to 3 types of light stimuli (constant light or strobing light [5Hz or 12Hz])
in a dimly-lit flume [1 Lux] to determine which pulse frequency of light (if any) was
most effective at stopping carp (and not bass). We then tested responses (using new fish)
in a well-lit flume (100 Lux – an intensity chosen because we measured it at a depth of 3
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m in the Mississippi River), focusing on constant light and a 5Hz strobing light because
the previous experiment found a 5Hz strobe light was as effective as a 12Hz strobe light
at blocking bighead carp while allowing more bass to pass. A 2Hz strobe light was also
tested in a pilot experiment using bighead carp, while common carp were tested for
comparative purposes (see Supplemental Figs SA-1, SA-2).
We conducted a total of 14 experiments. Each experiment was comprised of 10
trials in which a different group of 10 previously untested (naïve) fish of the same species
was tested on a randomly chosen stimulus. Our testing protocol used was based on that
of Dennis et al. (2019). Briefly, each trial started with a 1-h acclimation period (no
stimulus), which was followed by 8 sets of exposure periods each of which started with a
6-min pre-test period (no stimulus), followed by a 6-min test period (stimulus on [or not
in the no-treatment control experiments]), and then a 10-min recovery period (no
stimulus). Fish were exposed 8 times because that was the average number of times that
adult silver carp have been noted to challenge a navigational lock in the Mississippi River
(Sara Tripp, Missouri Department of Conservation, Cape Girardeau, MO, personal
communication). All trials were conducted between 0500h – 2100h. Fish position was
recorded during pre-test and test periods using overhead low-light cameras and analyzed
after trials by quantifying the number of times fish crossed the midline of the flume
where the deterrent system was located (i.e., passage rate).

Fish
Juvenile fish were obtained from a commercial fish farm (Osage Catfisheries;
Osage Beach, MO). Largemouth bass (TL: 162 ± 23 mm; TW: 51 ± 23 g) were held in
flow-through circular tanks (300 L; 1 m diameter) and fed 2.5 mm floating pellets
(Skretting, Tooele, Utah), while bighead carp (TL: 135 ± 23 mm; TW: 25 ± 13 g) were
maintained in circular tanks (1,000 L; 2 m diameter) and fed a diet of Spirulina and
Chlorella algae (Hansen et al. 2014). All tanks were supplied with 18°C well water,
aerated using air stones and relatively quiet (80-100 dB ref. 1 μPa). Holding tanks were
dimly illuminated (5 Lux; 16h day and 8h night) for fish being tested in the dimly-lit
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flume, while fish tested in the well-lit flume were held in well-lit tanks (100 Lux; 16h day
and 8h night).

Laboratory Flume
Trials were conducted in a custom-built indoor elliptical fiberglass flume (8 m
long x 1 m wide channel x 0.3 m water depth; 1.0 m wall height) (Fig 3-1) which was to
that used by Dennis et al. (2019) except that two high-intensity light bars (Fish Guidance
Systems Ltd.; Southampton, UK) were placed mid-line, 5 cm away from the unused
porous air pipes. Each high-intensity light bar had a single row of light-emitting diodes
that was angled at 45° toward the porous pipes. Only the high-intensity light bars were
used in this study. Fish movement was monitored using a combination of overhead and
underwater cameras and dim-infrared lights (VT-IR1 and VT-IR2; Vitek; Valencia, CA;
840 nm wavelength, < 1 lux). Bighead carp were tested in slowly flowing water (1.66
cm/s) because pilot studies showed they shoaled and swam more actively under these
conditions, while largemouth bass were tested in still water (water inflow was turned off
before trials started).

Light Stimuli
Three types of high-intensity white light stimuli were tested: constant light [0Hz],
5Hz strobing light, and 12Hz strobing light. Light emitted from the high-intensity light
bar was a broad-spectrum white light which contained all wavelengths between 350 and
800 nm. Notably, Vetter et al. (2018) found the retina of bigheaded carp to be broadly
sensitive to visible (white) light. Light intensity measurements (lux) were acquired using
a portable meter (MW700, Milwaukee Instruments) with a waterproof probe (peak
wavelength: 560nm; accuracy: ±6% of reading). This light meter was placed at a depth
of 0.15 m and measurements taken along the midline of the flume at distances of: 0.00,
0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.80, 1.00, 1.20, 1.60, 2.00, 2.40, 3.00, 3.60, 4.20, 5.40,
and 6.60 m from the light (Fig A-1). Lux measurements near the light source approached
15,000 lux and decreased to background light measurements within 2.4 m (Fig A-1).
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Statistical Analysis
We used generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) using a Poisson distribution
to analyze passage rate count data for each species and background lighting combination.
Custom design matrices were entered into the GLMM to perform only comparisons of
interest (e.g., comparison of passage rates between light and control experiments)
allowing us to answer our four questions directly with much greater power than a threeway ANOVA would have allowed (Dr. Gary Oehlert, Statistical Consulting Center,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; personal communication). This type of
custom model also allowed us to account for changes in passage rates due to time spent in
the flume. “Fish group number” was entered as a random effect to account for repeated
measurements taken from the same group of fish (i.e., each group was exposed to a
stimulus eight times and passage rates were taken during each exposure). Assumptions
for the GLMM were checked visually using a fitted residual plot, and the variance of the
residuals needed to be approximately 1 (McCullagh and Nelder 1989). If the variance of
the residuals was greater than 2, we corrected for this hyper-variability by divided our
test statistic by the square root of the dispersion parameter (McCullagh and Nelder 1989)
and calculated a new p-value for this comparison. Raw passage rate counts for bighead
carp and largemouth bass were used as the response variable for experiments conducted
in a dimly-lit flume because these fish moved as individuals. For the well-lit [100 Lux]
experiments, fish were observed to move in groups of 10 and raw passage rate did not fit
a Poisson distribution so we converted individual passages into group passage rates (i.e.,
raw passage rate / 10) resulting in a good fit.
To answer our first question (i.e., does high-intensity light block fish passage?),
we analyzed each species and background lighting combination separately and then used
specific contrasts in each GLMM to directly compare mean passage rates during the notreatment control experiment (n=160 observations [80 pre-test and 80 test passage rates])
with mean passage rates during a specific high-intensity light experiment (n=80
observations [80 test passage rates] per experiment) (p < 0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons). Because we also wanted to know if fish passage rates changed with
repeated exposure, we examined temporal variation in passage rates over the course of
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the eight trial periods by fitting a curve (e.g., we tested all possibilities- linear, quadratic,
etc.) describing temporal trends in the data for each stimulus. If any of the trends were
significant (p < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons; n=10 observations per
experiment), we then directly compared the change in passage rates detected in a highintensity light experiment with the change in passage rates during the no-treatment
control experiment using a z-test (McCullagh and Nelder 1989). A significant z-test was
interpreted as suggesting that passage rates over the course of the light experiment
changed due to repeated exposure to the high-intensity light, and not time in the flume.
To determine which trial(s) had passage rates during test periods that differed from their
matched pre-test period, we then directly compared mean passage rates between matched
pre-test and test periods within each experiment (p < 0.05 corrected for multiple
comparisons; n=10 observations [passage rates] per trial period).
To compare the effectiveness of high-intensity light to block fish passage between
different pulse frequencies, background lighting and species combinations, we used the
blockage efficiencies (i.e., mean passage rate during light exposure compared to mean
passage rate during no-treatment control) generated by the GLMM and then conducted a
series of z-tests to compare specific blockage efficiencies. To answer our second
question (i.e., does the pulse frequency of light alter its effectiveness to block fish?), we
used a series of bonferroni-corrected z-tests that directly compared blockage efficiencies
between different pulse frequencies of light when tested in either a dimly-lit or well-lit
flume. To answer our third question (i.e., does background lighting alter the
effectiveness of high-intensity light to block fish passage?), we used a series of
bonferroni-corrected z-tests to compare blockage efficiencies of high-intensity light
(either constant light [0Hz] or strobing light [5Hz]) when tested in both a dimly-lit [1
Lux] and well-lit [100 Lux] flume. Finally, to answer whether largemouth bass respond
to light stimuli in a similar manner as bighead carp, we used a series of z-tests to compare
largemouth bass and bighead carp blockage efficiencies for each high-intensity light
experiment. All analyses were performed using R and at an α value of 0.05.
For ease of reporting in this manuscript (see below), results were compiled by
species and then background lighting (e.g., dimly-lit or well-lit). Because the GLMM is a
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log-linear model, reported blockage efficiencies (mean ± SD) for each species and
experiment were back-transformed to a linear scale to aid comparisons. Figures are
presented as box-and-whisker plots (with medians, means and inter-quartile ranges)
because these raw data were not normally distributed.

Results
Bighead Carp
Dimly-lit Flume [1 Lux]
Each group of bighead carp averaged 14 ± 8 passages (mean ± SD) across the
inactive light system during each six-minute period of the no-treatment control
experiment [1 Lux] (Fig A-2A). This passage rate was constant and did not change over
the course of the experiment (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-2). In contrast, when
exposed to the constant light, bighead carp passage rate declined significantly during
exposures #2 - #8 (p < 0.05; Fig A-2B; Supplemental Table SA-2) resulting in an overall
average blockage efficiency of 79 ± 15% (mean ± SD) relative to the mean passage rate
during the no-treatment control experiment (p < 0.05; Table A-1, Supplemental Table
SA-2). While pre-test passage rates did not change (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6),
passage rates decreased by 20% during each subsequent exposure which is symptomatic
of behavioral sensitization (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6). Similarly, when
exposed to the 5Hz strobe light, bighead carp passage rate dropped by 80 ± 15% (p <
0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-2) compared to the no-treatment control with
significant reductions noted during exposures #2 - #8 (p < 0.05; Fig A-2C; Supplemental
Table SA-2). Repeated exposure to the 5Hz strobe light also resulted in a linear decrease
in passage rates (sensitization) during test periods (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6).
Finally, when exposed to the 12Hz strobe light, bighead carp passage was significantly
blocked by an overall rate of 74 ± 15% (p < 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-2)
compared to no-treatment control with reductions observed during all 8 exposures (p <
0.05; Fig A-2D; Supplemental Table SA-2). While pre-test passage rates did not change
with repeated exposure to the 12Hz strobe light (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6), test
passage rates decreased, again suggesting sensitization (Supplemental Table SA-6).
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Constant light, 5Hz strobe light and 12Hz strobe light did not differ in their ability to
block carp passage in a dimly-lit flume (p > 0.05; Table A-1, Supplemental Table SA-7).
Well-lit Flume [100 Lux]
Bighead carp tended to swim as one large group and averaged 23 ± 17 passages
across the inactive light system during each six-minute period of the no-treatment control
[100 Lux] (Fig A-2E). Passage did not change over the course of this experiment (p >
0.05; Supplemental Table SA-4). When exposed to the constant light, bighead carp
passage was significantly blocked by an overall rate of 80 ± 23% relative to the notreatment control (p < 0.05; Table A-1, Supplemental Table SA-4). Significant decreases
in test passage rates, relative to their matched pre-test values, were noted during all 8
exposures to constant light (p < 0.05; Fig A-2F; Supplemental Table SA-4). Both pretest and test passage rates did not change with repeated exposure to the constant light (p >
0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6). In contrast, bighead carp passage rates were only
reduced during the first exposure to the 5Hz strobe light (p < 0.05; Fig A-2G;
Supplemental Table SA-4) resulting in an overall average blockage efficiency of 33 ±
15% (p < 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-4). While pre-test passage rates did
not change with repeated exposure (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6), test passage
rates increased by 15% after each exposure to the 5Hz strobe light which is symptomatic
of behavioral habituation (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6). Overall, the 5Hz strobe
light was less effective than the constant light at blocking bighead carp passages in a
well-lit flume (p < 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-7). We also found that
constant light was equally effective at blocking bighead carp passages in both a well-lit
and a dimly-lit flume (p > 0.05; Table A-1, Supplemental Table SA-7), while carp were
slightly more likely to pass a 5Hz strobe light under well-lit conditions than in a dimly-lit
flume (p < 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-7).

Largemouth Bass
Dimly-lit Flume [1 Lux]
Groups of largemouth bass averaged 15 ± 8 passages across the inactive light
system during each 6-min periods of the no-treatment control experiment [1 Lux] (Fig A121

3A). This passage rate decreased significantly over time (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table
SA-3). When exposed to the constant light, largemouth bass passage was significantly
blocked at an overall rate of 63 ± 16% (Table A-1) compared to the no-treatment control
experiment (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-3) with significant reductions observed
during 5 of 8 exposures (Fig A-3B; Supplemental Table SA-3). While pre-test passage
rates did not change with repeated exposure (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6), test
passage rates increased in a quadratic fashion which is symptomatic of behavioral
habituation (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6). When exposed to the 5Hz strobe light,
bass passage was blocked by 82 ± 17% compared to the no-treatment control experiment
(p < 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-4) with significant reductions noted for 7
of the 8 exposures (p < 0.05; Fig A-3C; Supplemental Table SA-3). Both pre-test and
test passage rates declined with repeated exposure to the 5Hz strobe light (p < 0.05;
Supplemental Table SA-3); however, this rate did not differ from the decline in passage
rates noted during the no-treatment control experiment (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table
SA-6). Similarly, largemouth bass significantly reduced their passage across the light
deterrent during all 8 exposures to the 12Hz strobe light (p < 0.05; Fig A-3D;
Supplemental Table SA-3) with an overall blockage efficiency of 88 ± 18% (Table A-1)
compared to the no-treatment control experiment (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-3).
Both pre-test and test passage rates significantly declined with repeated exposure to the
12Hz strobe light (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-3); however, this rate also did not
differ from the decline in passage rates noted during the no-treatment control experiment
(p > 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6). Overall, constant light was less effective at
blocking largemouth bass than both types of strobe light (5Hz and 12Hz) (p < 0.05;
Supplemental Table SA-7). Comparing these results for largemouth bass with bighead
carp, we found that constant light was more effective at blocking bighead carp than
largemouth bass (p < 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-8). In contrast,
largemouth bass were blocked to a greater extent than bighead carp by the 12Hz strobe
light (p < 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-8), while no difference in blockage
efficiency was observed between these species for the 5Hz strobe light (p > 0.05; Table
A-1; Supplemental Table SA-8).
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Well-lit Flume [100 Lux]
Largemouth bass averaged 30 ± 15 passages during the no-treatment control
experiment [100 Lux] (Fig A-3E) and this passage rate did not change over time (p >
0.05; Supplemental Table SA-5). When exposed to the constant light, largemouth bass
passage rates increased significantly resulting in a -64 ± 10% blockage efficiency (i.e.,
they were attracted) compared to the no-treatment control (p < 0.05; Table A-1;
Supplemental Table SA-5) with no significant differences between any matched pre-test
and test period (p > 0.05; Fig A-3F; Supplemental Table SA-5). Passage rate did not
change with repeated exposure to the constant light (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-6).
Similarly, largemouth bass increased their passage during exposure to the 5Hz strobe
light resulting in a blockage efficiency of -23 ± 10% (Table A-1), although this passage
rate was not significantly different than the passage rate observed during the no-treatment
control (p > 0.05; Supplemental Table SA-5), and no differences were detected among
matched pre-test and test periods (p > 0.05; Fig A-3G; Supplemental Table SA-5).
Passage rate did not change with repeated exposure to the 5Hz strobe light (p > 0.05;
Supplemental Table SA-6). Overall, no difference between the constant light and 5Hz
strobe light was measured in their ability to block largemouth bass passages in a well-lit
flume (p > 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-7). However, both types of highintensity lights were more effective at blocking bass when tested in a dimly-lit flume (p <
0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table SA-7). Comparing these species, we found that
bighead carp were blocked to a greater extent than largemouth bass by both the constant
light and 5Hz strobe light in a well-lit flume (p < 0.05; Table A-1; Supplemental Table
SA-8).

Discussion
This study establishes that high-intensity white light is extremely effective at
blocking bighead carp movement in the laboratory and can block 80% of bighead carp in
both dimly- and well-lit conditions, with constant light being the better stimulus in welllit conditions. Behavioral sensitization was also noted with repeated exposure for
bighead carp to all light stimuli in a dimly-lit flume, suggesting special promise in the
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field. Further, species and background lighting seemed to matter because when we tested
largemouth bass, with the exception of the 12Hz strobe light, constant light was less
effective at blocking bass than bighead carp in both the dimly- and well-lit flume, and
actually attracted bass in well-lit conditions. These blockage rates for bighead carp rival
some of those seen for sound and air curtains for this species in the laboratory (Dennis et
al. 2019). In sum, our results suggest constant light has promise to block bighead carp
passage without having dramatic effects on largemouth bass, and call for field testing.
Our most important finding was likely that high-intensity white light was
effective at blocking bighead carp passages in both dimly-lit [1 Lux] and well-lit [100
Lux] conditions. We found that bighead carp passage was reduced by 80% when
exposed to both constant and strobing high-intensity lights in a dimly-lit flume, and that
this light deterrent became more effective with repeated exposure. To our knowledge, this
is the first demonstration of sensitization (e.g., decreasing passages with repeated
exposures) to high-intensity light in a fish. This trait could be advantageous in the field
where fishes are exposed to a variety of other environmental stimuli and likely encounter
a deterrent system multiple times. Interestingly, we also saw that a constant light was
more effective than a strobe light at blocking bighead carp passage in our flume under
well-lit conditions. Hamel et al. (2008) suggested that strobe lights may not be as
effective at deterring fishes during daylight hours because of high ambient light levels. A
constant light source may have provided a more prolonged contrast than strobe light,
possibly making it easier for fish to detect. Because bigheaded carps are expected to
repeatedly challenge locks and dams, the lack of habituation and indication of
sensitization are relevant and strongly warrant further study, especially in the field where
conditions are very different.
Our study also demonstrated that the pulse frequency of high-intensity lights did
not alter the effectiveness of light to block bighead carp passages in a dimly-lit laboratory
flume but that it did seem to matter in brighter background lighting. Our finding that
pulse frequency did not matter in dim-light is consistent with previous behavioral studies
on largemouth bass, walleye and rainbow smelt (Hamel et al. 2008; Flammang et al.
2014; Sullivan et al. 2016) but was not that predicted by retinal physiology which
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suggests that lower frequencies should be less effective due to greater recovery times
from bleaching (Vetter et al. 2018). This difference between physiology and behavior
might be explained by how carp swim and change their orientation to light, because this
would reduce retinal bleaching. While we found that a constant light was shown to be
equally effective for bighead carp under well-lit and dimly-lit conditions, strobe lights
were also effective for bighead carp in a dimly-lit flume. This may be important because
in a real-world application of a light deterrent system, a 2Hz light could be preferable as
this frequency has a low chance of inducing epileptic shock (Fisher et al. 2005). Notably,
in a pilot study, we exposed bighead carp to a 2Hz strobe light in a dimly-lit flume and
also saw a similar 80% decline in passage rates (i.e. no apparent difference from 5Hz or
12Hz; Supplemental Fig SA-1; Supplemental Tables SA-11, SA-12). However, we still
do not know if the 2Hz strobe light affects other fish species and whether its effectiveness
declines in a well-lit environment as we witnessed for the 5Hz strobe light.
Background lighting conditions altered the effectiveness of high-intensity lights in
our study, especially for largemouth bass, suggesting that light could have some taxonspecificity during the day. While the reduction in bighead carp passage rates to the 5Hz
strobe light was less in a well-lit flume (only 30% compared to 80% in the dimly-lit
flume), the different response of largemouth bass to high-intensity lights under well-lit
(100 Lux) and dimly-lit (1 Lux) conditions was notable. In our study, largemouth bass
passage was blocked by both strobing (85%) and constant light (60%) when tested in a
dimly-lit flume; however when tested in a well-lit flume, largemouth bass were actually
more likely to pass the light deterrent system when it was activated. This finding
supports the findings of Sullivan et al. (2016) and Kim and Mandrak (2017) for
largemouth bass under both darkness (Sullivan et al. 2016) and natural daylight (Kim and
Mandrak 2017). Stewart et al. (2014) saw a similar increase in passage for age-0
muskellunge in a laboratory raceway to a strobe light (1 Hz) in both well-lit and dimly-lit
conditions. The seeming difference in the effectiveness of high-intensity light between
bighead carp and largemouth bass could make light a taxon-specific deterrent during the
day in low turbidity waters; however, additional research on other fish species and
ambient lighting conditions is needed.
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Finally, our observation that bighead carp and largemouth bass responded
differently to light emphasizes that careful examination of target species in needed and
should include a broader range of river fishes. While the pulse frequency and
background lighting did not dramatically alter blockage efficiencies in bighead carp, we
found that strobe lights were more effective than a constant light at blocking largemouth
bass in a dimly-lit flume. Previous research on salmonids suggest that strobe lights are
more effective than constant lighting although responses are notably context- and
species-specific, especially in the field (Brett and MacKinnon 1953; Haymes et al. 1984;
Nemeth and Anderson 1992). These results contrast with those of Sullivan et al. (2016)
who show that largemouth bass were deterred equally by both constant and strobe lights.
This could be due to the different behavioral measures used to assess the effectiveness of
the light deterrent system – either fish displacement (Sullivan et al. 2016) or blockage
(this study). Largemouth bass also showed signs of habituation to the constant light, a
notable difference from the sensitization we observed in bighead carp. In a series of
complementary experiments with common carp (Supplemental Fig SA-2), strobe lights
(5Hz) were also shown to be more effective than constant light at blocking passages
(Supplemental Tables SA-9, SA-10). However, common carp passage was significantly
blocked by both strobing and constant light in dim-light, similar to our results with
bighead carp and largemouth bass. Further study of common carp, an invasive species in
its own right are needed. These results indicate that high-intensity light could function as
a taxon-specific barrier in some cases.
In conclusion, high-intensity light has considerable promise for use a deterrent to
block carp passage. However, although our study provides an initial description of the
effects of high-intensity light on fish passage of fish, additional work in both the
laboratory and especially the field are now required. In particular, although we examined
both pulse frequency and background lighting, studies examining how the intensity and
spectra of light might influence the behavioral response of bighead carp might still be
warranted (see Hamel et al. 2008; Ford et al. 2018; Hansen et al. 2018), although our use
of white light did encompass the visual range of this species (Vetter et al. 2018). Studies
must be conducted in the field on free-swimming wild fishes to truly understand how
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effective these light deterrent system could be and which factors are most important.
Nevertheless, at present, high-intensity light seems to have almost as much promise as
sound to block carp (Dennis et al. 2019). It could thus serve as an additional option for
resource managers. For example, high-intensity lights might be preferable to budgetconstrained managers trying to stop most carp in shallow clear waters, while a multimillion dollar coupled sound and air curtain (BAFF) deterrent system may be needed to
stop carp where they are dense and a critical issue (Coutant 2001; Ruebush et al. 2012).
Although, light may be constrained by water clarity, it could perhaps be combined with
sound or even a BAFF (Ruebush et al. 2012). These combinations warrant testing.
While we expect that silver carp will likely respond to high-intensity light in a similar
manner as bighead carp, future studies on high-intensity lights should test all species of
invasive carps.
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Table A-1 Blockage efficiency (mean ± SD) of bighead carp and largemouth bass during exposure to high-intensity lights in either a dimly-lit [1 Lux] or well-lit
[100 Lux] flumes. Overall average blockage efficiencies for all conditions are shown in the top row of each cell. Positive blockage efficiencies denote
reductions in mean passage rates during exposure to high-intensity lights, while negative blockage efficiencies denote increases in mean passage rates. Different
superscript numbers denote differences (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple comparisons]) in blockage efficiency, with “1” identifying the species that had the
greatest blockage efficiency and “2” identifying species that were less impacted. In the bottom row of each cell are 4 comparisons: the first comparison being
between the three light stimuli when tested in a dimly-lit flume [1 Lux]; the second between the 0Hz Constant Light and 5Hz Strobe Light when tested in a welllit flume; the third between the 0Hz Constant Light when tested in a dimly-lit versus well-lit flume, and the fourth between the 5Hz Strobe Light when tested in a
dimly-lit versus well-lit flume. Different lowercase letters denote differences between the stimuli for specific comparisons, with “a” signifying the stimulus with
the greatest blockage efficiency and “b” denoting stimuli with lower blockage efficiencies. Stimuli which were not compared are denoted with a “●”. Ten trials,
each consisting of 10 naïve bighead carp or largemouth bass, were used to test each light stimulus/background lighting combination (N=160 observations per
experiment).

Bighead Carp

Largemouth Bass

Constant Light [0Hz]
[1 Lux Background]

5Hz Strobe Light
[1 Lux Background]

12Hz Strobe Light
[1 Lux Background]

Constant Light [0Hz]
[100 Lux Background]

5Hz Strobe Light
[100 Lux Background]

79% (± 15) 1

80% (± 15) 1

74% (± 15) 2

80% (± 23) 1

33% (± 15) 1

a|●|a|●

a|●|●|a

a|●|●|●

●|a|a|●

●|b|●|b

63% (± 16) 2

82% (± 17) 1

88% (± 18) 1

-64% (± 10) 2

-23% (± 10) 2

b|●|a|●

a|●|●|a

a|●|●|●

●|a|b|●

●|a|●|b
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Fig A-1. Light levels (lux) measured within 8 m of the high-intensity light bars during 0Hz Constant Light exposure in either a dimly-lit flume (Panel A) or a
well-lit flume (Panel B). Reported light measurements were taken at a 0.15 m depth along the midpoint of the flume.
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Fig A-2. Passage rates (i.e., the number of passages per 6-min pre-test or test period) of bighead carp to 7 light stimuli and background lighting combinations
across time: A) no-treatment control [1 Lux]; B) 0Hz constant light [1 Lux]; C) 5Hz strobing light [1 Lux]; D) 12Hz strobing light [1 Lux]; E) no-treatment
control [100 Lux]; F) 0Hz constant light [100 Lux]; and G) 5Hz strobing light [100 Lux]. Box-and-whisker plots in each panel show the lower bound, 25 th
percentile, median (solid line), mean (dotted line), 75th percentile, and upper bound values for passage rates during pre-test periods (white bars) and test periods
(gray bars) over the course of eight consecutive periods (i.e., test numbers). Asterisks denote differences between pre-test and test passage rates for that test (p <
0.05 [corrected for multiple comparison]). Ten trials, each consisting of 10 naïve bighead carp, were used to test each light stimulus and background lighting
combination (N=160 observations per experiment).
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Fig A-3. Passage rates (i.e., the number of passages per 6-min pre-test or test period) of largemouth bass to 7 light stimuli and background lighting combinations
across time: A) no-treatment control [1 Lux]; B) 0Hz constant light [1 Lux]; C) 5Hz strobing light [1 Lux]; D) 12Hz strobing light [1 Lux]; E) no-treatment
control [100 Lux]; F) 0Hz constant light [100 Lux]; and G) 5Hz strobing light [100 Lux]. Box-and-whisker plots in each panel show the lower bound, 25 th
percentile, median (solid line), mean (dotted line), 75th percentile, and upper bound values for passage rates during pre-test periods (white bars) and test periods
(gray bars) over the course of eight consecutive periods (i.e., test numbers). Asterisks denote differences between pre-test and test passage rates for that specific
test number (p < 0.05 [corrected for multiple comparison]). Ten trials, each consisting of 10 naïve largemouth bass, were used to test each light stimulus and
background lighting combination (N=160 observations per experiment).
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Appendix B: A modified outboard-motor sound, with a diminished low-frequency
(10-1000Hz) component, does not deter invasive carp in the laboratory

Written in the style of Transactions of the American Fisheries Society for eventual
submission. Dan Zielinski and Peter Sorensen will be co-authors on this manuscript.

Summary
Acoustic deterrents are a promising approach to block the movement of invasive
carps because these species have an exceptional sense of hearing, whose sensitivity and
frequency range is much greater than that of fishes lacking hearing-specializations.
Previous studies have shown that a complex broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound (1010,000 Hz) can deter invasive carps. However, these studies only examined invasive
carp and test acoustic stimuli that are within the most-sensitive frequency range of fishes
lacking hearing-specializations (100-1000 Hz). This laboratory study tested the
possibility that an outboard-motor sound might, if restricted to frequencies above 1000
Hz, deter invasive carps while not impacting the distribution or behavior (e.g., startle or
freezing upon sound exposure) of fishes that lack hearing-specializations. We examined
the effects that two types of complex outboard-motor sounds, a broad-spectrum sound
(10-10,000 Hz) and a high-frequency sound (1000-10,000 Hz), have on the distribution
of two invasive carps [Bighead Carp (Hypothalmichthys nobilis) and Common Carp
(Cyprinus carpio)] and two species of fish that lack hearing-specializations [Lake
Sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens) and Brown Trout (Salmo trutta)]. We found that the
broad-spectrum sound deterred both Bighead and Common Carps (p < 0.05) but did not
significantly alter the distribution of Lake Sturgeon or Brown Trout (p > 0.05). The
broad-spectrum sound also induced startle responses in all 4 species examined and a
freezing response in Brown Trout (p < 0.05). In contrast, even though our projection of
the high-frequency sound (1000-10,000 Hz) only diminished frequencies between 10 and
1000 Hz rather than eliminate them, this sound was still ineffective at deterring both
invasive carps and fishes lacking hearing-specializations (p > 0.05). The high-frequency
sound also resulted in diminished startle and freezing responses for bighead carp and
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brown trout (p < 0.05). This study clearly demonstrates that low frequencies (10-1000
Hz) are likely necessary to deter carps, and that the frequency range of sound must be
considered prior to field deployment.

Introduction
Silver Carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix) and Bighead Carp (H. nobilis),
hereafter collectively referred to as Bigheaded Carp, are invasive fishes that have
established in the Mississippi River, and are currently threatening to spread into the upper
reaches of the Mississippi River and into the Great Lakes basin (Chapman and Hoff
2011; Lubejko et al. 2017; https://www.asiancarp.us/index.html). Bigheaded Carp can
alter water quality by feeding on small phytoplankton and zooplankton, and indirectly
impact native Gizzard Shad (Dorosoma cepedianum) and Bigmouth Buffalo (Ictiobus
cyprinellus) who have similar diets (Irons et al. 2007; Sampson et al. 2009). In addition
to Bigheaded Carps, the Common Carp (Cyprinus carpio) is considered one of the most
damaging and invasive fish and are well-established throughout Midwestern North
America (Weber and Brown 2009). While techniques to manage Bigheaded and
Common Carp populations are being explored (e.g., chemical toxicants, physical
removal, egg predators), their efficacy is diminished by our inability to prevent their
spread into connected waterways. Behavioral deterrents, which use sensory stimuli to
guide fish in a taxon-specific manner, have been suggested as a promising approach to
impede the spread of invasive fishes (Popper and Carlson 1998; Noatch and Suski 2012).
Previous research has shown that broadband complex sound is a promising deterrent for
invasive carps (Taylor et al. 2005; Ruebush et al. 2012; Vetter et al. 2015, 2017; Zielinski
et al. 2017; Dennis et al. 2019), likely because these species have hearing-specializations
(i.e., Weberian apparatus) that impart greater sound sensitivity across a wider frequency
range compared to other fishes that lack hearing-specializations. However, little is
known about the behavioral response of native fishes (many of which lack hearingspecializations) to these sounds or whether these sounds could be modified to lessen their
impact on fishes lacking hearing-specializations while still deterring carp.
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Several studies have demonstrated that the broad-spectrum complex sound of an
outboard motor can deter Bigheaded and Common Carps (Vetter et al. 2015, 2017;
Murchy et al. 2016, 2017; Zielinski and Sorensen 2017; Dennis et al. 2019). Vetter et al.
(2015, 2017) were the first to test responses of Bighead and Silver carp to the complex
sound of an outboard motor. Using well-lit outdoor mazes with speaker systems, they
established that Silver Carp are deterred by the continuous complex sound of a 100
horsepower (hp) outboard-motor containing frequencies between 20 and 10,000 Hz.
Later, Murchy et al. (2017) confirmed that this broad-spectrum sound prevented 90% of
Bighead and Silver Carp from entering a channel separating two well-lit ponds.
However, when a similar (40hp) broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound was tested by
Zielinski and Sorensen (2017) in a darkened laboratory maze where the speaker systems
were concealed from sight, they found that this sound only deterred Bigheaded and
Common Carps about 75% of the time and that this rate dropped with repeated exposure
(i.e., carp habituated after 3 exposures). These studies provide initial evidence that a
broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound can alter fish distribution; however they only test
invasive carps (except for Dennis et al. 2019, see next paragraph) and do not examine the
full range of behavioral responses. For example, startle responses (initial ‘fast-bodybend’ followed by a ‘return flip’ resulting in the fish moving rapidly away from their
initial position; Eaton et al. 1977) have been observed upon sound exposure for a variety
of fishes including Herring (Clupea harengus), Goldfish (Carassius auratus) and
Chinook Salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) (Zittoli 1977; Blaxter and Hoss 1981;
Knudson et al. 1997). Similarly, freezing responses (i.e., cessation of normal activity in
an open environment; Purser and Radford 2011) can be seen during exposure to aversive
stimuli such as a predator (Metcalfe et al. 1987) or pile-driving noise as seen in Cod
(Gadus morhua) (Mueller-Blenkle 2010). So while monitoring fish distribution is a good
first step, other behavioral responses to this broad-spectrum sound should be examined
due to the potential ecological consequences incurred by changes in behavior (e.g.,
predation, loss of feeding habitat).
Additionally, this broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound (10-10,000 Hz) has
generally been tested on fishes with hearing-specializations (e.g., ostariophysians
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including Bigheaded and Common carps) which are known to have better hearing
abilities compared to many fishes native to North America (Popper and Fay 2011). For
example, Lake Sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens) and Paddlefish (Polyodon spathula) are
ecologically-important species native to the Mississippi River basin and are most
sensitive to frequencies between 100-400 Hz (Lovell et al. 2005). When the audiogram
of these fish are compared to invasive carp, the improved sensitivity (40 dB for
frequencies between 100 and 500 Hz) and wider frequency range (carp detect upwards of
5000 Hz) of carp becomes apparent (Lovell et al. 2005; Vetter et al. 2018). Similarly,
Mann et al. (2007) examined the hearing abilities of eight fish species in northern Canada
and discovered that the two fish that possessed hearing-specializations had higher
sensitivity to sound than the other six fish that lacked hearing-specializations. While we
expect fish that lack hearing-specializations would be less impacted by a broad-spectrum
outboard-motor sound, only one study (Dennis et al. 2019) has examined this question
using Largemouth Bass (Micropterus salmoides) and they only examined impacts on the
distribution of these fish not behavior. It may also be possible to limit the impact of this
broad-spectrum sound by removing frequencies below 1000 Hz (i.e., create a sound that
only contains frequencies outside the range of most fishes that lack hearing
specializations; Ladich and Fay 2013). However, this high-frequency outboard-motor
sound (1000 – 10,000Hz) has never been tested and so it is currently unknown whether
invasive carp distribution and behavior will still be altered by this high-frequency sound
or whether this sound will diminish any impact on fishes without hearing-specializations.
The overarching goal of this study was to test the possibility that an outboardmotor sound might, if restricted to frequencies above 1000 Hz, deter invasive carps while
not impacting the distribution or behavior of fishes that lack hearing-specializations. To
accomplish this goal, we asked two questions: 1) Does an broad-spectrum outboardmotor sound (10-10,000 Hz) that has been shown to deter Bigheaded and Common Carps
impact the distribution or behavior of fish lacking hearing-specializations; and 2) Does a
high-frequency outboard-motor sound (1000-10,000 Hz), that is outside the most
sensitive frequency range of fishes lacking hearing-specializations, still alter carp
distribution and behavior while diminishing the impact on fish lacking hearing138

specializations? To answer these questions, we compared the response of two invasive
carp [Bighead Carp and Common Carp] and two fishes lacking hearing-specializations
[Lake Sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens) and Brown Trout (Salmo trutta)] to two types of
outboard-motor sounds in the laboratory.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Animals
Juvenile Common Carp (TL: 162 ± 14mm; TW: 72 ± 15g) and Bighead Carp (TL:
148 ± 18mm; TW: 37 ± 12g) were acquired from Osage Catfisheries (Osage Beach, MO)
and delivered to the University of Minnesota Engineering and Fisheries Laboratory
(EFL). Common Carp were maintained in square tanks (200 L, 2.4 m side x 0.4 m depth)
and fed 5 mm floating pellets (Skretting, Tooele, Utah) until satiation. Bighead Carp
were fed a planktonic diet consisting primarily of spirulina and chlorella algae (see
Hansen et al. 2014). Juvenile Lake Sturgeon (TL: 228 ± 18mm; TW: 39 ± 7g) were
obtained from Genoa National Fish Hatchery (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Genoa,
WI) and delivered to the fisheries laboratory where they were maintained in circular
tanks (100 L, 1 m diameter). Lake Sturgeon were fed frozen bloodworms (Brine Shrimp
Direct, Ogden, Utah) once per day. Juvenile Brown Trout (TL: 172 ± 18mm; TW: 64 ±
16g) were acquired from Lanesboro Fish Hatchery (Minnesota DNR, Lanesboro, MN),
housed in circular tanks (300 L, 2 m diameter) and fed 2.5 mm floating pellets (Skretting,
Tooele, Utah). Brown Trout were chosen because their hearing sensitivity had been
measured and was comparable to other native fishes that lack hearing-specializations
(Nedwell et al. 2006; Mann et al. 2007; Ladich and Fay 2013). All holding and
experimental tanks were continuously supplied with flow-through 18°C well water,
aerated with air stones attached to a compressed-air blower and cleaned weekly. All
experimental procedures were approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol: 1412-32177A), and all necessary federal and
state permits for shipping and holding prohibited species were also obtained.

Experimental Setup
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Experiments were conducted in a square opaque plastic arena (1.6 m sides, 50 cm
height) that was centered within a large circular tank used by Zielinski and Sorensen
(2017) (Fig B-1). An opaque square plastic enclosure (50 cm sides) was placed within
the center of the arena to prevent fish from escaping the tank via the drain pipe. Four
underwater transducers (UW30 Speakers, Electrovoice, MN) were used to playback
sounds during the acoustic deterrence challenge. Each transducer was suspended 5 cm
off the tank floor, positioned outside of the square arena at the center of the wall and
orientated to project sound toward the center of the tank. The tank was supplied with 18
°C flowing well water and water depth was maintained at 30 cm. Continuous aeration
was provided by air stones placed outside of the plastic arena at each corner. A black
plastic tarp covered the tank to prevent external visible light sources from illuminating
any visual cues within the testing arena. Fish movement was visualized using four
infrared floodlights (VT-IR1, VITEK Industrial Video Products Inc., Valencia, CA) and
an IR-sensitive closed circuit video camera (LTC-0355/20, Robert Bosch LLC,
Farmington Hills, MI).

Acoustic Stimuli
We used the recording of the broad-spectrum outboard-motor employed and
described by Zielinski and Sorensen (2017). This complex sound was played
continuously during each test period and contains frequencies between 20 and 10,000 Hz.
The high-frequency outboard-motor sound (1000-10,000 Hz) was created by altering the
original sound file in MATLAB to only contain frequencies greater than 1000 Hz. Sound
pressure measurements were obtained using a C55 hydrophone [sensitivity: -163.5 dB ref
1V/µPa; frequency range: 0.008-100 kHz] with an integral power amplifier (Cetacean
Research, Seattle, WA). Each sound signal was sampled at 44.1 kHz and digitized using
a TASCAM US-122mkII (TEAC, Montebello, CA) USB audio interface. The
hydrophone was mounted on a PVC probe, similar in design to Zeddies et al. (2012),
placed at a depth of 15 cm and measurements were taken at 5 cm intervals within 30 cm
of the active transducer and 10 cm increments throughout the rest of the arena. At each
measurement location, the acoustic playback signal was recorded for 5 sec which was
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then split into 10 – 0.5 sec signal batches and averaged to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. A custom Matlab graphical user interface, previously used by Zielinski and
Sorensen (2017), was then used to analyze and transform the pressure waveforms into the
frequency domain at a 2 Hz bandwidth.
A power spectrum of the high-frequency sound demonstrated that frequencies
below 1000 Hz were diminished in amplitude compared to the broad-spectrum sound
(Fig B-2) but did not reach background sound levels as expected. We mapped mean
sound pressure levels (SPL) from 100-500 Hz, 500-1000 Hz, 1000-1500 Hz, 1500-2000
Hz, and 2000-5000 Hz for each sound stimulus (Fig B-3). For each frequency range, we
averaged the root-mean squared sound pressure levels obtained for each 2 Hz frequency
interval within the specified frequency range. These frequencies were chosen to
highlight specific ranges that are most sensitive to fish lacking hearing-specializations
(i.e., 100-1000 Hz) or invasive carp (i.e., 100-2000 Hz), or are only within the hearing
range of carp (i.e., 2000-5000 Hz). The background sound pressure level was below 80
dB (ref 1uPa) throughout the experimental arena when the acoustic stimuli were not
activated (Fig B-2).

Acoustic Deterrence Trials
Acoustic deterrence trials followed a similar protocol as Zielinski and Sorensen
(2017) and were conducted between February and April 2015. Fish were tested as groups
of three individuals of the same species to facilitate natural shoaling behavior and reduce
stress. Prior to testing, fish were allowed to acclimate (2 h for Common Carp, Lake
Sturgeon and Brown Trout; 24 h for Bighead Carp) and move freely throughout the
experimental arena. Water inflow and air stones were turned off 10 min prior to the start
of each trial. Following acclimation, a randomly-selected speaker was activated once two
individual fish swam within 30cm of this speaker (i.e., area with the sharpest sound
pressure gradient, see Fig B-3). Fish movement was then monitored for a 2.5 min
treatment period (i.e., when the sound was on), along with the 2.5 min pre-test period
(i.e., control) immediately preceding this treatment period. Fish were then allowed 10
min to recover from sound exposure. This procedure was then replicated resulting in a
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total of two sound exposures (using the same sound) for each group of fish. After testing,
fish were removed from the experimental arena and placed into a separate holding tank.
Each species was tested 7 times (i.e., N=7 trials for both types of sound).
Three behavioral metrics were quantified. First, we evaluated fish distribution
(i.e., deterrence) in the laboratory enclosure. Deterrence was quantified as a decrease in
the amount of time fish spent within 30 cm of the active speaker (i.e., the region with the
greatest sound pressure gradient). This was accomplished by recording the x and y
coordinates of each fish at 5 sec intervals over the 2.5 min pre-test and test periods and
calculating distances from the selected speaker. Percent of time for each group of fish
was calculated by dividing the number of times fish were observed within 30cm of the
speaker by the total number of data points (i.e., 3 coordinates every 5 sec = 90
coordinates). Second, we examined whether fish displayed a startle response upon being
presented with the sound stimulus. This was accomplished by visual observation of a
startle response (i.e., fish moving 1.5-2.5 body lengths away from their initial position;
Eaton et al. 1977) within the first 15 sec of sound exposure. The percent of fish
exhibiting a startle response was calculated by dividing the number of fish that displayed
a startle response by the total number of fish tested. Lastly, we examined whether fish
froze in response to the sound stimulus. This was accomplished by examining the x and
y coordinate data collected from the fish distribution data and calculating the amount of
time each individual fish froze (i.e., did not move more than 5 cm within a 5 sec period)
during each pre-test and test period. The percent time that fish displayed freezing
behaviors was calculated by dividing the amount of time that an individual froze by the
total period time (i.e., 150 sec).

Statistical Analysis
We performed three separate three-way ANOVA using data collected on fish
distribution, startle responses and freezing responses. All data fit the assumptions of
homogeneity of variances and normalcy necessary to perform parametric tests and were
visually-verified using fitted residuals and q-q plots. For each dataset, we conducted a 3way ANOVA with species (Common Carp, Bighead Carp, Lake Sturgeon, and Brown
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Trout), treatment (sound off or sound on), and sound type (broad-spectrum sound or
high-frequency sound) as main effects and “fish group number” as a random effect (to
account for repeated measures). For each of our questions, we looked at specific
contrasts within this statistical model to determine whether fish distribution or behavior
(startle or freezing responses) were impacted by exposure to sound. More specifically,
we compared each paired control and treatment period to determine if fish distribution
(i.e., percent of time spent near the speaker) and freezing response (i.e., percent of time
fish froze during the trial) was altered by sound exposure. These specific contrasts were
analyzed using paired t-tests that were Bonferonni-corrected for multiple comparisons.
All tests were run at an overall α = 0.05 using JMP Pro 14 (SAS Institute Inc.; Cary, NC).

Results
Common Carp
Common Carp spent on average 7 ± 3% of their time within 30 cm of the
concealed speaker during pre-test periods for both the broad-spectrum and highfrequency sound experiments (Fig B-4). Upon exposure to the broad-spectrum sound,
Common Carp displayed a significant reduction in the amount of time they spent near the
speaker during the first exposure (p < 0.05) but not during the second exposure (p > 0.05;
Fig B-4A). The broad-spectrum sound also caused 72 ± 39% of Common Carp to display
a startle response upon the first exposure, which declined to 39 ± 33% by the second
exposure (Fig B-5A). Common Carp also displayed near constant movement during
broad-spectrum sound trial with only 6 ± 9% of their time spent not moving (i.e.,
freezing) in the experimental tank, which was similar to pre-test rates (p > 0.05; Fig B6A). In contrast, Common Carp exposed to the high-frequency sound spent the same
amount of time near the speaker during both pre-test and test periods (p > 0.05, Fig B4B). The high-frequency sound also caused 14 ± 26% of Common Carp to display a
startle response upon first exposure, while zero carp responded to the second exposure
(Fig B-5B). Common Carp did not freeze during the high-frequency sound trials (p >
0.05; Fig B-6B).
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Bighead Carp
Bighead Carp on average spent 6 ± 2% of their time within 30cm of the concealed
speaker during pre-test periods in both experiments (Fig B-4). Following exposure to the
broad-spectrum sound, Bighead Carp displayed a significant reduction in the amount of
time they spent near the speaker for both exposure periods (p < 0.05; Fig B-4A).
Approximately 70 ± 38% of Bighead Carp displayed a startle response upon the first and
second exposures to the broad-spectrum sound (Fig B-5A). Exposure to the broadspectrum sound also did not significantly change the amount of time that Bighead Carp
froze during this experiment (p > 0.05; Fig B-6A). In contrast, Bighead Carp were not
deterred by either exposure to the high-frequency sound (p > 0.05; Fig B-4B). Exposure
to the high-frequency sound did result in 48 ± 18% of Bighead Carp startling upon the
first exposure, which declined to 19 ± 26% by the second exposure (Fig B-5B). Bighead
Carp also displaying freezing responses during approximately 16% of treatment period
(i.e., 24 sec) during exposure to the high-frequency sound compared to no Bighead Carp
freezing during the pre-test period (p < 0.05; Fig B-6B).

Lake Sturgeon
While Lake Sturgeon subjected to the broad-spectrum sound spent the same
amount of time near the speakers during pre-test and test periods (p > 0.05; Fig B-4A),
this sound did result in 10 ± 20% of Lake Sturgeon displaying a startle response upon
exposure (Fig B-5A). No freezing response was observed (p > 0.05; Fig B-6A). Similar
to the broad-spectrum sound trials, Lake Sturgeon were not deterred (p > 0.05; Fig B-4B)
and did not freeze (p > 0.05; Fig B-6B) in response to the high-frequency sound.
Exposure to the high-frequency sound also did not result in any startle response in Lake
Sturgeon (Fig B-5B).

Brown Trout
Brown Trout spent approximately 7± 2% of their time within 30cm of the
concealed speaker during pre-test periods in both the broad-spectrum and high-frequency
sound experiments (Fig B-4). Brown Trout distribution during the first exposure to the
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broad-spectrum sound was highly variable (± 13%), due to a freezing response to the
sound (see below), but was not significantly different from the first pre-test period (p >
0.05; Fig B-4A). Similarly, the amount of time that Brown Trout spent near the active
speaker during the second exposure was not significantly different from the second pretest period (p > 0.05; Fig B-4A). Approximately 35 ± 35% of Brown Trout displayed a
startle response upon the first and second exposures to the broad-spectrum sound (Fig B5A). While Brown Trout displayed near constant movement during pre-test periods,
exposure to the broad-spectrum sound resulted in a freezing response during 47% of the
test period (i.e., 70 sec) (p < 0.05; Fig B-6A). Similar to the broad-spectrum sound trials,
Brown Trout distribution within the experimental arena did not differ significantly
between pre-test and test periods during high-frequency sound exposure (p > 0.05; Fig B4B). Brown Trout also displayed startle and freezing responses upon exposure to the
high-frequency sound (p < 0.05; Figs B-5B, B-6B).

Discussion
Our study clearly demonstrated that low frequencies between 10 and 1000 Hz are
likely needed for the outboard-motor sound to deter both Bighead and Common Carps in
the laboratory. We also found that fishes without hearing-specializations (e.g., Lake
Sturgeon and Brown Trout) were generally less impacted by these outboard-motor
sounds when compared with the two species of invasive carp that were studied.
Additionally, we showed that different fish species displayed different behavioral
responses (e.g., deterrence, startle or freezing responses) to these outboard-motor sounds.
Specifically, the freezing response of Brown Trout to the outboard-motor sound could
have drastic implications for wild trout populations (e.g., increased chance of predation).
Given the lack of deterrence observed to the high-frequency outboard-motor sound, we
suggest that sound stimuli incorporate the most-sensitive part of the carps hearing range
(300-1000 Hz; Vetter et al. 2018).
The most important finding from this study is that a high-frequency outboardmotor sound did not deter Bighead or Common Carps, even though frequencies below
1000 Hz were only diminished in amplitude compared to the broad-spectrum sound. This
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study demonstrated that either lower frequencies (10-1000 Hz) or the entire frequency
spectrum of the complex outboard-motor sound (10-10,000 Hz) is necessary for carp to
perceive this sound as aversive and alter their distribution appropriately. Our results
suggest that simply targeting a specific frequency range that incorporates the most
sensitive part of a species audiogram may not enhance taxon-specificity to the sound
signal. Rather, a combination of sound characteristics (e.g., peak frequencies, temporal
patterning, and spatial distribution) and the natural behavior of these species likely dictate
how fish detect and respond to sound.
We also found that Lake Sturgeon and Brown Trout, two fish that lack hearingspecializations, were generally less affected by the broad-spectrum sound than the two
invasive carps. More specifically, we found that the distribution and behavior of Lake
Sturgeon was not greatly altered by the broad-spectrum sound. Based on the generally
poor hearing sensitivity of Lake Sturgeon compared to fishes that have hearingspecializations (Lovell et al. 2005), the diminished response of Lake Sturgeon to both
types of sound compared to Bighead and Common Carps is not surprising. While the
distribution of Brown Trout did not differ significantly from the pre-test periods when
exposed to the broad-spectrum sound, we did observe both a startle response (30% of
Brown Trout) and a substantial freezing response (60% time frozen during sound
exposure). This result highlights the importance of analyzing other behavioral responses
that fish may exhibit following exposure to a noxious stimulus. If only fish distribution
data was examined, the startle and freezing responses in Brown Trout would not have
been detected. This freezing response may have important implications for wild trout
populations near acoustic deterrents, such that if fish freeze they may be more susceptible
to predation. The differences between Brown Trout and Lake Sturgeon responses to the
broad-spectrum sound also demonstrates the importance of not generalizing results from
one fish lacking hearing-specializations to all fishes.
While the high-frequency sound was not effective at deterring Bighead Carp and
Common Carp, we did observed a reduction in the freezing behavior exhibited by Brown
Trout compared to the broad-spectrum sound. This supports the hypothesis that
removing (or in this case, diminishing the amplitude within) the most-sensitive frequency
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range for non-target species can diminish the impact that sound can have on these
species. However, we did not observe a complete removal of behavioral impacts (startle
or freezing) when Brown Trout were exposed to the high-frequency sound. This could be
due to a number of factors. Due to the incomplete removal of frequencies between 10
and 1000 Hz, the diminished freezing response of Brown Trout could be related to the
decreased sound pressure levels within this frequency range. Of course, Brown Trout
also may be capable of detecting sound frequencies greater than 1000 Hz. Nedwell et al.
(2006) used auditory brain-stem recordings to generate an audiogram for Brown Trout
but only examined frequencies between 300 and 1000 Hz. Another explanation could be
an artifact of turning on the speakers which generated an acute broadband sound when
first activated; however, this would only explain the startle response and not the
continued freezing response of Brown Trout. In any case, the diminished response of
both Brown Trout and Lake Sturgeon to a high-frequency sound suggests modifications
can be made to the sound to decrease its impact on fishes without hearing-specializations.
Additional research will be necessary to determine if modifications to either amplitude,
frequency or temporal characteristics of a sound can achieve the goal of minimizing
impact of non-target species while still deterring carp.
Additional studies, both in the laboratory and field, should be conducted to better
understand how different types of acoustic stimuli impact fish distribution and behavior.
While the high-frequency sound was shown to be ineffective at deterring Bighead and
Common Carps, other types of acoustic stimuli that vary in their frequency range,
temporal patterning and spatial distribution may be more effective than the broadspectrum outboard-motor sound. Indeed, Dennis et al. (2019) has shown that a cyclic
sound is more effective at deterring Bighead and Common Carps than a broad-spectrum
outboard-motor sound, and shows no signs of habituation (i.e., loss of responsiveness
over repeated exposures). This study also found that Largemouth Bass, a resident fish
that lacks hearing-specializations, were less impacted by the cyclic sound but still had
nearly 50% of their passages blocked by this sound. Thus, improvements can still be
made to make these deterrents more taxon-specific. Additionally, it is still unknown how
these sounds will impact native fishes that have hearing-specializations (e.g., Channel
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Catfish, Golden Shiners, Bigmouth Buffalo). It is also important to note that many of
these responses are likely context sensitive, so future studies will need to include a field
component to truly understand how wild, free-ranging invasive carps and native fishes
will respond to these acoustic deterrents.
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Fig B-1. View of the experimental arena showing the locations of the speakers, plastic enclosure, drain
cover box and three Common Carp.
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Fig B-2. Sound pressure level power spectrum of the broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound (10 – 10,000
Hz, blue line) and the high-frequency outboard-motor sound (1000-10,000 Hz, green line) both measured 5
cm from the speaker in the laboratory. Background noise in the laboratory is presented as a reference
(black line). Sound pressure level measurements are provided at a 2 Hz bandwidth as described by
Zielinski and Sorensen (2017).
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Fig B-3. Mean sound pressure (dB ref 1uPa) measurements for the broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound
(10-10,000 Hz) and the high-frequency outboard-motor sound (1000-10,000 Hz) within the experimental
arena at a depth of 9 cm from tank bottom. Panels A-J show a plan view of mean sound pressure levels
averaged across a range of frequencies: 100-500 Hz (A, F), 500-1000 Hz (B, G), 1000-1500 Hz (C, H),
1500-2000 Hz (D, I), and 2000-5000 Hz (E, J) for both sounds.
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Fig B-4. Percent time that Common Carp, Bighead Carp, Lake Sturgeon and Brown Trout spent within 30
cm of a speaker during either the broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound (10-10,000 Hz; Panel A) or the
high-frequency outboard-motor sound (1000-10,000 Hz; Panel B) experiment. Box plots illustrate
minimum (lower whisker), quartiles, mean (line) and maximum (upper whisker). White box plots denote
pre-test periods (i.e., control [C1 and C2]) and gray box plots denote the two test periods (i.e., treatment
[T1 and T2]). Data from each species was analyzed separately with paired t-tests with asterisks denoting
significant difference between matched pre-test and test values (p < 0.05). N=7 groups of fish for each
species and sound stimulus.
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Fig B-5. Percent of Common Carp, Bighead Carp, Lake Sturgeon and Brown Trout that exhibited a startle
response at the on-set of exposure to either the broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound (10-10,000 Hz; Panel
A) or the high-frequency outboard-motor sound (1000-10,000 Hz; Panel B). Box plots illustrate minimum
(lower whisker), quartiles, mean (line) and maximum (upper whisker). Gray box plots denote the two test
periods (i.e., treatment [T1 and T2]). N=7 groups of fish for each species and sound stimulus.
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Fig B-6. Percent time that Common Carp, Bighead Carp, Lake Sturgeon and Brown Trout displayed a
freezing response during the broad-spectrum outboard-motor sound (10-10,000 Hz; Panel A) or the highfrequency outboard-motor sound (1000-10,000 Hz; Panel B) experiment. Box plots illustrate minimum
(lower whisker), quartiles, mean (line) and maximum (upper whisker). White box plots denote pre-test
periods (i.e., control [C1]) and gray box plots denote the test period (i.e., treatment [T1]). Data from each
species was analyzed separately with paired t-tests with asterisks denoting significant difference between
matched pre-test and test values (p < 0.05). N=7 groups of fish for each species and sound stimulus.
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